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Preface 
I really have had a wonderful time when I worked for Shell for the first time. I was a trainee in the 
period from August 2000 until February 2001. At that time, I studied Mathematics at Fontys 
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the Technical University in Eindhoven (the Netherlands) in April 2002. At the beginning of 2004, 
when I almost completed all courses, I started to find a company to do a nine-month traineeship to 
complete my education. Although it wouldn’t be as easy as four years ago, Ruud Korswagen was 
prepared to ask his manager if it was possible to join his team again. I am glad he convinced 
Victor Tam, because I wouldn’t have worked here if Victor wouldn’t have agreed! 

The Global Database Consolidation project became more and more important during the period I 
have worked here. At the beginning, it was an interesting subject that could help decreasing 
payments and after a while it became a part of the ITVision reorganisation programme. I am very 
happy that the results of my research are used immediately to help Shell become a company that 
delivers woldclass IT services. 

I want to thank my mentor Ruud Korswagen because without his help I wouldn’t have had the 
opportunity to work on this project. He was a good mentor four years ago, and he still is! Of course 
I also want to thank my two managers Victor and Hans, my team members and roommates in 
Amsterdam and Leidschendam for the wonderful time! 

And of course: I wouldn’t have been able to do all this without the support of my family, friends 
and colleagues when I needed this! Thank you all!  

 

 

Josine den Rooijen 

Breda, December-2004 

 



 

 



 

 

Summary 
The ITVision project is aimed to provide Wold Class IT services to internal customers, which 
means that the right service is delivered for the right price. By 2008, $ 850 million (€ 680 million) 
per annum must be saved. To achieve this, the IT infrastructure costs are lowered. Moving jobs 
to lower wages countries and rationalisation are the main levers to reduce costs.  
 
A server consolidation project for the STEP Laboratory (SIEP-RTS) in Rijswijk decreased the 
Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) with 50%, plus the investments were earned back during the 
implementation period. [BRUIJN & KORSWAGEN, 2003] 
 
A Global Database Consolidation service has been set up during a period of nine months as 
Master Thesis project. This service is added to the Global Service Description / Service Level 
Agreement (SD/SLA) for Database Hosting and DBA Support Services that was produced by 
Ruud Korswagen of the Service Engineering Team in 2004 [KORSWAGEN1, 2004].  
 
An inventory of the database landscape supported by the Global DBA team was made. All 
servers are sorted by region, Relational DataBase Management System (RDBMS) and 
Operating System (OS).  
 
An overview of the technical requirements that influence the hardware structure is given. The 
requirements result in a list of rules that always must be used when Oracle application 
databases or SQL Server databases are installed. A migration plan was written. The 
Consolidated Database Hosting Environment (CDHE) is described.  
 
An Excel spreadsheet that shows the payments and income in a particular situation is 
developed. This spreadsheet should be used to decide which server configuration should be 
used for each RDBMS in every region in a particular situation. The three server configurations 
described support all Service Levels described in the Global SD/SLA [KORSWAGEN1, 2004] 
and are flexible with respect to changes and support future growth. If possible, existing 
hardware is reused in the CDHE. 
 
The first configuration is the cheapest way to start up the consolidation service. All instances are 
installed on two servers and new servers are added when the first two are filled. This is done 
per region and per RDBMS. A switch to the second and later to the third configuration should be 
made when more and more Oracle application databases or SQL Server databases need 
hosting. The instances in which the databases are installed are grouped per Service Level. 
Instances with Service Level Gold (high-availability) are physically separated from the other 
instances. The instances with Service Level Silver (comparable to current Service Level) and 
Bronze (hardly any support) are put together on the same server. For the third server 
configuration all Service Levels are supported by at least one separate server. 
The switch to another configuration must be postponed because this increases payments. That 
is why instances in most cases will be moved when an old server is replaced by a new one. 
 
The procedures that must be used to install new and to migrate existing Oracle application 
databases or SQL Server databases to the CDHE and to remove obsolete ones from the CDHE 
are described. An overview of the steps that have to be taken before the CDHE is set up is 
given. Both the Business and the Technical Application Profile Questionnaire were designed to 
support the procedures that were developed. The Project Work Order (PWO) frame and the 
Service Work Order (SWO) frame are designed too. A database with Graphical User Interface 
was designed that supports administration tasks described in these procedures. 

The migration of the Oracle application databases and SQL Server databases to the CDHE will be 
done by one or more DBAs. These DBAs may be working in any region.  
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1 Introduction 
In this chapter, an introduction to The Royal Dutch / Shell Group is given. The justification for 
consolidation is explained by describing the ITVision programme. Furthermore, a project 
description and the problem to research and solve are given, information about server 
rationalisation and server consolidation is given, the target audience of this document is 
described and the structure of this document is presented. Finally, some terms and conditions 
are defined. 

1.1 The Royal Dutch / Shell Group 
Shell stems from an arrangement between two separate companies, the Royal Dutch Petroleum 
Company and The “Shell” Transport and Trading Company p.l.c.. These parent companies do 
not directly engage in operational activities. They are public companies based in the 
Netherlands and in the UK respectively. They own the shares in the Group Holding Companies 
(Shell Petroleum N.V. and The Shell Petroleum Company Limited) but are not part of the Royal 
Dutch/Shell Group of Companies. The main business of the Service Companies is to provide 
advice and services to Group Holding Companies and Operating Companies [ITForShell1, 
2004]. 

 

 
Figure 1.1: The Royal Dutch/Shell Group 

‘IT for Shell’ is a single virtual IT community in Shell focused on delivering maximum value to 
the Shell businesses across the whole value chain. GITI, the Group IT Infrastructure “company”, 
delivers IT services to the Operating Companies. The Operating Companies also have IT staff 
working on business specific projects [ITForShell5, 2004]. 
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The student who has written this document works for the ‘Application Hosting’ department, 
which is part of GITI. The databases supported by the Global DBA team (which is part of 
Application Hosting) are in scope of the Global Database Consolidation Project. Many other 
databases are supported by the business specific IT teams and are out of scope of this project. 

1.2 IT Vision – World Class IT for Shell 
The ITVision programme is IT for Shell’s major strategic project aimed to create World Class IT 
services by 2008 with infrastructure services leading the way and delivering World Class 
performance by end 2006.  

World Class is an external, objective benchmark measure which indicates services are among 
the top 25% of the total benchmarking population, which includes a large number of IT services 
organizations, both within and outside the oil and gas industry. World Class performance means 
the right service (as required and specified by the Business and reflected in Service Level 
Agreements – SLAs) for the right price. 

The essential enablers to achieve this World Class IT Services are clarity and standardization of 
business processes, their translation into IT requirements and effective IT governance within the 
Businesses. One of the ‘IT for Shell’ goals is saving costs. Because more costs must be saved 
than will be achieved with this project, the ITVision programme was started to speed up the cost 
savings. The transition of personnel to lower cost countries was introduced too. By 2008, $ 850 
million (€ 680 million) per annum must be saved.  

Rationalisation is the main lever to reduce system costs. More information about rationalisation 
can be found in the next paragraph. Standardization of technology and processes expands 
opportunities around sourcing. There is a significant labour cost differential between the 
Americas and Europe on one side and cost advantaged countries such as India and Malaysia 
on the other side. [ITForShell5, 2004] 

1.3 Project Description 
A proposal for a Consolidation Service that could be added to the Global Service Description / 
Service Level Agreement (SD/SLA) for the Database Hosting and DBA Support Services 
provided by the Global DBA team was produced by Ruud Korswagen of the Service 
Engineering Team in the first quarter of 2004. [KORSWAGEN2, 2004] The Consolidation 
Service can be offered as a combination of the existing Database Hosting and DBA 
Consultancy Services. It should be based as much as possible on available hardware owned 
and fully managed by GITI. The hardware configuration should be scaleable and flexible.  

The five target deliverables are [KORSWAGEN2, 2004]: 

1. An inventory is made of the database landscape to consolidate. The consolidation 
project should start with all databases already hosted by GITI worldwide. This inventory 
includes the Shared Hosting environments for both Oracle and SQL Server. All servers 
are sorted by RDBMS (Relational DataBase Management System) and operating 
system (OS). 
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2. A migration plan needs to be prepared during which version conversion might be 
required to optimise the number of versions of RDBMS software (Oracle and SQL 
Server). Oracle application databases and SQL Server databases will be migrated to 
shared environments wherever possible and if that is not possible, steps to dedicated 
instances and/or servers will be considered.  

3. A Consolidated Database Hosting Environment (CDHE) must be described. For this 
CDHE, an optimal hardware structure needs to be found most probably based on 
existing hardware. Only if needed new hardware may be added to reach the optimal 
solution. The CDHE must support all Service Levels described in the Global SD/SLA 
and is flexible with respect to changes and possible future growth. Main drivers for this 
CDHE will be simplicity and optimal value for money. 

4. A procedure should be created that describes how an Oracle application database or 
SQL Server database should be added to the CDHE. This procedure should be 
supported by forms/spreadsheets to provide information during the inventory phase. 

5. If possible, an implementation of the CDHE should be made.  

A project plan has been written in April 2004. This plan and the changes on it can be found in 
attachment 1 of this document. 

The results presented in this document are based on the details as known on the 31st of 
October 2004. Further developments have not been taken into account in the ever changing 
environment of Shell. 

1.4 Problem to Research and Solve 
This paragraph contains a description of the problem to research and solve. It also contains 
some derived research questions. The research questions are grouped per target deliverable. 
Every chapter contains a description of the questions answered and the conclusions drawn.  

 

 

 

Problem to Research and Solve: 

The databases supported by the Global DBA Team must be 
rationalised to decrease IT costs. Which migration strategy must be 
followed and which hardware configuration must be chosen? 

 

 

Research questions 

1. Introduction 

a. What is rationalisation? 
b. What is database consolidation? 
c. Is consolidation the right solution to decrease IT costs? 
d. What is the context of this project? 
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2. Database Landscape Inventory 

a.  Which operating systems are supported? 
b. Which RDBMS software is supported? 
c. Which versions of operating systems and RDBMS software are supported? 
d. Which databases exist? 

3. Migration Plan 

a. What are the support start and end dates of the versions of operating systems and 
RDBMS software that are used? 

b. Which databases will be migrated? 
c. When must migrations take place? 

4. Server Configuration 

a. Which requirements described in the SD/SLA influence this project? 
b. Are there other requirements that influence this project? 
c. Which hardware structure must be used? 
d. Which new concepts could be used? 
e. What are the new concepts? 
f. Are these concepts interesting for this project? 

5. Procedure 

a. Which procedure is needed? 
b. Which documents and questionnaires are useful? 
c. Which part(s) of the procedure can be automated? 

6. Implementation 

a. What is needed before the CDHE can be implemented? 

1.5 Rationalisation and Consolidation 
This paragraph contains a description of Server Rationalisation and Server Consolidation. There 
are three types of server consolidation. Database consolidation is one of them.  

1.5.1 Server Rationalisation 
Server Rationalisation reduces the complexity by understanding, retiring, or outsourcing 
complex niche and legacy workloads; or alternatively, to move them to a mainstream platform 
[DAWSON, 2004]. 

Within IT for Shell, this is done via: 

• Removal of Oracle application databases and SQL Server databases that are not 
used or needed anymore 

• Replacement of multiple Oracle application databases or SQL Server databases by 
one (new) Oracle application database or SQL Server database 

• Outsourcing of activities to other companies 
• Server Consolidation 

 

Only one of the three types of Server Consolidation is in the scope of this Global Database 
Consolidation project. It might be possible that a customer decides to remove unused Oracle 
application databases and SQL Server databases or decides to replace multiple Oracle 
application databases or SQL Server databases by a new one during the consolidation activity. 
This is seen as an extra positive spin-off. 
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1.5.2 Server Consolidation 
Server Consolidation optimizes IT resources, such as servers, storage, network, supporting 
staff, real estate, allowing information to be continuously accessible, while meeting the changing 
needs of the IT organization [BROWN, 2001] [COGNIZANT, 2002]. 

In most decentralized environments, each server is used to host a single Oracle application 
database or SQL Server database. In this situation processor and storage utilization are far from 
optimal. When multiple workloads are consolidated on a single server, there is an excellent 
opportunity to reduce total capacity. 

The major business driver for server consolidation is lowering the Total Cost of Ownership 
(TCO), which is defined as costs associated with IT components over its entire lifecycle. The 
TCO has to be compared to the total benefits of ownership to determine the viability of the 
purchase. That is why TCO is very important [CGISS, 2003]. Reduction of the number of 
servers, standardizing platforms, standardizing procedures and using fewer servers and 
instances resulting in less personnel needed, all lead to lowering the TCO. 

A server consolidation project for the STEP Laboratory (SIEP-RTS) in Rijswijk during the period 
March-2001 until April-2003 decreased the TCO with 50%, while the investments were earned 
back during the implementation period. € 450,000 per year is saved [BRUIJN & KORSWAGEN, 
2003]. 

Standardisation, centralisation and off shoring of databases also has disadvantages. The 
single-point-of-failure issue is the most cited disadvantage. More customers are affected when a 
server fails. Furthermore, customers that previously had their own server may object to the loss 
of control and flexibility created by server consolidation [DIRECTIONS, 2004]. 

There are three different types of server consolidation which can all be performed in parallel 
[BROWN, 2001] [COGNIZANT, 2002]: 

• Logical Consolidation 
• Location Consolidation 
• Database Consolidation 

1.5.2.1 Logical Consolidation 
All systems in a distributed environment are brought under the control and management of a 
centralized organization. This type of server consolidation may not result in the physical 
movement of any servers, datacenters or people. The centralized organization uses standards 
as much as possible because this reduces complexity of the environment. Minimizing the 
number of different operating system variants, release levels and RDBMS products will also 
reduce complexity and costs [BROWN, 2001] [COGNIZANT, 2002]. 

 
Within Shell 

Every region has a centrally managed organization that hosts databases on servers. These 
regions are Europe/Africa (EU/AF), the Americas (AM) and Asia and Pacific Rim (AP). If 
possible, these centralized DBA teams use standard procedures to make sure they all do their 
work in the same way. Besides those centralized teams, there are many other teams that host 
databases on their own servers. Examples of other DBA teams are teams in different operating 
units in Exploration and Production and a DBA team that is located in London. If instances from 
these other teams are migrated to the CDHE, the support will be moved to the CDHE personnel. 
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For GITI a new Global SD/SLA [KORSWAGEN1, 2004] has been written in 2004 standardizing 
the Service Levels globally. The number of Service Levels available to most customers was 
increased, which means that they can choose the level that fits their needs best. The prices for 
these Service Levels are also standardized. 

The current Database Hosting landscape within Shell is complex and diverse. The number of 
platforms supported will be reduced to drive down the TCO. This can be translated into growth 
of certain environments while others will be phased out. For databases, it is expected that in the 
long run only two combinations will remain as strategic: Linux + Oracle on Intel (in 2004: IBM 
X455) and Windows + SQL Server (in 2004: Compaq/HP DL760). Because these two strategic 
platforms are chosen in the Global SD/SLA, only two Operating Systems will be used. The 
number of OS versions and RDBMS versions will be minimised as much as possible when 
migrating to the CDHE [KORSWAGEN1, 2004]. The minimization of RDBMS versions in the 
Netherlands is studied by a Service Engineer who is asked to set up procedures and 
mechanisms to stimulate optimization before the end of 2004.  

1.5.3 Location Consolidation 
Location consolidation reduces the number of physical sites with servers installed. The best way 
to do this is by moving all servers to a number of central datacenters which lowers the TCO. 
These datacenters need to be located close to the majority of the customers and thus must exist 
in all regions [BROWN, 2001] [COGNIZANT, 2002]. The throughput (the amount of information 
that can be transmitted per unit of time [HOOGERWOORD, 2001]) must be high and the latency 
(the amount of time that elapses between sending a message and arrival of the same message 
[HOOGERWOORD, 2001]) must be low [VACCA, 2002].  

 
Within Shell 

In the Netherlands, the majority of the servers have been moved to the two central datacenters 
AMSDC1 and AMSDC2. Most new servers are also placed there. In case of a big fire or flood 
destroying all servers in one of the datacenters, the other datacenter takes over part of the 
workload as agreed in service contracts of the destroyed one and the most important activities 
will continue. In 2004, the datacenters in Houston (region AM) are built and prepared to be 
used. The datacenters in Cyberjaya (region AP) are also prepared to be built. Although the 
datacenters in AM and AP are not available yet, this does not stop the two other types of server 
consolidation in these regions from being implemented. As soon as the datacenters are 
available, the consolidated servers can be moved to their new locations. The DBAs must always 
remember that servers will be located in two datacenters per region. They must locate all 
instances in such a way that it is always possible to have the operational instance on a server in 
one datacenter and its standby instance on a server in the other datacenter. 

1.5.4 Database Consolidation 
Database consolidation decreases the number of physical servers by combining Oracle 
application databases or SQL Server databases onto fewer, in most cases larger servers. In the 
past, there was often only one instance on a server containing only one Oracle application 
database or SQL Server database. Servers may contain more than one instance and each 
instance may contain one or more Oracle application databases or SQL Server databases after 
database consolidation.  
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The instances operate in principle completely separated from each other, so if one fails, the 
others most probably will not. It allows storage to be managed as enterprise resource. Disk, 
tape, and storage management software all play a role. Building infrastructures around Storage 
Area Networks (SAN) and Network Attached Storage (NAS) is used as a solution for Data 
Consolidation [BROWN, 2001] [COGNIZANT, 2002].  

Every server saved decreases the hardware costs at least with 30 k€ per year. The calculation 
of this amount can be found in attachment 2. Less personnel is needed when the number of 
servers that has to be supported decreases and license costs decrease too. Database 
consolidation is the biggest benefit of server consolidation. [CBR, 2002] 

 
Within Shell 

In 2004, most of the database servers do not operate in a consolidated environment. There are 
only a few consolidated environments. The Central Database Applications Service (CDAS) of 
the Shell Research and Technology Centre in Amsterdam (SRTCA) is an example. It is a 
compact set-up with as many Oracle application databases in an instance as possible and as 
many instances on a server as possible. The service is provided using two equivalent servers 
that are each other’s fallback in case of calamity. In 2004, about 80 Oracle application 
databases have been running on 14 instances. 

As many Oracle application databases or SQL Server databases as possible will be installed on 
every instance and as many instances as possible are installed on every server when migrating 
to the CDHE. SAN is used for all newly bought Compaq/HP DL760 database servers and NAS 
is used for all newly bought IBM X455 database servers. 

1.6 Target Audience 
There are two major audiences for this report. 

The examination committee of the Technical University in Eindhoven (the Netherlands), 
consisting of: 

• dr. A.T.M. Aerts (Ad), mentor of the Technical University Eindhoven (e-mail 
address: A.T.M.Aerts@tue.nl) 

• ing. R. Korswagen (Ruud), mentor of Shell Information Technology International 
(e-mail address: Ruud.R.Korswagen@Shell.com) 

• prof. dr. R.J. Kusters (Rob), third member of the examination committee of the 
Technical University Eindhoven (e-mail address: R.J.Kusters@tm.tue.nl) 

• dr. J.J. Lukkien (Johan), fourth member of the examination committee of the 
Technical University Eindhoven (e-mail address: J.J.Lukkien@tue.nl) 

Shell personnel that is going to work for the CDHE and Shell personnel that will migrate the 
existing environments to the CDHE. It is very important that these people know the hardware 
structure, rules and advises described in this report to make sure a uniform way of working is 
guaranteed worldwide within Shell. 
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1.7 The structure of this report 
This chapter contains an introduction to the Global Database Consolidation project. General 
information about The Royal Dutch / Shell Group is given and a justification for the project is 
given. Besides a project description also a Problem to Research and Solve is given and 
Research Questions are described. An introduction to server rationalisation and consolidation is 
given and some concepts and definitions are described. 

Chapter 2 contains a literature study. Descriptions of successful server consolidation projects 
and database consolidation projects are given. Furthermore, the concepts clustering, RAC, 
Oracle Grid Computing, High Performance Computing and virtualisation are described. 

The third chapter contains the results of the Database Landscape Inventory (the first target 
deliverable of the Global Database Consolidation project) and the migration plan (the second 
target deliverable of the Global Database Consolidation project). Both the inventory and the 
migration plan contain details per region.  

The technical requirements that influence the hardware structure are described in chapter 4. 
Chapter 5 contains information about the payments of the Global DBA Team and how these are 
influenced by many factors.  

The spreadsheet developed to decide what to do when a customer wants to add a new Oracle 
application database or SQL Server database to the CDHE is presented in chapter 6. The 
different ways to install instances on servers lead to some server configurations. These are 
described too. (the third target deliverable of the Global Database Consolidation project) 

The Consolidation Service is described in chapter 7. The procedures, documents and tools that 
are needed for this service are described in this chapter. This is the fourth target deliverable of 
the Global Database Consolidation project.  

Chapter 8 contains a project evaluation. The reason why the fifth target deliverable could not be 
delivered, an implementation of the CDHE, is given here. 

1.8 Concepts and definitions 
This paragraph contains an overview of concepts and definitions with their descriptions.  
 
General definitions 

• CDHE is the Consolidated Database Hosting Environment. It is the hardware 
structure supporting the Consolidation Service described in this document. 

• SD/SLA is a Service Description / Service Level Agreement. This is an agreement 
between a service provider and a customer that documents agreed service levels for 
a service and the related tariffs [KORSWAGEN1, 2004]. 

• RDBMS is the Relational DataBase Management System. It is the software that 
manages data sets of customers according to predefined methods and allows data to 
be obtained via standard queries. Oracle and SQL Server are supported as strategic 
RDBMS software and DB2 and Progress as legacy step-outs [KORSWAGEN1, 
2004]. 

• Dedicated: when an item is called ‘Dedicated’, this item has one or more owners. 
These owners are all from the same Organisational Unit or Business Unit (OU/BU) in 
Shell. The bill for this dedicated item is paid by exactly one department of one of the 
companies within Shell. Examples of dedicated items are: dedicated server and 
dedicated instance. 
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• Shared: when an item is called ‘Shared’, this item has multiple owners from different 
OUs/BUs in Shell. The bill for the shared item is paid by more than one department, 
possibly from different companies within Shell. Examples of shared items are: shared 
server and shared instance.  

• GI-D: Group Infrastructure – Desktop, which is the Shell standard for PCs which 
allows users secure access to the network and all of their data from anywhere and at 
any time [ITForShell6, 2004]. 

• GI-D Inside: An interim standard technical solution based on GI-D standard for 
application servers to provide operating system plus some additional middleware 
components [ITForShell7, 2004]. 

• GI-H: Group Infrastructure – Hosting. The service that introduces globally managed 
standards, services and processes. It is the Shell standard solution for application 
hosting on Windows 2000. It is the GI-D Inside service extended with standard 
services and processes, and with access and support arrangements in addition 
[ITForShell7, 2004]. 

 
Server structure 
In figure 1.2, the structure of servers is described for both the Oracle and the SQL Server 
RDBMS. The terms used are the definitions used within Shell which sometimes differ from the 
definitions used by Oracle and Microsoft. 
 

SQL Server 
Server

Instance

Database

Datafile
 

• Every server contains 
one or more 
instances 

• Every instance 
contains one or more 
databases 

• Every database 
consists of one or 
more data files 

Oracle 
Server

Instance

Application
Database

Schema

• Every server contains 
one or more instances 

• Every instance 
contains one or more 
application databases 

• Every application 
database consists of 
one or more schemas 

Figure 1.2: Server structure for both SQL Server and Oracle servers 
 
What can be concluded from the figure, is that the names of the third and fourth layer differ. 
When generally speaking about the third layer, “Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database” is used in this document. When only speaking about Oracle, the name “Oracle 
application” is used and for SQL Server “SQL Server database” is used. 
 
Oracle [ORACLE10, 2004] uses the name ‘database’ for the combination of the layers 
‘instance’ and ‘application database’, because only one application was installed per instance. 
There was no reason to split up this layer. 
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Oracle application database or SQL Server database [KORSWAGEN1, 2004] 
• Oracle application database or SQL Server database : A self-contained 

combination of code and data that together perform a predefined function for one or 
more users. The Oracle application database or SQL Server database is in many 
cases split into a Client containing the actual code and Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
on one side and the Server part comprising of the database on the other side. The 
Client and Server are in the current IT environment also physically split over different 
hardware. The Client part is in many cases installed on the desktop computer of the 
Customer/User, while the database is present on a database server. 

• Schema (Oracle) / Datafile (SQL Server): A set of tables that logically belong 
together and contain data of one Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database. The schema / datafile may be owned by a number of schema owners that 
are Special Userids in an instance. 

 
Instance 
There are a number of definitions that are used for instances: 

• Single Oracle application database or SQL Server database Instance: A self-
contained set of system processes maintaining and supporting exactly one Oracle 
application database or SQL Server database. This structure is often used to support 
a single Oracle application database or SQL Server database that has specific 
requirements that are non-standard and thus do not allow sharing. Also when an 
Oracle application database or SQL Server database is big, it will have its own 
instance for operational purposes [KORSWAGEN1, 2004]. 

• Multiple Oracle application database or SQL Server database Instance: A self-
contained set of system processes maintaining and supporting more than one Oracle 
application database or SQL Server database. To save resources in many cases a 
number of smaller Oracle application databases or SQL Server databases are 
installed on the same instance [KORSWAGEN1, 2004]. 

• Dedicated Instance: either a Single or a Multiple Oracle application database or SQL 
Server database Instance where the same OU/BU in Shell owns all Oracle application 
databases or SQL Server databases that are installed on it [KORSWAGEN1, 2004]. 

• Shared Instance: a Multiple Oracle application database or SQL Server database 
Instance where the owners of the Oracle application databases or SQL Server 
databases installed on it are from different Ous/BUs in Shell [KORSWAGEN1, 2004]. 

 
When an instance is indicated in general terms, the term ‘instance’ will be used. 
 
Server 
There are a number of definitions that are used for servers: 

• Single Instance Server: a Database Server Computer on which exactly one instance 
is running. This situation occurs when either the Oracle application database or SQL 
Server database requires a non-standard server, or when the Oracle application 
database or SQL Server database is so big it justifies its own server [KORSWAGEN1, 
2004]. 

• Multiple Instance Server: a Database Server Computer on which more than one 
instance is running [KORSWAGEN1, 2004]. 

• Dedicated Server: a Database Server Computer that supports one or more single or 
multiple instances that contain Oracle application databases or SQL Server 
databases owned by one and the same OU/BU in Shell [KORSWAGEN1, 2004]. 

• Shared Server: a Database Server Computer that supports a mix of single and 
multiple instances where the owners of the Oracle application databases or SQL 
Server databases installed on them are of different Ous/BUs in Shell 
[KORSWAGEN1, 2004]. 

• Operational Server: a server that is used by customers. Depending on the agreed 
support level, the data on the operational server can be copied to the standby server 
which will take over the workload if the operational server fails [KORSWAGEN1, 
2004]. 
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• Standby Server: a server that can be brought online if the operational server fails. 
The standby server contains an up-to-date copy of the data on the operational server. 
A standby server may also be used when the operational server becomes unavailable 
due to scheduled maintenance. The operational server and the standby server have 
to be physically separated from each other to ensure the standby server can take 
over the workload in case the operational server gets damaged by a fire or flooding of 
its data centre [KORSWAGEN1, 2004]. 

• Development Server: a server containing only instances for database development 
purposes. These instances are used to develop newer versions of Oracle application 
databases or SQL Server databases. 

 
When a Database Server Computer is indicated in general terms, the term ‘server’ will be 
used. Except when explicitly mentioned, servers are always Database Servers in this 
document. Other types of servers that exist are Web Servers and Compute Servers, but these 
types of servers are out of scope for this Global Database Consolidation project. 
 
Service Levels [KORSWAGEN1, 2004] 

• Service Levels: Performance levels associated with the services being provided to 
the customer, which have been agreed and will be measured and reported on a 
regular basis via Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s). 

• Prime-Time: From 08:00 until 18:00 hours local time 
• Non Prime-Time: From 18:00 until 08:00 hours local time and during weekends and 

local official holidays. 
• On-call pager rota: A group of persons that deliver break-fix support outside Prime-

Time in case of a major server or instance problem resulting in customers that are not 
able to connect to their Oracle application databases or SQL Server databases. 
Members of the group take turns to fully cover a period of time outside Prime Time. 

• Database Hosting Service: A service comprising of hosting a database of an Oracle 
application database or SQL Server database on either a GITI owned or a customer 
owned server. The three options for this service are: 

o hosting a small database in a shared instance 
o hosting on a dedicated instance on a shared server 
o hosting on a dedicated server with one or more dedicated instances. 

• DBA Support Service: The service providing DBA Consultancy Services. It is the 
intention that a DBA Support Service Work Order (SWO) covers regular and recurring 
support activities. 
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2 Literature study 
Other consolidation projects prove that server consolidation and database consolidation are an 
excellent way to reduce IT costs and decrease the TCO. This chapter contains some examples 
of companies that saved costs with server consolidation and database consolidation. These are 
listed in paragraph 2.1 and 2.2. Paragraph 2.3 contains a description of some concepts that 
could be used for the CDHE. 

2.1 Server Consolidation projects 
The following server projects prove that server consolidation decreases the TCO. Database 
consolidation is one of the three types of server consolidation and thus is responsible for part of 
the savings. 

• BMO Nesbitt Burns (http://www.bmonesbittburns.com) enjoys a consolidated, adaptable 
new HP infrastructure while saving $3.3 million (€ 2.64 million) in three years 
(comparing the new infrastructure with the old distributed systems). The operational 
costs are reduced because the new environment is simpler to manage. Twenty-one 
servers were consolidated from different locations onto three centrally located HP 
Superdromes configured as virtual servers via partitioning. A fourth Superdome is used 
for disaster recovery [HP1, 2003]. 

• With Sun as its model, Emerson (http://www.gotoemerson.com) embarks on an 
ambitious global consolidation project. They have demonstrated that they took 20 
percent out of ERP operations through lower cost of consulting support, fewer 
personnel, lowered hardware costs through consolidation, and leveraged reductions in 
software costs – with increased functionality and the ability to leverage their business. 
More than hundred servers were consolidated onto one highly available high-end 
system and more than 60 legacy business applications across 55 countries onto one 
single global instance of Oracle E-Business Suite software [SUN4, 2004]. 

• Toyota Australia (http://toyota.com.au) accelerated business success with IBM eserver 
technology in 2003. They migrated their eight servers to two powerful IBM eserver 
pSeries 690 machines running on IBM AIX with cost-effective scalability and improved 
responsiveness.  Since the migration, the TCO is lowered and they estimate that over 
the next four years up to AU$7 million (€ 4.24 million) in hardware and facilities 
management costs can be saved [IBM1, 2003]. 

• The new HP infrastructure of Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC - 
http://www.cbc.ca) successfully sustained 17 million page views over the entire 2002 
Winter Olympics. CBS deployed four 4-way HP rp5400 series servers running HP-UX 
11i, with one further HP rp5400 server acting as a database server to be able to deliver 
additional information supporting the television broadcasts. This makes the high-
availability of the site a critical success factor [HP2, 2002]. 
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2.2 Other Database Consolidation projects 
The projects described in this paragraph are examples of successful database consolidation 
projects: 

• Oracle has consolidated its enterprise resource planning (ERP) system from 70 
database instances running on countless servers to just one global instance running on 
three clustered Sun Fire 12K servers. These servers run Oracle 9i Real Application 
Clusters (RAC) software, which delivers unlimited horizontal scalability and 24x7 
availability. About $ 2 billion (€ 1.6 billion) is saved from increased efficiency and 
reduced outlays for equipment [SUN1, 2004]. 

• A server consolidation project for the STEP Laboratory - Shell International Exploration 
and Production (SIEP-RTS) - in Rijswijk during the period March-2001 until April-2003 
decreased the TCO with 50%, while the investments were earned back during the 
implementation period. € 450,000 per year is saved [BRUIJN & KORSWAGEN, 2003]. 

• Oracle delivered a 20% lower TCO through database consolidation and redeployment 
of Sun Fire 4500 servers and increased CPU and Storage Capacity by 400% for Trader 
Publishing Company (http://www.traderpublishing.com) in 2003. Service levels were 
vastly improved, because customers now have 24x7 access to real-time information 
from the company’s voluminous collection of advertisements. The Oracle 9i database 
was migrated from its two legacy servers to one single Sun Fire 6800 server running the 
Solaris 8 Operating System [SUN2, 2003]. 

• In 2002, Informatica Comunidad de Madrid consolidated its Oracle 8 databases on Sun 
Fire Servers for higher availability and lower TCO. The databases were consolidated on 
two Sun Fire 6800 servers and one Sun Fire 3800 server at its central datacenter 
[SUN3, 2002]. 

2.3 New Concepts 
For both Oracle and SQL Server, some concepts exist which may be interesting for the CDHE. 
In 2004, many articles have been written about clustering, grid, high-performance computing 
and virtualisation [LAMBOO, 2004]. 

2.3.1 Clustering 
Clustering is a technology that automatically allows one physical server to take over the tasks 
and responsibilities of another physical server that has failed. The obvious goal behind this is to 
ensure that users running mission-critical Oracle applications or SQL Server databases will 
have little or no downtime when such a failure occurs. 

 
Clustering refers to a group of two or more servers that work together and represent themselves 
as a single virtual server to a network. When a client connects to clustered servers, it thinks 
there is exactly one server. When one of the servers fails, its responsibilities are taken over by 
another server in the cluster. The end-user notices little. 
 
Clustering is not a complete backup system. It is only one part of a multi-part strategy required 
to ensure minimum downtime and 100% recoverability. [ORACLE7, 2003] [ORACLE8, 2004] 
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2.3.1.1 Real Application Clusters 
Real Application Clusters (RAC) is a method used to cluster Oracle servers. Some 
advantages and disadvantages of RAC are listed below [ORACLE7, 2003] [ORACLE8, 2004]: 
 
Advantages 

• High performance: The workload is evenly spread over the servers in the cluster. 
• High utilisation: Resources are not standing idle while requests are going unserviced. 
• Scalability: All instance caches behave as 1 cache. 
• High availability: If a server crashes, another server takes over the workload in a 

couple of seconds. 
• No downtime when servers are added to or removed from the cluster. 
• Small servers can be combined in one cluster. 
• Applications don’t have to be changed when they are added to a RAC. 
• There are no special parameter settings. 
• Shared disk architecture: the amount of disk space can grow or shrink when needed. 
• Upgrading without downtime: From Oracle version 10, rolling upgrades ensure that 

instances don’t have to be brought down when they are upgraded. 
 
Disadvantages 

• In one cluster, all operating system versions must be the same. 
• In one cluster, all Oracle versions must be the same. 
• The same Oracle software must be used for all servers in one cluster. That is why 

only servers of the same types can be put in one cluster. Although the x-series and p-
series are both IBM servers, they cannot be placed in one cluster, because different 
Oracle software is installed on these server types. 

• All servers in one cluster must be located close to each other. [ENGEL, 2003] A fast 
network, high bandwidth and a low latency is needed [VACCA, 2002]. On general, the 
maximum distance between servers can be about 5 kilometres. 

• The DBAs working with RAC must be experienced. Junior DBAs won’t be able to 
work with RAC. 

• RAC is only available for Oracle 9 and 10. 
 
RAC is not new. It replaces Oracle Parallel Server (OPS), which was already introduced in 
Oracle version 6.2. [ENGEL, 2003] 

2.3.1.2 SQL Server Clustering 
SQL Server instances are clustered using ‘SQL Server Clustering’. SQL Server Clustering 
provides two clustering types [SQL, 2004]: 

• Active / Active Cluster: SQL Server runs on both nodes of a two-way cluster. Each 
copy of SQL Server acts independently, and users see two different SQL Servers. If 
one of the SQL Servers in the cluster fails, then the other server takes over the 
workload. From then both instances run on one physical server, instead of two. If two 
instances have to run on one physical server, performance can be affected, 
especially if the server’s have not been sized appropriately. 

• Active / Passive Cluster: An Active/Passive SQL Server cluster refers to a SQL 
Server cluster where only one instance of SQL Server is running on one of the 
physical servers in the cluster. The other physical server does nothing else but 
waiting to takeover when the primary node fails. 

 
From a performance perspective, the Active/Passive Cluster is the better solution than the 
Active/Active solution. On the other hand, the Active/Passive Cluster option makes less 
productive use of the physical hardware, which means this solution is more expensive. This 
configuration is easier to set up and administer, and overall it will provide better performance. 
This type of clustering is recommended when enough budget is available.  
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Advantages of SQL Server Clustering [MCGEHEE, 2001]: 
• Reduces downtime to a bare minimum.  
• Permits automatic responses to failed servers or software, without human 

intervention.  
• Performs upgrades without forcing users off the system for extended periods of 

time.  
• Reduces downtime due to routine server, network, or database maintenance.  
• Servers don’t have to be renamed. When failover occurs, it is relatively 

transparent. 
• Failing back can be done whenever the primary server if fixed and put back on-

line.  
• Clustering can be used to increase the scalability of an application. For example, 

if a current cluster is getting too busy, another server could be added to the 
cluster to expand the resources and help boost the performance of the SQL 
database.  

 
Disadvantages of SQL Server Clustering [MCGEHEE, 2001]: 

• More expensive than other failover alternatives, such as stand-by servers.  
• Requires more set up time than other alternatives.  
• Requires more on-going maintenance than other alternatives. 
• Requires more experienced DBAs and network administrators. 
• For each node in the cluster, a Microsoft Windows 2000 Advanced Server 

License is needed, SQL Server 2000 Enterprise Licenses for all Active nodes in 
the cluster and the latest Windows 2000 and SQL Server Service Packs. There 
must be a shared disk array. 

 
The way the physical servers (CPUs, RAM, amount of shared disk array) are sized is very 
similar to how a non-clustered server would be sized if it is planned to use an Active/Passive 
configuration. But, if an Active/Active configuration is used, then ideally each physical server 
needs to be sized to run all instances of SQL Server that run on both the primary and 
secondary nodes, should failover occur and both instances of SQL Server have to run on the 
same physical server. Ideally, both physical servers should be identical in hardware, drivers, 
software, and configuration.  

2.3.2 Oracle Grid Computing 
The basic idea of grid computing is the notion of computing as a utility. Customers don’t care 
where their data is stored or where computations are done. They simply want the 
computations to be done and the information to be delivered when needed. [ORACLE6, 2003] 
[ORACLE9, 2004] 
 
From the server-side, the grid is about resource pooling, virtualisation and provisioning 
[ORACLE6, 2003] [ORACLE9, 2004]: 

• Resource pooling: required to achieve better utilization of resources. All resources are 
pooled together as if it is one big resource. There is more flexibility to couple the 
resources to requests. 

• Virtualisation: enables grid components such as storage, processors, databases, 
application servers, and applications to work together without creating rigidity in the 
system. Virtualization enables each component of the grid to react to changing 
circumstances quickly and enables to adapt to component failures without 
compromising performance of the system as a whole.  

• Provisioning: means allocating resources where they are needed. Once the 
resources are virtualised, resources need to be dynamically allocated for various 
tasks based on the changing business priorities. All those that need or request 
resources are getting what they need. Resources are not standing idle while requests 
are going unserviced. 
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Grid computing can dramatically lower the cost of computing, extend the availability of 
computing resources, increase productivity and improver quality. Security, High-Availability, 
Self-reliance and Manageability are operational benefits of grid computing. [ORACLE6, 2003] 
[ORACLE9, 2004] 
 
According to Oracle expert John Abrahams, Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC) must 
always be used for Grid computing. 
 
Oracle Grid Computing is not new. The first ideas about Grid Computing already exist since 
1985. The servers in one grid have to be located close to each other. Latency is the 
bottleneck.   [ENGEL, 2003] 

2.3.3 High Performance Computing 
High performance computing (HPC) can broadly be defined as the technology used to solve 
computational problems that need significant processing power and need to quickly access and 
process very large amounts of data. [MICROSOFT5, 2004] [HPC, 2004] 

Traditionally, universities, research organizations and large companies use super computers for 
engineering number crunching. Super computers are extremely expensive machines that 
cannot be afforded by smaller organizations. However, most of the organizations need large 
computational power to find solutions to business problems. HPC technologies bridge the gap 
between the computational power of traditional super computers and computational power that 
is required by mainstream organizations for various business solutions. [HPC, 2004] 

2.3.4 Virtualization 
A virtual infrastructure provides a layer of abstraction between the computing, storage and 
networking hardware, and the software that runs on it. It simplifies IT so companies leverage 
their storage, network, and computing resources to control costs and respond faster. Users 
see resources as if they were dedicated to them. The administrator manages and optimizes 
resources globally across the enterprise. 
 
A virtual machine is a way of representing a real machine using software to control the 
execution of an operating system. The operating system that is being controlled is called the 
“guest operating system”. The technology allows for one or more guest operating systems to 
run on top of a “host operating system”. The virtual machine presents itself as a fully 
functional system with CPU, memory, disk, video, and network. Hardware management is 
completely separated from software management, and hardware can be treated as a single 
pool of processing, storage and networking power to be allocated and de-allocated to various 
software services on the fly. Software can be installed on or moved from one physical system 
to another without requiring reconfiguration of the operating system or applications. 
[VMWARE, 2004] 
 
The “virtual machine” notion offers a number of advantages to server consolidation 
[VMWARE, 2004]: 

• Greater availability: Through isolation of instances into their own virtual machines, the 
consolidated system can divide tasks. It means that the “guest operating system” or 
instances running in a virtual machine cannot bring down the “host operating system”, 
the virtual machine software or another virtual machine. The host hardware or 
software can still fail and bring the system down. Isolation means that multiple virtual 
machines can exist on the same platform without any possibility of failure in one 
causing failures in others. The guest operating systems may still fail but the failures 
will not spread. 
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• Encapsulation: The state of a virtual machine can be saved to disk and then the 
virtual machine can be restarted in the time that it takes to reload the data from the 
disk.  

• Hardware independence of the virtual machines: It is relatively easy to create a virtual 
machine and then move it to a test or development server. After finishing testing or 
developing, it can be moved to production without any requirement to rebuild it for the 
production server. 

• Flexibility: Because of the isolation of the virtual machines, it is possible to run 
multiple operating system versions. Two instances that must run on different 
operating system versions can be placed on one server in different virtual machines. 

 
Limitations of virtual machines [VMWARE, 2004]: 

• Performance: Historically, the weakness of the virtual machine concept has been 
performance. Instances will use more memory and CPU in a virtual machine than 
they would in a real machine. 

• Overhead of learning a new application: Server consolidation is complicated on its 
own, requiring technical and managerial skills, effective public relations, and project 
management. Adding the need to understand another application increases the cost, 
length, and complexity of the consolidation project. 

2.3.5 Concepts within Shell 
Clustering 

Both RAC and SQL Server Clustering increase payments for the Global DBA Team while costs 
must be saved. That is why clusters will not be used yet.  

Although the distance between the datacenters for the region EU/AF in Amsterdam is 10 to 15 
kilometres, John Abrahams thinks that it should be possible to use RAC. We haven’t spoken 
about the datacenters in the two other regions. The distance between the datacenters in the 
Americas is about 100 miles, which makes using RAC impossible.  

Because of the distance between the two datacenters in every region, if clusters are used they 
should only contain servers located in one datacenter. That is why two clusters must be used 
per region, one in every datacenter. All servers in that datacenter must be added to the cluster.  

Using standby servers is an alternative for SQL Server Clustering. Using standby servers is less 
expensive, requires less set up time, less on-going maintenance and less experienced DBAs 
and network administrators. Within Shell, DBAs are already familiar with standby servers. 
Although SQL Server Clustering has a faster failover structure that doesn’t need human 
intervention, the higher costs for maintaining SQL Server Clustering in a time where costs are 
saved when possible, makes SQL Server Clustering no option for the CDHE in 2004. 

Grid 

Because Oracle RAC will not be used (yet), Oracle Grid Computing is also no option for the 
Consolidation Service. 
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High-Performance Computing 

The definitions of NAS and SAN [NAS/SAN, 2004]: 

• NAS: Network Attached Storage: A special purpose server with its own embedded 
software that offers cross-platform file sharing across the network. 

• SAN: Storage Area Network: A shared dedicated high-speed network connecting 
storage elements and the back end of the servers 

Both SAN and NAS will be used for the Consolidation Service, so large databases are no 
problem. 

Powerful processors will be used for the Consolidation Service. If more powerful ones are 
needed, more powerful servers will be bought. 

Virtualisation 

Because of strategic decisions within Shell, only Linux + Oracle and GI-H + SQL Server will be 
used. Guest operating systems are not needed, because only one type of OS will be installed 
per server. For these two main reasons, virtualisation will not be used to set up the CDHE. 

2.4 Conclusion 
Multiple consolidation projects show that both server consolidation and database consolidation 
are excellent ways to decrease IT costs dramatically.  

The concepts described in paragraph 2.3 all have many advantages. On the other hand, the 
concepts all involve increasing payments for the Global DBA Team or are not applicable to the 
Global DBA Team. Because costs have to be saved, the concepts will not be used for the 
Consolidation Service yet. If more money is available in the future, somebody should reconsider 
using these concepts. 
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3 Inventory and Migration Plan 
This chapter contains a description of the decisions taken within Shell that influence future 
configurations. Besides a support prognosis for operating system and RDBMS versions is given. 
Furthermore a detailed database landscape inventory and a migration plan are described, which 
are the first and the second target deliverable of the Global Database Consolidation project. 

3.1 Support Prognosis 
The database hosting landscape within Shell is complex and diverse. During the coming 
years GITI will move to a limited number of standard environments to lower the costs to 
support the infrastructure. This can be translated into growth of certain environments while 
others will be phased out. In this paragraph, a prognosis is given for RDBMS and operating 
system versions and their support. Some decisions within Shell are described first. 

3.1.1 Decisions within Shell 
Both decisions on platform to use and portfolio migration plans within Shell are described in 
this paragraph. 

3.1.1.1 Decisions on platform to use 
This paragraph contains a description of the strategic and tactical platforms Shell has chosen 
to use during the coming years. 
 
Strategic Platforms [KORSWAGEN1, 2004] 
For databases, two OS+RDBMS combinations will remain as strategic: 

• Linux + Oracle on Intel (in 2004 : IBM X455) 
• Windows (GI-H) + SQL Server on Intel (in 2004 : Compaq/HP DL760) 

 
These combinations have been chosen for several reasons: 

• For all infrastructure services a two-vendor strategy is optimum. [DAWSON, 2004] 
• The server manufacturers and server types are chosen because these solutions 

where the cheapest offered. 
• A large customer in EP already has good experiences with Linux + Oracle installed 

on IBM X455 servers. 
• The strategic servers for SQL Server databases are already used by the centrally 

managed DBA teams. 
 
The main advantage of having only two strategic platforms is the decrease of the TCO. DBAs 
only have to concentrate on these two platforms, which decreases personnel costs. On the 
other side, there is less flexibility towards the customer.  
 
Tactical Platform [KORSWAGEN1, 2004] 
Windows (GI-H) + Oracle on Intel (in 2004: Compaq/HP DL760) will remain a tactical platform 
during the coming years.  

3.1.1.2 Portfolio migration plans 
Every portfolio has its own migration plan. Because they will follow their own strategy, the 
migration plans for the CDHE must fit with these plans too. Unfortunately, little information 
about the portfolios of the Oracle application databases or SQL Server databases has been 
found during the inventory of the server landscape. 
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Migration plans for portfolios: 
• EP will start consolidating in Q1 of 2005. They will migrate to a centralized 

environment. Windows (GI-H) and Linux are the standard platforms. 
• OP will start consolidating in Q4 2005. They will migrate to a distributed environment. 

Windows (GI-H) is the standards that will be used. 
• Plans are unknown for other portfolios. 

 

Migrations will be done per portfolio, because an optimal hardware structure can be reached 
when this is done. The monthly support costs can be charged directly to the portfolio manager 
after migration, which makes administration less complex (which decreases costs).  

Although shared instances are preferred according to the project description in paragraph 1.3, 
migrating per portfolio results in dedicated instances. Shared instances will only be used to 
collect small Oracle application databases and SQL Server databases that don’t belong to a 
portfolio yet. Priorities have changed here. 

The migration of instances installed on older servers has a higher priority than moving Oracle 
instances from Compaq/HP DL760 servers to IBM X455 servers. These migrations will not be 
paid by the customers. Besides there is not enough hardware capacity and manpower to 
migrate from the tactical platform to a strategic platform immediately. 

3.1.2 Operating System Support 
This paragraph contains a description of the Operating Systems available in 2004. 
 
The expectations for the operating systems are [KORSWAGEN1, 2004]:  

• Windows NT: Windows NT was used on many Intel processor-based Servers in the 
past. It will be followed up by Windows Server as implemented by GI-H. Windows NT 
will be phased out during the years 2004 and 2005. All Oracle application databases 
will be migrated to Linux servers and SQL Server databases will be migrated to a   
GI-H environment. 

• Windows 2000 non GI-H Build: Windows 2000 (non GI-H Build) was used in the 
recent past on Intel processor based servers and will be followed up by Windows 
Server as implemented by GI-H. It will be phased out during the years 2004 and 
2005. All Oracle application databases will be migrated to Linux servers and SQL 
Server databases will be migrated to a GI-H environment. 

• Windows 2000 GI-H Build: Version 1 of Windows 2000 (GI-H Build) is rolled out in 
2004. It includes amongst others SQL Server and Oracle in its service definition. It will 
become – together with Linux – one of the two strategic platforms for Shell and will 
grow during 2004. Version 2 is in preparation. (See Windows 2003 GI-H Build) 

• Windows 2003 GI-H Build: Version 1 is currently under development and will 
replace Windows 2000 GI-H build. It includes amongst others Microsoft SQL Server 
and Oracle in its service definition. It will become – together with Linux – one of the 
two strategic platforms for Shell and grow during 2005 and following years. 

• Unix: There are many different flavours of this OS depending on the hardware 
provider (e.g. IBM, SUN and HP). It will stay as a tactical platform until the end of 
2006, but will most probably be phased out in favour of Linux (installed on IBM 
servers). The HP servers will be phased out first, after that the SUN servers, and the 
old IBM servers will be phased out the last. 

• Linux: A standard platform based on Linux is under development in 2004 and will 
become one of the two strategic platforms – together with GI-H – in 2005 and 2006 
probably replacing Unix. The platform is expected to become available for Database 
Hosting at the end of 2004. 

• VAX/VMS: Legacy platform only supported as step out. The instances installed are 
not migrated. 
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A graphical representation of the information presented above is given in table 3.1. 
Conclusions that can be drawn from this information with respect to actions that have to be 
performed within Shell can be found below table 3.1. 
 
Operating System 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 
WinNT migration phased out 
Win2K (non GI-H) migration phased out 
Win2K3 emerging available & supported 
GI-H available & supported 
Unix available & supported migration 
Linux emerging  available & supported 

Table 3.1: Support Operating Systems [KORSWAGEN1, 2004] 
 

If new servers are bought, they must be Windows (GI-H) servers (for SQL Server instances) 
or Linux servers (for Oracle instances). Because Linux is (expected to be) supported from the 
beginning of 2005, buying new servers for Oracle instances must be postponed as much as 
possible before that date. The instances must be placed on existing servers as much as 
possible until Linux is supported. 
 
Conclusions for operating systems 

• Windows NT servers have to be consolidated as soon as possible. Support stops at 
the end of 2005. 

• Windows 2000 non GI-H build servers have to be consolidated as soon as possible. 
Support stops at the end of 2005. 

• GI-H build servers will be supported for at least four years (until the end of 2008). 
• When Linux is supported in 2005, all old Unix servers must be migrated to Linux in 

about 2 years because the Unix support stops at the end of 2006. 
Buying new Unix servers must be avoided as much as possible because the support stops at 
the end of 2006. If new servers have to be bought, it would be better if these were Linux 
servers. It must be possible to both install Unix and Linux on these new servers. The support 
for Linux starts at the beginning of 2005 and remains in place for at least four years. 

3.1.3 RDBMS Version Management 
This paragraph contains a description of the RDBMS support for both Oracle and SQL 
Server, which are the two strategic database platforms for Shell. 
 
Oracle 
Oracle is a database engine produced by the firm Oracle that can run on all operating 
systems specified in paragraph 3.1.2. Versions range from 7.x.x.x until 9.x.x.x in 2004. For 
Shell, Oracle is one of the two strategic database platforms already for many years and will 
remain strategic during the years 2005 through 2008. In table 3.2, an overview is given for the 
support levels of Oracle versions. [KORSWAGEN1, 2004] 
 

 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 
8.1.7 available migration phased out 
9.0.1 migration phased out 
9.2.0 available & supported migration phased out 
10g emerge available & supported 
new  emerge available 

Table 3.2: Support Oracle Versions [KORSWAGEN1, 2004] 
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If new Oracle instances are created, they preferably should have the following versions in the 
following years: 

Year Oracle Release 
2004 9.2.0 
2005 9.2.0 
2006 10g 
2007 10g 
2008 new 

Table 3.3: Oracle Releases in relation to new instances 
 
SQL Server 
SQL Server is a database engine produced by the firm Microsoft that can only run on the 
Windows (GI-H) platforms. In 2004, versions range from 6.5 and 7 on NT4 to 2000 on 
Windows 2000 (GI-H). SQL Server has become a strategic database platform for Shell during 
the last 3 years and will remain strategic during the coming 3 years. [KORSWAGEN1, 2004] 
 

 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 
6.5 migration phased out 
7.0 migration phased out 
2000 available & supported migration phased out 
Yukon  emerging available & supported 

Table 3.4: Support SQL Server Versions [KORSWAGEN1, 2004] 
 
If new SQL Server instances need to be created, they preferably should have the following 
versions in the following years: 

Year SQL Server Version 
2004 2000 
2005 2000 
2006 Yukon 
2007 Yukon 
2008 Yukon 

Table 3.5: SQL Server versions in relation to new instances 
 
DB2 on Mainframe 
The DB2 databases on Mainframe(s) will not be migrated to one of the two strategic 
platforms, because it is not possible. The application that uses these databases can only use 
DB2 databases. These databases thus will become step outs with respect to their Hosting 
and Support. 
 
Oracle on VAX/VMS 
The Oracle databases on VAX/VMS will not be migrated to one of the two strategic platforms. 
These databases will also become step outs with respect to their Hosting and Support. 
 
Conclusions for RDBMS software 

• SQL Server 6 and 7 databases have to be migrated to SQL Server 2000 before the 
end of 2004 because the support for these older versions will stop at the end of 2004. 

• Oracle databases with versions before 8.1.7 and with version 9.0.1 have to be 
migrated to Oracle 9.2 before the end of 2004 because the support for these older 
versions stops. 

• Oracle 8.1.7 databases have to be migrated to Oracle version 9.2 in 2005. 
• In 2006, all Oracle 9.2 databases have to be migrated to Oracle 10g because Oracle 

9.2 is supported until the end of 2006 and version 10g is available from the end of 
2005. Oracle 10g will at least be supported until the end of 2008. 

• In 2006, all SQL Server 2000 databases have to be migrated to the new version of 
SQL Server - called SQL Server Yukon - which is supported from then onward. The 
support for SQL Server 2000 stops at the end of 2006. 
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3.2 Database Landscape Inventory per region 
Before decisions can be made, a database landscape inventory must be available. This was 
done for the three regions Europe/Africa, the Americas and Asia and Pacific Rim. For each 
region, an explanation of the details found will be given in this chapter. 

3.2.1 Europe/Africa (EU/AF) 
For the database inventory of the region EU/AF, the information in the DBInfo database 
(administration tool for regional DBA Team) was used. This database contains all servers and 
instances that are or have been supported by the DBA team in Leidschendam in the 
Netherlands. An overview of the servers, sorted by operating system and RDBMS is given in 
table 3.6. This is the information as available on 17-May-2004. More details can be found in 
attachment 3. 
 

Operating System RDBMS Number of servers Number of instances 
Unix Oracle 57 217 
Win2K Oracle 69 196 
Win2K SQL Server 57 87 
WinNT Oracle 45 96 
WinNT SQL Server 22 22 
Linux Oracle 1 9 
VAX/VMS Oracle 5 5 
MNFR DB2 1 7 
Totals  257 639 

Table 3.6: Number of servers and instances for EU/AF per OS and RDBMS combination  
(per 17-May-2004) 

3.2.2 The Americas (AM) 
The database inventory for the region AM is made using an Excel spreadsheet [IEPEREN1, 
2004] produced by the Global Service Manager Database Hosting and DBA Support 
Services, who obtained this information from the DBA team working in that region. An 
overview of the servers, sorted by operating system and RDBMS is given in table 3.7. This is 
the information as available on 28-May-2004. More details can be found in attachment 3. 
 

Operating System RDBMS Number of servers Number of instances 
Unix Oracle 19 67 
Win2K Oracle 11 27 
Win2K SQL Server 16 18 
WinNT Oracle 24 82 
WinNT SQL Server 52 57 
Totals  122 251 

Table 3.7: Number of servers and instances for AM per OS and RDBMS combination  
(per 28-May-2004) 
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3.2.3 Asia and Pacific Rim (AP) 
The database inventory for the region AP is made using an Excel spreadsheet [IEPEREN1, 
2004] produced by the Global Service Manager Database Hosting and DBA Support 
Services, who obtained this information from the DBA team working in that region. An 
overview of the servers, sorted by operating system and RDBMS is given in table 3.8. This is 
the information as available on 28-May-2004. More details can be found in attachment 3.  
 

Operating System RDBMS Number of servers Number of instances 
Unix Oracle 14 53 
Win2K Oracle 19 43 
Win2K SQL Server 90 92 
WinNT Oracle 10 15 
WinNT SQL Server 13 13 
Totals  146 216 

Table 3.8: Number of servers and instances for AP per OS and RDBMS combination  
(per 28-May-2004) 

3.3 Migration plan 
Using the support information for operating systems and RDBMS versions described in 
paragraph 3.1, the following migration planning can be made: 
 
Year Current platform Target Platform # instances 
2004 
2005 Windows NT + SQL Server Windows (GI-H) + SQL 

Server 2000 92

 Windows 2000 + SQL Server Windows (GI-H) + SQL 
Server 2000 88

 Windows NT + Oracle Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 191
 Windows 2000 + Oracle Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 39
 Windows (GI-H) + Oracle < 8.1.7 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 1
 Unix + Oracle < 8.1.7 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 100
 Windows (GI-H) + Oracle 9.0.1 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 11
 Unix + Oracle 9.0.1 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 0
 Linux + Oracle 9.0.1 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 1
 Windows (GI-H) + Oracle 8.1.7 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 142
 Unix + Oracle 8.1.7 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 190
 Linux + Oracle 8.1.7 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 3
2006 Unix + Oracle 9.2.0 Linux + Oracle 10g 47
 Windows (GI-H) + Oracle 9.2.0 Linux + Oracle 10g 68

 Windows (GI-H) + SQL Server 
2000 

Windows (GI-H) + SQL 
Server Yukon 289

 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 Linux + Oracle 10g 683
2008 Linux + Oracle 10g Linux + Oracle New 798
   2743

Table 3.9: Migration plan 
 

For this migration plan the number of instances per region that have to be migrated and the 
amount of FTEs needed to migrate, can be found in attachment 4. 
 
A large part of the work has to be done before the end of 2005. Furthermore, most of the 
databases have to migrated more than once and many of them even three times. This costs a 
considerable amount of time and money.  
 
If the stable, but unsupported, Oracle version 8.1.7 is used somewhat longer, the instances 
with Oracle version 8.1.7 can be migrated directly to version 10g thus saving one migration 
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step and also the work is spread better over the years. In that case, instead of 2743 
instances, only 2408 instances have to be migrated. This means a decrease of almost 13 % 
and a cost saving of more than € 1.4 million! More details can be found in attachment 4. 
 
This results in the following migration plan:  
 
Year Current platform Target Platform # instances 
2004 
2005 Windows NT + SQL Server Windows (GI-H)  + SQL Server 

2000 92

 Windows 2000 + SQL Server Windows (GI-H)  + SQL Server 
2000 88

 Windows NT + Oracle Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 191
 Windows 2000 + Oracle Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 39
 Windows (GI-H)  + Oracle < 8.1.7 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 1
 Unix + Oracle < 8.1.7 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 100
 Windows (GI-H)  + Oracle 9.0.1 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 11
 Unix + Oracle 9.0.1 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 0
 Linux + Oracle 9.0.1 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 1

2006 Windows (GI-H)  + SQL Server 
2000 

Windows (GI-H)  + SQL Server 
Yukon 289

 Windows (GI-H)  + Oracle 8.1.7 Linux + Oracle 10g 142
 Unix + Oracle 8.1.7 Linux + Oracle 10g 190
 Linux + Oracle 8.1.7 Linux + Oracle 10g 3
 Unix + Oracle 9.2.0 Linux + Oracle 10g 47
 Windows (GI-H)  + Oracle 9.2.0 Linux + Oracle 10g 68
 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 Linux + Oracle 10g 348
2008 Linux + Oracle 10g Linux + Oracle New 798
   2408

Table 3.10: Migration plan if Oracle 8.1.7 is used 1 year longer 
 

For this migration plan the number of instances per region that have to be migrated and the 
amount of FTEs needed to migrate, can be found in attachment 4. 

Oracle version 10g would have been available from the end 2004, but this was postponed until 
the end of 2005. This change has had an enormous impact on the migration plan. Below, an 
overview is given of the total number of instances that would have been migrated if Oracle 
version 10g would have been supported from the end of 2004. 
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Year Current platform Target Platform # instances 
2004 
2005 Windows NT + SQL Server Windows (GI-H)  + SQL Server 

2000 92

 Windows 2000 + SQL Server Windows (GI-H) + SQL Server 
2000 88

 Windows NT + Oracle LINUX + Oracle 10g 191
 Windows 2000 + Oracle LINUX + Oracle 10g 39
 Windows (GI-H) + Oracle < 8.1.7 LINUX + Oracle 10g 1
 UNIX + Oracle < 8.1.7 LINUX + Oracle 10g 100
2006 Windows (GI-H)  + Oracle 9.0.1 LINUX + Oracle 10g 11
 UNIX + Oracle 9.0.1 LINUX + Oracle 10g 0
 LINUX + Oracle 9.0.1 LINUX + Oracle 10g 1
 Windows (GI-H) + SQL Server 

2000 
Windows (GI-H)  + SQL Server 
Yukon 289

2007 Windows (GI-H) + Oracle 8.1.7 LINUX + Oracle 10g 142
 UNIX + Oracle 8.1.7 LINUX + Oracle 10g 190
 LINUX + Oracle 8.1.7 LINUX + Oracle 10g 3
2008 Windows (GI-H) + Oracle 9.2.0 LINUX + Oracle New 68
 UNIX + Oracle 9.2.0 LINUX + Oracle New 47
 LINUX + Oracle 9.2.0 LINUX + Oracle New 5
Totals   1267

Table 3.11: Migration plan if Oracle 10g is available at the end of 2004 

In the new situation about 1500 more instances have to be migrated (compare table 3.9 and 
3.11). This is € 6.26 million more expensive! More details can be found in attachment 4. 

 
Dedicated solutions [KORSWAGEN1, 2004] 

It is possible that some instances cannot be migrated to the target platform, because the related 
Oracle application databases or SQL Server databases are certified for a particular version of 
both the RDBMS and the OS. In such a case, a dedicated solution is created for these Oracle 
application databases or SQL Server databases. As long as these in most cases lower versions 
are officially supported, the solution will not be considered to be a step-out because multiple 
versions are supported. Migration to the highest available version is preferred, because this 
minimizes the support activities and thus also the costs. 
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3.4 Conclusion 
This chapter contains the results of the Database Landscape Inventory and a migration plan 
(the first and the second target deliverable of the consolidation project). These target 
deliverables need to be available before a solution for the third target deliverable (the 
hardware structure) could be found. 
 
Not all details specified in the project description in paragraph 1.3 could be found during the 
inventory phase. This has two main reasons: 

• It would have taken too much time to find all details that are not stored yet in 
centrally managed administration systems. 

• Details change too fast. Most of the details are only needed at the moment the 
migration starts. 

 
The migration plan is created using the support start and end dates given in the SD/SLA 
[KORSWAGEN1, 2004] and thus is a combination of given facts. A considerable amount of 
money can be saved (more than € 1.28 million) when the support prognosis of operating 
system and RDBMS versions are not followed exactly. 
 
A small change in the details given in this chapter may have a considerable impact on the 
decisions that have to be made. It must be realised that support start dates may change. An 
example of such a change is the support start date of Oracle 10g. This Oracle version at first 
would have been available from the end of 2004. This is postponed until the end of 2005.  
 
If Oracle 10g would have been available at the end of 2004, 1267 (see table 3.11) instances 
should have been migrated instead of 2743 (see table 3.9). This is a growth of more than 
115% and will cost € 5.6 million more! 
 

This influences the amount of work that should be done considerably. By using older 
unsupported Oracle versions somewhat longer, the costs may be decreased. This is advised 
because Oracle version 8.1.7 is very stable and cost saving is currently an important factor. If it 
is possible to support Oracle version 10g earlier even more money can be saved! This can only 
be realised when DBAs do a Oracle 10g course soon, which they would be doing anyway. 
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4 Technical Requirements Consolidation 
The third main target deliverable of the consolidation project, the server configuration of the 
CDHE, is influenced by many factors. These factors are described in this chapter. 

4.1 SLA Requirements 
There are many requirements that have to be met by the CDHE as they can be derived from 
descriptions in the Global SD/SLA for Database Hosting and DBA Services [KORSWAGEN1, 
2004] and future plans not yet part of the SD/SLA. 

4.1.1 Service Levels 
The following three new Service Levels, based on the Service Levels described in the Global 
SD/SLA, will be defined in the near future. The Global Service Manager Database Hosting 
and DBA Support Services will most probably introduce these new Service Levels in a later 
version of the SD/SLA. 

• Bronze Level: No standard support. The amount of time spent by the DBAs is 
charged according to the regular charges for support based on Time and Material 
(T&M). (See attachment 6) 

• Silver Level: Oracle application database or SQL Server database support on one 
server with no extra support outside Prime Time. 

• Gold Level (High-availability): Besides the Silver Level support, support is available 
outside Prime Time based on break-fix activities provided by one or more DBA rota’s. 
Furthermore, a copy of the Oracle application database or SQL Server database 
called a standby database is active on another server at another location. Updates 
are performed on both the operational database and the standby database. Switching 
to the standby database can be done in a matter of minutes. 

 
These Service Levels have been chosen to give customers the opportunity to choose 
between different options with different tariffs. They have the possibility to choose a cheaper 
solution if they want. The levels are in line with the levels required by the customers in 2004. 
 
At the end of 2004, support is provided by a global Run and Maintain team located in AP 
PLUS three regional DBA Teams present in EU/AF, AM and AP. If necessary, 7x24 break-fix 
support can be provided on the basis of an on-call pager rota. In the near future (2005 and 
2006) the Run and Maintain DBA support will fully move to AP. There they will work 5x24 
hours in shifts, while during the weekends there is a 2x24 hours break-fix support that will 
provide support on the basis of an on-call pager rota. It is planned that a limited number of 
DBAs will remain in the three regions only for consultancy activities based on T&M 
[KORSWAGEN1, 2004]. 

4.1.2 Server Sharing 
In 2004, servers are rarely shared. Most of the time, a server contains only one instance with 
only one Oracle application database or SQL Server database installed on it. After migration, 
servers will be shared as much as possible to lower the costs for the customers. 
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After consolidation, Oracle application databases or SQL Server databases will be sorted as 
described in the new Global SD/SLA [KORSWAGEN1, 2004]: 

• A small Oracle application database or SQL Server database from a customer that 
has no other Oracle application databases or SQL Server databases supported by 
the CDHE, will be placed in a shared instance. Costs for this instance will be shared 
between the customers. 

• All other Oracle application databases or SQL Server databases will be sorted by 
portfolio. The instances in which the Oracle application databases or SQL Server 
databases are placed are dedicated instances. As many Oracle application 
databases or SQL Server databases as possible are put in one instance, as long as 
this is technically possible and the Oracle application databases or SQL Server 
databases belong to the same Portfolio. In principle one bill is sent for each instance. 

• All instances are put together on servers as much as this is technically possible. 
 
Service Level Gold is only available for dedicated instances and dedicated servers. The other 
two Services Levels will be provided on all instance types. 

4.1.3 Environments 
Every customer may have different environments of the same Oracle application database or 
SQL Server database. These environments may be: production, evaluation (also called 
acceptation or test), training and development. The development environment should 
preferably be present on a separate instance and should preferably be physically separated 
from other database environments. 
 
A description of the Oracle application database or SQL Server database environments is 
given below: 

• Production: The production environment of an Oracle application database or SQL 
Server database is also called the operational environment.  

• Development: A development environment is used to develop a new version of an 
Oracle application database or SQL Server database without having to change the 
production environment. Development environments are preferably placed on a 
development server. This is a server that only contains development environments. 
They may also be placed on servers with other environments installed on them. To be 
able to perform table restores, for example because a table was destroyed during a 
test, exports are made on top of the standard backups.  

• Standby: The standby environment in which an Oracle application database or SQL 
Server database is installed must be physically separated from the operational 
environment to ensure work can be taken over if that is needed. Placing operational 
and standby environments of different Oracle application databases or SQL Server 
databases on one server is allowed. If a customer wants a standby environment on 
the CDHE, the operational environment belonging to it must also be supported by the 
CDHE because only then there is one DBA team that needs knowledge about these 
instances instead of two teams. 

• Evaluation: The evaluation environment of an Oracle application database or SQL 
Server database is used to help the users of the Oracle application database or SQL 
Server database to get familiar with the newly developed version of the Oracle 
application database or SQL Server database and feed their remarks back to the 
development team that thus is able to implement improvements before the Oracle 
application database or SQL Server database is put into production. Evaluation 
environments are also called acceptation or test environments. On the CDHE these 
environments will always be called evaluation environments because they all have 
the same purpose.  

• Training: The training environment of an Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database is used to train its users (for example to use a new version). 
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It is very difficult to create multiple copies of one database in one instance when one and the 
same userid is used as owner of the schemas and also to access these databases because 
of name clashes. That is why different environments of one Oracle application database or 
SQL Server database must be installed in separate instances, which may require more 
instances. 

4.1.4 Server usage 
A number of standard platforms are specified in the Global SD/SLA. Servers will only be 
bought if new ones are required. These specific platforms were chosen because the hardware 
manufacturers offered the cheapest solutions for the OS+RDBMS combinations. The 
specifications of the servers are [KORSWAGEN1, 2004]: 

• Linux + Oracle: IBM eServer xSeries 455, 8 CPUs (Intel Xeon MP 3.0 GHz), 16 Gb 
internal memory, speed in TPM-C’s: 162341, at most 16 instances may be installed. 

• Windows (GI-H) + SQL Server: COMPAQ DL760, 8 CPUs, 8 Gb internal memory, 
speed in TPM-C’s: 115026, at most 12 instances may be installed. 

4.1.5 Other advised parameters 
Some other advised server parameter values that will be used when Oracle application 
databases and SQL Server databases are installed [KORSWAGEN1, 2004]: 

• The maximum % CPU load of a server is 67% (= 100% used). 
• 0.5 Gb internal memory will be available for every instance installed on a server. 
• Per instance, always 10 Gb database space is available. If more database space is 

required, extra database space up to a maximum of 50 Gb can be bought for one 
instance. (This maximum is temporary. New techniques that will be used in the future 
increase this maximum amount considerably.) 

• The maximum number of instances that may be installed on a server depends on the 
speed in TPM-Cs. Every instance may use about 9000 TPM-Cs. For servers 
containing Oracle instances, the maximum amount of instances is: its speed in TPM-
Cs / 9000 TPM-Cs. For servers containing SQL Server instances, the maximum is 
always 12 because of technical reasons. 

• At most 30 concurrent users are allowed per instance. 
• Per instance, at most 300 users may be registered. 
• At most 15 Oracle application databases or SQL Server databases can be put in one 

instance. 
 
A step-out situation is declared and a dedicated solution will be engineered when an Oracle 
application database or SQL Server database needs special initialisation parameter settings, 
older RDBMS versions or other special requirements.  

4.2 Instance Names 
To keep a clear overview of the existing instances, the naming schema described below is 
introduced. It ensures that every instance has a unique name. Each instance name consists 
of the following elements:  

o The first character indicates the Service Level: for example G for Gold, S for Silver 
and B for Bronze instances. 

o A number consisting of 4 integers: for example 0002 when the instance is the second 
instance supporting that particular Service Level. 

o An S if it is a shared instance and a D if it is a dedicated instance. 
Examples are: G0023D, G0001S, S0002D, B0002D. These are: a dedicated gold instance 
which is created 23rd, the first gold instance which is shared, the second silver instance which 
is dedicated and the second bronze instance which is dedicated. 
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4.3 Server Requirements 
The requirements for implementing exports and standby instances influences the server 
configuration for the CDHE. Because the Service Levels described in the new Global SD/SLA 
explicitly specify these services, the technical requirements that have to be met when setting 
up the server configuration for the CDHE must be kept in mind. In the first subparagraph, 
these requirements are described for Oracle. In the second subparagraph, the requirements 
are described for SQL Server. 

4.3.1 Server Requirements for Oracle 
 
Export 
An export of a database is a text file containing a full description of that database. This text 
file does not contain a copy of the database, but there are commands in it that re-create the 
database when the file is imported. Export files are table consistent. An export can be used to 
recreate the database on any type of hardware and operating system that is supported by 
Oracle. That is why it is used to migrate from one make&type of server to another as 
described in attachment 5. 
 
Daily or weekly exports are only made on request of a customer. They are usually stored on 
the same server as the original database. Backups on the OS level ensure these files remain 
available over a longer period of time. The export file is used when the customer cannot use 
his/her database anymore because it was destroyed as a result of a system failure or a user 
mistake. In that case, the export file is opened, the commands in it are executed and the 
environment is re-setup (tables are created and filled). This re-creating of the environment 
takes a while; it may take days even. Because it takes a while to re-setup a database, exports 
are not used to re-create a complete instance or even all instances on a server.  
 
Standby 
When a standby structure is used, an exact copy of the operational instance on one server is 
present on another server. These servers must be physically separated from each other to 
ensure the standby instance can take over the workload in case the server on which the 
operational instance is running gets damaged by a fire or flooding of its data centre. The 
switch from the operational to the standby environment can be done in a couple of minutes. 
 
Changes made on the operational instance are sent to the standby instance at regular 
intervals using archive files. An archive file is a log of the changes [SILBERSCHATZ, KORTH 
& SUDARSHAN, 2002]. Because these archive files are structured differently for different 
combinations of make&type of server and RDBMS versions, the servers on which the 
operational and standby instances are running must have the same make&type of server and 
RDBMS version. 
 
Instance types and RDBMS versions 
All environments of one Oracle application database must preferably be installed on instances 
with the same Oracle version. The servers on which these instances are installed must 
preferably have the same make&type.  

4.3.2 Server requirements for SQL Server 
 
Export 
The standard way to make exports is with Data Transformation Services (DTS). DTS can be 
used to transfer database objects and data between different databases within the server as 
well as between servers. [SILBERSCHATZ, KORTH & SUDARSHAN, 2002] It cannot be 
used to maintain a standby server, because there is no mechanism that can keep track of the 
changes [MICROSOFT4, 2004]. It is possible to transfer data between Windows 2000 servers 
and Windows NT servers, as long as the versions of the SQL Server RDBMS are the same. 
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Standby 
Replication transfers data from one SQL database to another. Two types of replication are 
used to set up a standby structure.  

• Snapshot Replication: Transfers the complete table data from one SQL Server 
database to another, every time the distribution agent runs. [SILBERSCHATZ, 
KORTH & SUDARSHAN, 2002] This type of replication is not ideal for big tables.  

• Transactional Replication: Instead of sending all the data every time the distribution 
agent runs, only the changes are transferred. After sending the update, insert and 
delete statements to the standby instance, they are performed on the data stored 
there. Transactional replication keeps the operational and standby instances 
synchronised with minimal latency, which can be brought down to as low as a couple 
of seconds. [SILBERSCHATZ, KORTH & SUDARSHAN, 2002] 

 
The SQL Server version of the standby instance must be the same or higher than the SQL 
Server version of the operational instance. The make&type of the servers on which the 
operational and the standby instances are installed may be different. It takes about 15 
minutes to switch from the operational to the standby instance. 
 
Environments and RDBMS versions 
As described above, the operational and its standby instance don’t have to be installed on 
servers of the same make&type. Instances containing different environments of the same 
SQL Server database preferably have the same SQL Server version and are installed on 
servers of the same make&type. In general, the advice is to use only servers of the same 
make&type with the same version of SQL Server for all the instances. 

4.4 Hardware Reusability 
In the optimal situation, new servers are bought to set up the CDHE. Buying new servers 
costs a considerable amount of money and thus should be postponed as long as possible in a 
situation where the pressure is high to save costs. That is why existing servers must be 
reused as much as realistically possible to set up the CDHE. Not all servers are candidates to 
be reused. There are a number of factors that influence the decision whether or not to reuse a 
server for the CDHE: 

• Age: The lifecycle of a server is about 4 to 5 years. If a server is 3 to 4 years old at 
the moment it is candidate for consolidation, it must not be reused in the CDHE. 
When reusing such a server, data must be moved to another server too soon, which 
increases costs. Besides that, the performance of older servers is too low most of the 
time and it is possible that newer OS versions cannot be installed on the hardware of 
the old server, while a newer OS version is required to install the newer supported 
RDBMS versions. 

• Manufacturer: Because of the standardization to a minimum number of hardware 
manufacturers within Shell, the manufacturer of the server is also important when 
deciding whether or not to reuse it. IBM servers are preferred for Linux and 
COMPAQ/HP servers are preferred for Windows (GI-H). The existing HP and SUN 
servers will be phased out. 

• Size: It is more expensive to support a number of small servers than supporting one 
large server. 

• Performance: TPC is the abbreviation of ‘Transaction Processing Performance 
Council’. The TPC-C benchmark is the one that is used to measure the performance 
of a server which is expressed in transactions per minute (TPM-C’s). Many TPC-C 
results for servers can be found on the TPC website [TPC, 2004]. When the 
make&type and the make&version of RDBMS are known for a database environment, 
the performance of this environment – expressed in TPM-C’s – can be found on this 
website.  
Whether or not a server can be reused in the CDHE depends on its performance and 
the TCO of the server. If these two numbers are known, the price/performance ratio 
can be calculated. For the standard servers currently used as role models and  
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described in paragraph 4.1.4, the price/performance servers with 4*36 Gb disk space 
is as presented in table 4.1. 
 
 IBM eSeries 

x455 
COMPAQ/HP  
DL 760 

Performance in TPM-Cs 162,341 115,026 
Monthly HW costs server (48 months) (€) 1,038 0 
SAN Connection (€) 0 42 
Disk Space 4*36 Gb (€) 0 580 
Support costs per month (€) 0 929 
Total monthly costs (€) 1,038 1,551 
Price/month per kTPM-C (€) 6.39 13.48 

Table 4.1: Price per month per kTPM-C of standard servers 
 

If the price/performance is higher than for example 150% of the price/performance of 
the standard server used at the moment a server is checked for reuse, the server 
must not be reused because it is too expensive to operate it. In case there is a 
contract for the server resulting in costs that also must be paid when the server is not 
used anymore, the server can be used (temporarily) if the amount of work that must 
be done on it is acceptable. 

4.5 Summary of the rules to configure the CDHE 
Decisions made in the following chapters are based on the rules described in the previous 
paragraph, which are summarised as follows: 

• The 2 strategic target environments on the long run are: 
Linux + Oracle on Intel (in 2004 IBM X455 servers) and Windows (GI-H)+ SQL Server 
on Intel (in 2004 Compaq/HP DL760 servers). 

• The 2 tactical platforms are: Unix + Oracle and Windows (GI-H) + Oracle. 
• Different environments may exist for one Oracle application database or SQL Server 

database: production, standby, development, evaluation and training. 
• Development environments are preferably installed in an instance containing only 

development environments on a server that only contains development instances. 
• An instance may have a standby instance. 
• An operational instance and its standby instance are installed on two servers that are 

physically separated. 
• A standby instance can only be supported when the operational instance is also 

supported on the CDHE. 
• All environments of one Oracle application database or SQL Server database must 

preferably be installed on one server type. 
• All environments of one Oracle application database or SQL Server database must 

preferably use the same RDBMS version. 
• The number of RDBMS versions must be kept to a minimum. 
• New Oracle application databases or SQL Server databases must be installed in 

existing instances as much as possible. 
• Instances should be shared as much as possible most probably via portfolios of one 

business. 
• When services and support are required outside the scope as specified in the 

SD/SLA [KORSWAGEN1, 2004], a step-out is defined. 
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The following guidelines should be adhered to: 
• The maximum % CPU load of a server that may be reached is 67%. This means that 

a server load of 67% results in a server usage of 100%. 
• A maximum number of instances may be installed per server depending on its CPU 

power. 
• At most 15 Oracle application databases or SQL Server databases may be installed 

in one instance. 
• The maximum instance size is 50 Gb. 
• Per instance 0.5 Gb internal memory is available. 
• At most 300 users are allowed per instance. 
• At most 30 concurrent users are allowed per instance. 

4.6 Conclusion 
As described in the project description in paragraph 1.3, the requirements in the SD/SLA 
[KORSWAGEN1, 2004] must be met. Many other technical requirements also influence the 
server configuration which decreases the amount of possibilities.  
 

Although a flexible server configuration is required, there are many requirements that influence 
the server configuration, making it less flexible. The solution described in the following chapters 
is as flexible as possible while still meeting the requirements. 
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5 Payments 
GITI is a zero-profit company, which means that the total payments and the total income are 
(about) the same. Every department works ‘@ cost’. This means that the difference between the 
total payments and the total income should be driven to zero. Also the Global DBA Team works 
‘@ cost’. The tariffs charged to the customers are changed on a yearly basis. Tariffs will 
increase when payments increase and they will decrease when payments decrease. 

Working ‘@ cost’ does not mean that the costs and tariffs are exactly the same for every 
individual object or service. Some tariffs may be lower than the costs and other ones may be 
higher. The tariffs depend on the chosen strategy. This strategy may be changed when the 
tariffs are changed. 

All payments are fees that must be paid by the Global Service Manager Database Hosting and 
DBA Support Services. These fees are tariffs that may change on a regular basis. An example 
of a tariff that certainly will change is the ‘Yearly Server Payment’ that can be found in 
attachment 2.  

A hardware manufacturer is not a zero-profit company. Although the price that has to be paid for 
a server is much higher than the real server costs, this price is used to calculate the payments 
of the Global DBA Team because it is the actual amount that has to be paid. The fees that have 
to be paid to other GITI departments are also tariffs that are in principle charged on ‘@ cost’ 
basis. These fees may have their own strategies included and these may cause the tariffs to 
change considerably on a yearly basis. 

In some cases, the exact costs are not known or available. In that case the tariffs will be used to 
calculate the total amount of payments as a best estimate. Although payments are partly based 
on tariffs, they are still used to draw conclusions. The exact costs are not known, so more 
accurate amounts cannot be given. The payments are calculated to be able to decide which 
server configuration should be chosen because it is the cheapest in a particular situation. 
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6 CDHE Hardware Configuration 
The Excel spreadsheet developed to decide what to do in a particular situation is described in 
this chapter. Before this description is given, some background information is presented in the 
first two paragraphs. The simulation spreadsheet is described in paragraph 6.3. The three 
server configurations used in the simulation spreadsheet are described and their advantages 
and disadvantages are given. The results of the simulation are presented and thoughts about 
the future of this spreadsheet are described. 

6.1 Background information 
Comparable configurations of the server structure described in this chapter will be set up for 
the three regions (Americas, Europe/Africa and Asia and Pacific Rim in figure 6.1). In every 
region, the servers are placed in the two datacenters (DC1 and DC2 in figure 6.1) located 
there. The actual structure will be driven by the demands of the customers in the particular 
region. 
 
As described in the Global SD/SLA [KORSWAGEN1, 2004], in the long run, there will be only 
two types of DB Hosting platforms: Linux servers with Oracle RDBMS and Windows (GI-H) 
servers with SQL Server RDBMS (Oracle and SQL Server in figure 6.1). These two platform 
types are key to the separation of all the servers in the server structure. Most older platforms 
not yet consisting of Linux + Oracle or Windows (GI-H) + SQL Server will contain either 
Oracle or SQL Server RDBMS software, so they can be placed in the group with either Linux 
+ Oracle or Windows (GI-H) + SQL Server. Those platforms with other RDBMS software will 
be considered step-outs and it will be tried to gradually phase these out. 
 
Figure 6.1 below represents the server structure within Shell worldwide. Six independent 
hardware configurations should be chosen, depending on the demands of the customers. If a 
customer in the Americas wants to add an Oracle application database to the CDHE, only one 
server configuration may change. That is why only one of these six server configurations is 
described in the rest of this document. Decisions about the other configurations are made in a 
comparable way. 

Oracle

SQL Server

DC1 DC1 DC1 DC2DC2DC2

Asia Pacific RimEurope/AfricaAmericas

 
Figure 6.1: Server structure within Shell worldwide 
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6.2 Server usage considerations 
The example in this paragraph shows that the way instances are installed on servers influences 
the number of servers needed and thus influences the hardware payments. This example must 
be kept in mind when reading the following paragraphs of this chapter. 

 
Situation 1: keep standby instances separated from Gold, Silver and Bronze instances 

A server contains only Gold, Silver and Bronze instances or it contains only standby instances. 
The following instances are installed on servers of the same make&type: 

• A Gold instance with a CPU load of 30% and its standby instance (CPU load 30%) 
• A Gold instance with a CPU load of 20% and its standby instance  (CPU load 20%) 
• One Silver instance with a CPU load of 10% 
• One Bronze instance with a CPU load of 10% 

The Gold, Silver and Bronze instances must be installed on two servers, because the total CPU 
load (20%+30%+10%+10% = 70%) is more than 2/3. A third server is required for the standby 
instances. Figure 6.2 shows how the instances may be installed on the three servers. 

 
 

Standby instance 20%

Standby instance 30% 50%

Gold instance 20%

Bronze instance 10%30%

Silver instance 10%

Gold instance 30%

40%

Standby Server

Production Servers

Situation 1

Datacenter 2Datacenter 1

Figure 6.2: Server usage considerations – situation 1 

 
Situation 1: 
 
1 standby server:  
50% CPU load  
(75% server usage):  
20% 1 standby instance 
30% 1 standby instance 
 
2 operational servers:  
 
Server 1,  
30% CPU load  
(45% server usage):  
20% 1 Gold instance 
10% 1 Bronze instance 
 
Server 2,  
40% CPU load  
(60% server usage): 
30% 1 Gold instance 
10% 1 Silver instance 
 
Average server usage 
situation 1:  
(75% + 45% + 60%) / 3 
= 60% 
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Situation 2 : regrouping the instances 

When all instance types (Gold, Silver, Bronze and Standby instances) are installed on each 
server, only two servers are required instead of three (see figure 6.3). The TCO is lowered and 
the server usage is increased. 

 

Standby instance 20%

Gold instance 30%

60%

Gold instance 20%

Bronze instance 10%60%

Operational & Standby
 Server

Standby instance 30%

Silver instance 10%

Operational & Standby
 Server

Situation 2

Datacenter 2Datacenter 1

Figure 6.3 : Server usage considerations – situation 2 

 
Situation 2: 
2 servers: 
 
Server 1, 60% CPU load 
(90% server usage):  
20% 1 Gold instance 
30% 1 standby instance 
10% 1 Bronze instance 
 
Server 2, 60% CPU load 
(90% server usage): 
30% 1 Gold instance 
20% 1 standby instance 
10% 1 Silver instance 
 
Average server usage 
situation 2 :  
(90% + 90%) / 2 = 90% 
TCO situation 2 = 2/3 * 
TCO situation 1 

6.3 Simulation Spreadsheet 
This paragraph contains a description of the Excel spreadsheet that has been developed to 
support decisions what to do when a customer wants to add a new Oracle application 
database or SQL Server database to the CDHE. From now on, this spreadsheet will be called 
the ‘simulation spreadsheet’. More details can be found in attachment 7. 

6.3.1 Adding databases 
The simulation spreadsheet shows what has to be done when a customer wants to add one 
ore more new databases to the CDHE. This depends on: 

• What is already installed 
• How many Oracle application databases and SQL Server databases are added 
• The sizes of the new Oracle application databases and SQL Server databases 
• The Service Levels needed for the Oracle application databases and SQL Server 

databases 
• Whether or not this customer already has Oracle application databases or SQL 

Server databases on the CDHE 
 
The advice given in the simulation spreadsheet is based on average database sizes and is 
always the cheapest solution. An example: If it is cheaper to put very small Oracle application 
databases or SQL Server databases (that do not need Service Level Gold) in a shared 
instance than putting them in a dedicated instance, then this is the advice the spreadsheet will 
give. 
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6.3.2 Parameters 
Besides the number of Oracle application databases and SQL Server databases, some other 
parameters must be filled in in the simulation spreadsheet. Examples are: hardware prices, 
tariffs, number of instances per server, the amount of database space included per instance and 
the percentage of servers per region. All these parameters are described in attachment 7. 

Many parameters may change any time. That is why the sensitivity of these parameters must be 
checked. This is also done in attachment 7. 

6.3.3 Income and Payments 
The simulation spreadsheet calculates how many instances should be created per region per 
RDBMS in a particular situation. The tariff structure and tariffs described in attachment 6 are 
used to calculate the income. 
 
The payments are calculated too. (More information about payments can be found in chapter 
5.) Payments for DBA personnel and fees that must be paid for disk space are known when 
the number of instances that must be created is calculated. The payments for hardware 
depend on the way the instances are grouped and installed on the servers. These depend on: 

• The number of servers needed. Besides the hardware procurement also support 
costs for hardware and operating system have to be paid. This is all done per server. 

• The types of the support contracts (these are cheaper when only Silver and/or Bronze 
instances are installed on servers). 

 
These dependencies lead to some different server configurations, which are described in the 
following paragraph. 

6.4 Server Configurations 
In every region, for every RDBMS, the servers used to set up the CDHE are split up into two 
groups: one group is placed in datacenter 1 and the other group is placed in datacenter 2. (See 
figure 6.1 for a graphical presentation of the 6 comparable server configurations.) 

There are a number of ways to configure the servers because the instance types (Gold, Silver 
and Bronze) can be grouped on some different ways: 

• Gold, Silver and Bronze instances on one server 
• Keep Gold instances separated from Silver and Bronze instances 
• Keep Silver instances separated from Gold and Bronze instances 
• Keep Bronze instances separated from Gold and Silver instances 
• Separate Gold, Silver and Bronze instances 

The third and fourth possibility will not be used, because instances that do not need a high-
availability support contract will be installed on servers that do have such support contract. 

The three options chosen are based on payments that increase linear when the number of 
servers required increases. (see paragraph  6.3.3) The three options are: 

• Configuration 1: Start with 2 servers and add one or more when the first two are 
completely filled (6.4.1) 

• Configuration 2: Split instances up into high-availability (Gold) and non high-
availability (Silver and Bronze) and install these groups on separate servers (6.4.2) 

• Configuration 3: Use servers to install instances with the same Service Level (6.4.3) 
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6.4.1 Start with 2 servers and add one or more when the first two are 
completely filled 

One server is placed in one datacenter and the other server is placed in the other datacenter. 
The instances with Service Level Gold are installed on one server while their standby instances 
are installed on the other server. This is done in such a way that the workload is evenly spread 
over the two servers. Not all operational instances need to be installed on server 1 and not all 
standby instances have to be installed on server 2 or vice versa. 

After that, the other instances (with Service Level Silver or Bronze) are evenly spread over the 
two servers. The instances must be installed on the servers in such a way that the average load 
of the two servers is about the same. If a development server is available, the development 
instances are installed there. When the two servers are filled to the maximum level allowed, one 
or more new servers are added. 

Gold InstanceStandby Instance

Standby InstanceGold Instance

Bronze Instance
Silver Instance

Silver Instance
Standby InstanceGold Instance

Datacenter 2Datacenter 1

33%33%

67% 67%

 
Figure 6.4: Server configuration 1 

The number of servers to be added depends on the expected growth of the number of instances 
that need hosting services. As soon as a new server is added, new instances can be installed in 
such a way that the load is spread over all the servers. If instances from a server that is loaded 
to capacity must be moved to the new server – for example because a new Oracle application 
database or SQL Server database needs a standby instance -, this can be done using 
temporary standby instances to make sure the downtime is minimal. 

6.4.2 Split instances up into high-availability (Gold) and non high-
availability (Silver & Bronze) and install these groups on separate 
servers 

When all instances are installed as described in the previous paragraph, the support contracts 
for hardware are expensive for all servers. This is because a high-availability support contract is 
needed for every server that could contain instances with Service Level Gold. Because every 
server could contain these instances, these expensive contracts must be used for all servers 
when the first server configuration is chosen. 
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If a server would contain only instances with Service Levels Silver and/or Bronze, no high-
availability support contract is needed. To decrease the hardware costs, every server should 
contain only instances with Service Level Gold (from now on called high-availability server) or 
instances with Service Levels Silver and/or Bronze. (from now on called non high-availability 
server). An example can be found in the figure below. (Please remember the example in 
paragraph 6.2) 

Silver & Bronze 
Server Gold Server Gold Server

Datacenter 2Datacenter 1

 
Figure 6.5: Server configuration 2 

6.4.3 Use servers to install instances with the same Service Level 
Because it is expected that the number of Oracle application databases and SQL Server 
databases on the CDHE will grow fast, instances with different Service Levels may be installed 
on separate servers. The instances with Service Level Gold (and the standby instances 
belonging to them) are installed on two (or more) servers in such a way that the load is evenly 
spread and both servers can take over (part of) each others load if necessary (remember the 
example in paragraph 6.2). The figure below shows the server structure in case servers are 
used to install instances with only one Service Level. 

 

Bronze Server Gold Server Gold Server Silver Server

Datacenter 2Datacenter 1

 
Figure 6.6: Server configuration 3 
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6.5 Advantages and Disadvantages 
The following is a list of properties that will be used to decide whether or not a hardware 
configuration should be used in a particular situation.  

• The more optimal servers are used, the less servers are needed. 
• The hardware costs grow (linear) with the number of servers needed. 
• The support contracts for the hardware are less expensive when servers contain only 

Silver and Bronze instances. 
• Less DBA work is required when less servers and instances are used. 
• There is much flexibility when all types of instances (Gold, Silver, Bronze) are 

installed on a server. 
• There is a good overview for DBAs when all types of instances (Gold, Silver, Bronze) 

are installed on separate servers. Every server has a simple function resulting in less 
DBA support required. 

• Standby instances are only used in case of emergencies. When the standby 
instances are not used, they use less CPU resources than their production instances. 
As long as these instances are not needed, the users of the other instances on the 
same server will have an excellent performance. 

 

Because the advantages and disadvantages in the initial situation and in a later stadium are 
different, a distinction is made between these two situations. The following values will be 
assigned: 

1 The property is a great disadvantage for the server configuration when it is compared to  
the two other server configurations 

2 The property is a disadvantage for the server configuration when it is compared to the     
two other server configurations 

3 The property is not applicable for the situation or it is an advantage for the server 
configuration when you compare it to one other server configuration and a disadvantage    
in relation to the other server configuration 

4 The property is an advantage for the server configuration when it is compared to the two 
other server configurations 

5 The property is a great advantage for the server configuration when it is compared to the 
two other server configurations 

Table 6.1: Values assigned to properties 

The fact that the number of Oracle application databases and SQL Server databases will grow 
continuously has to be kept in mind. The reorganization plans like the implementation of the 
Global Support Model, IT Vision and GITI result in many new customers that will/must add their 
Oracle application databases and SQL Server databases to the CDHE. 
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6.6 Server Make&Types 
The servers used to set up the CDHE may be existing servers that are reused or new servers. 
The two situations that have to be distinguished are: 

• The servers used to set up the CDHE all have the same type (6.6.1) 
• The servers used to set up the CDHE have different types (6.6.2) 

Information about servers from other hardware manufacturers can be found in paragraph 6.6.3. 

6.6.1  Using Servers of one type 
If the servers used all have the same make&type, there are no restrictions. All servers can be 
used for the server configuration. 

6.6.2 Using servers of different types 
If the servers used have different types, the servers have to be grouped per type. All 
environments (Production, Standby, Development, Evaluation and Training) of one Oracle 
application database or SQL Server database have to be placed in one group if possible. A part 
of the servers in each group is placed in one datacenter and the other part of the servers is 
placed in the other datacenter. A graphical representation of this separation is given for one 
region: 

Datacenter 2Datacenter 1

Servergroup 1

Servergroup 3

Servergroup 2

 
Figure 6.7: Setting up the CDHE with servers of different types 

Per server group, there are different ways to install all instances on the servers depending on 
the number of servers available and their respective capacities. This is done in the same way as 
for ‘servers of one type’. 
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If it is not possible to install all environments of one Oracle application in one group of servers, 
the development, evaluation and training environments may be installed on other server types. 
This is because the difference in server types will in principle not be noticed by the users in 
most cases. If an environment of an Oracle application doesn’t work properly on a different type 
of server, this environment has to be moved to a server of the same type as the production 
instance of the Oracle application is located on. Using the same server types whenever possible 
gives the best chance for proper operation of the Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database.  

6.6.3 Servers from other hardware manufacturers 
Servers that meet all requirements described in paragraph 4.4 except the requirement that 
specifies that a server must be produced by a particular hardware vendor, may be reused in 
the CDHE until one of the requirements are not met anymore. These servers are then 
preferably only used for development, evaluation and training environments. 

6.7 Simulation in spreadsheet 
This paragraph contains the results of the simulation in the simulation spreadsheet. These 
results are used to decide which server configuration should be used in a particular situation. 
Two situations are described: in the initial situation and in a later stadium. The parameter values 
filled in in the simulation spreadsheet are realistic values at the end of 2004. The advantages 
and disadvantages of the server configurations are evaluated per situation. 

6.7.1 In the initial situation 
When only four small Oracle application databases or SQL Server databases - for example one 
with Service Level Gold, its standby database, one database with Service Level Silver and one 
with Service Level Bronze – are installed on the CDHE, these databases could be installed on 
two servers (configuration 1). Hardware payments would be much higher if the second or third 
configuration would be used, because extra servers must be added then. The overview for 
DBAs is good because there are only a couple of databases installed. An overview of the 
properties per configuration in the initial situation:  

 C
on

fig
 1

 

C
on

fig
 2

 

C
on

fig
 3

 

The more optimal servers are used, the less servers are needed 5 3 1 
The hardware costs grow (linear) with the number of servers needed 5 3 1 
The support contracts for the hardware are less expensive when servers 
contain only Silver and Bronze instances 

1 5 5 

Less DBA work is required when less servers and instances are used 5 3 1 
There is much flexibility when all types of instances (Gold, Silver, Bronze) 
are installed on a server 

5 3 1 

There is a good overview for DBAs when all types of instances (Gold, 
Silver, Bronze) are installed on separate servers. Every server has a simple   
function resulting in less DBA support required. 

3 4 5 

Standby instances are only used in case of emergencies. When the 
standby instances are not used, they use less CPU resources than their 
production instances. As long as these instances are not needed, the users 
of the other instances on the same server will have an excellent 
performance. 

4 2 2 

Table 6.2: Properties per configuration in the initial situation 
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Payments per configuration
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Figure 6.8: Payments per server configuration in the initial situation 

6.7.2 In a later stadium 
When hundreds of databases are installed on the CDHE, the number of servers needed is 
about the same for each server configuration. The payments for the support contracts for the 
first server configuration are much higher than for the two other configurations. The overview for 
the DBAs improves when instances are grouped. 

An overview of the properties per configuration in a later stadium: 

 C
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The more optimal servers are used, the less servers are needed 3 3 3 
The hardware costs grow (linear) with the number of servers needed 3 3 3 
The support contracts for the hardware are less expensive when servers 
contain only Silver and Bronze instances 1 5 5 

Less DBA work is required when less servers and instances are used 3 3 3 
There is much flexibility when all types of instances (Gold, Silver, Bronze)  
are installed on a server 5 3 1 

There is a good overview for DBAs when all types of instances (Gold, 
Silver, Bronze) are installed on separate servers. Every server has a simple   
function resulting in less DBA support required. 

1 4 5 

Standby instances are only used in case of emergencies. When the 
standby instances are not used, they use less CPU resources than their 
production instances. As long as these instances are not needed, the users 
of the    other instances on the same server will have an excellent 
performance. 

4 2 2 

Table 6.3: Properties per configuration in a later stadium 
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Payments per configuration
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Figure 6.9: Payments per server configuration in a later stadium 

Table 6.3 already showed that the differences in the second and third server configuration are 
small. The simulation spreadsheet shows that the difference in payments is also small.  

6.7.3 Moving instances from one server to another 
At a certain moment in the future server configuration 2 or 3 should be used (because the 
payments for a different server configuration are lower than the payments for the current 
server configuration), instances should be moved from one server to another to reach this 
situation. This reconfiguration will not be paid by the customer and thus will this increase the 
costs for the Global DBA Team. 
 
The time needed to move an instance depends on its database size. The tablespaces are 
copied from one server to another. This, on average, will take 8 hours per instance and will be 
done by a support consultant/DBA. The price for moving one instance to another server thus 
will be: € 816 in EU/AF (€ 102/hour), € 672 in AM ($ 105/hour) and € 296 in AP ($ 46/hour). 
 
The number of instances that can be moved depends on the extra payment savings that can 
be realised when using the new the server configuration. In the particular situation used in the 
previous paragraph, the first server configuration is € 43,043 more expensive than the two 
other configurations. In the cheapest situation (when all instances are supported by people 
working in AP) at most 145 instances (43,043/296) could be migrated (with a payback time of 
one year). This means that only 35% of the 405 instances that exist can be moved to reach 
the new server configuration. This might not be enough, because most servers are filled to 
capacity. In this case, although there is a cheaper server configuration possible, another more 
expensive server configuration will be used because one has to invest far too much to reach 
the cheaper server configuration. 

6.7.4 Replacing old servers 
All servers must be replaced by new servers after about four years. When instances have to 
be moved, they should be grouped per Service Level and then be installed on the new 
servers according to the at moment cheapest server configuration. This does not lead to extra 
migration payments for the Global DBA team and payments for hardware will decrease.  
 
It depends on the situation whether configuration 2 or 3 should be chosen. The third server 
configuration is more expensive in most of the situations, but gives a much better overview for 
DBAs. The difference in payments should be taken into account when deciding which 
configuration should be used. 
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6.8 Spreadsheet developments 
The spreadsheet used in this chapter is the first version of a very useful tool that should be 
used to decide what to do when a customer wants to add a new Oracle application database 
or SQL Server database to the CDHE. There is not enough time available to extend the 
spreadsheet, but the following extensions would be very valuable: 
 

• The simulation spreadsheet should base its advices on the real details stored in the 
database. The simulation spreadsheet and the database should be integrated and a 
more powerful tool should be used to calculate more exactly. This means that the 
following details will change: 

o The exact number of schemas installed in an instance should be used for 
calculations instead of the average number of schemas per instance. The 
payments and income would then be calculated more exactly. 

o The exact database sizes should be used for calculations instead of the 
average sizes currently used in the spreadsheet. The amount of instances 
needed would then be calculated more exactly. 

o The support contracts for a server that contains only Bronze instances should 
be cheaper than the support contract for a server that contains only Silver 
instances. Payments would be calculated more exactly if different tariffs are 
used. 

o The Unix/Linux support fee should not be the same in all regions. This fee 
should be higher for servers containing only Gold instances than for servers 
containing only Silver instances or Bronze instances. Payments would be 
calculated more exactly if different tariffs are used.  

• If multiple environments of one Oracle application database are installed on the 
CDHE, for example a production and an evaluation environment, these environments 
cannot be installed in the same instance. It would be a big improvement if the tool has 
an option to indicate that an Oracle application database cannot be installed in the 
same instance with particular other Oracle application databases. The number of 
instances needed would then be calculated more exactly. 

• If the simulation spreadsheet and the database are integrated, the following decisions 
can automatically be made: 

o It is known what is installed on each server. The tool should be able to advice 
a DBA where to install a new Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database. It should exclude the instances that contain other environments of 
the same Oracle application database. 

o It is known what is installed on each server. The tool should warn in time 
when one or more new servers should be bought. 

o The tool should warn when the switch from one server configuration to 
another should be made. 

o If Oracle application databases and SQL Server databases that will be 
installed in the future can be inserted into the database, the tool could be 
used for justification when new servers should be bought. 

• A Graphical User Interface (GUI) should be available. 
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6.9 Conclusions and Advice 
This chapter contains a description of the third target deliverable of the consolidation project: the 
Consolidated Database Hosting Environment. The server configuration that should be chosen 
(per region, per RDBMS) depends on the number of databases that will be installed on the 
servers, the load these databases impose and the capacity of the servers used. 

The three server configurations described are based on linear growing costs: 

• The hardware price of a server 
• The price for support of the hardware 

 
Conclusions 

The first server configuration described – use 2 servers until they are completely filled and then 
add new servers – must be used when setting up the CDHE. This results in a high server usage 
and the lowest TCO compared to the two other server configurations. Setting up the structure as 
described and proving that costs decrease when databases are consolidated while the Service 
Levels are still supported, helps to attract new customers.  

It is not advised to switch to another server configuration when the service operates well. When 
changing the server configuration, instances must be moved from one server to another. The 
payments for moving these instances will not be paid by the customer, so these payments are 
additional payments for the Global DBA Team. Moving these instances costs more (with a pay-
back time of one year) than the amount of money saved by using the other server configuration.  

 
Advice 

When setting up the CDHE, start with two servers (per region per RDBMS) and add one or 
more new servers when the first ones are completely filled (server configuration 1).  

After some years, when older consolidated servers must be replaced by new ones, the 
instances are split into 2 or 3 groups. The instances with Service Level Gold (and the standby 
instances belonging to it) are always physically separated from the other instances. The 
instances with Service Level Silver or Bronze might be put together into one group or can be 
physically separated too. Depending on the amount of instances with Service Level Silver and 
Bronze, the second or third server configuration is chosen.  

The TCO decreases after replacing these older servers, because the support contracts for the 
servers containing instances with Service Level Silver and Bronze are cheaper than the support 
contracts for the servers with instances with Service Level Gold. This is reached without 
generating unnecessary payments. 

By migrating instances from old servers to new servers on this way, a combination of the first 
and second or a combination of the first and third server configuration is used for a while. As 
soon as all servers are replaced (after some years), only the second or third server 
configuration is used for the CDHE. 

When all instances within Shell have been migrated to the CDHE, the server configuration used 
is the configuration that has the most advantages for the CDHE personnel.  
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7 Consolidation Service 
This chapter contains a description of the procedures needed for the Consolidation Service from 
the moment an Oracle application database or SQL Server database should be added until the 
CDHE to the moment it is removed from that environment again. This service, including the 
documents that support it, is the fourth target deliverable of the Global Database Consolidation 
project. 

The figure below shows the states in which an Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database can reside (unknown, known, planned, installed and obsolete) and what should be 
done to move from one state to another. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.1: States Oracle application database or SQL Server database may be in when 
supported via the Consolidation Service procedures 
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Three procedures – that can be found in attachment 8 - have been written that should be 
used to: 

• Add a new Oracle application database or SQL Server database to the CDHE 
• Add an existing Oracle application database or SQL Server database to the CDHE 
• Remove an Oracle application database or SQL Server database from the CDHE 

 
The first and second procedure bring an Oracle application database or SQL Server database 
from the first state to the fourth state and the third procedure brings it from the fourth to the 
fifth state. A description of how a database is moved from one state to another is given in the 
rest of this chapter. 
 
Inventory 

All details that should be known about an Oracle application database or SQL Server database 
are specified and described in attachment 9. The data model that has been developed can be 
found there too. An MS Access database and Graphical User Interface (GUI) have been 
designed to store the required information. (From now on ‘documentation tool’ will be used to 
refer to this MS Access database with GUI.) The documentation tool is used as long as IRIS 
[IRIS, 2004] – which was chosen as standard documentation tool - cannot be used to store 
these details. The tables of the data model that are not yet created in IRIS will be added later.  

Two questionnaires that should be used during the inventory phase have been created: 

• Business Application Profile Questionnaire 
• Technical Application Profile Questionnaire 

These questionnaires are published on the DBA Services website. A customer should fill in 
these documents. The details can all be stored in the documentation tool. The two documents 
can be found in attachment 10. 

 
Migration Planning 

The simulation spreadsheet described in chapter 6 and attachment 7 was developed to decide 
what to do when a customer wants to add one or more Oracle application databases or SQL 
Server databases to the CDHE. It calculates how many dedicated instances should be created 
and how many small databases must be installed in shared instances. All this information is 
stored in the documentation tool. 

A new extended version of this simulation spreadsheet could be made to help to decide when 
new hardware should be bought. The criteria that should be used to decide when to reuse 
existing hardware are described in paragraph 4.4.  

The details described in attachment 5 should be used to decide how to migrate a database to a 
newer version of the RDBMS it uses. The standard initialisation parameters for Oracle instances 
are described in attachment 11 as well as the parameter settings for servers containing SQL 
Server databases. 

Frames have been developed for a Project Work Order (PWO) and a Service Work Order 
(SWO), which are used to agree on Service Levels with the customer. These are both based on 
the Global SD/SLA [KORSWAGEN1, 2004] and the tariff structure and tariffs described in 
attachment 6. The Global Service Manager DB Hosting and DBA Support Services has 
developed a ‘Do It Yourself Cost Calculator’ that is published on his website. Customers can 
use this spreadsheet to calculate the monthly fee that they should pay for the support on their 
databases after migration to the CDHE. The student who worked on the Global Database 
Consolidation project helped him refining his spreadsheet. 
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Migration 

The migration of an Oracle application database or SQL Server database to the CDHE will be 
done by a DBA. He or she will use the existing procedures and should use the documentation 
tool to keep information up to date. 

 
Normal Operation 

DBAs will use the existing procedures during normal operation. The documentation tool should 
be used to store all details about every Oracle application database or SQL Server database. 

 
End Support 

The new ‘End Application Profile Questionnaire’ should be filled in by the customer when he or 
she wants to remove his or her Oracle application database or SQL Server database from the 
CDHE. The details provided in this document will be stored in the documentation tool. The 
questionnaire can be found in attachment 10.  

 
Conclusion 

A new data model was developed to store all details required for the CDHE. The new 
documentation tool, simulation spreadsheet, questionnaires and work order frames should be 
used to keep all information up to date. It would be faster and easier if the information filled in in 
the questionnaires and work order frames is automatically inserted into the database. The 
Consolidation Service becomes more automated if the simulation spreadsheet and the 
documentation tool would be integrated. Decisions would then be based on up to date 
information that has to be provided only once. 
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8 Project Evaluation 
This chapter contains an evaluation of the Global Database Consolidation Project. The 
payments in 2004 are given and the payments after consolidation of all databases are 
estimated in paragraph 8.1 and 8.2. Paragraph 8.3 contains details about the implementation of 
the CDHE. Conclusions can be found in the last paragraph of this chapter. 

8.1 Payments in 2004 
In 2004, the payments for the Global DBA Team only consisted of personnel costs. The tariffs 
used include 13% business support (i.e. finance and Human Resources), 4% 
process/assurance (i.e. Service Center and ITIL) and 5% departmental overheads. [IEPEREN2, 
2004] 

Below, an overview is given of the FTEs per region in 2004.  

Region FTEs $/FTE Payments 

EU/AF 18 185.000 $ 3.330.000 

AM 8 185.000 $ 1.480.000 

AP 6 75.000 $    450.000 

Total: $ 5.260.000 

Table 8.1: FTEs and payments Global DBA Team in 2004 [IEPEREN2, 2004] 

One Euro costs $1.25 so this means that the total payments in 2004 are € 4.21 million. 

8.2 Payments after Global Database Consolidation 
Besides personnel costs also hardware fees will have to be paid. Customers do not buy their 
own hardware anymore. Hardware is bought or leased by the Global DBA Team and the 
customer pays for using a part of a server. Hardware support fees and disk space must also be 
paid by the Global DBA Team. All these fees will be paid back by the customers via the monthly 
charging.  
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The following number of servers and instances were found to be supported by the Global DBA 
Team during the database landscape inventory in May-2004: 

Oracle SQL Server  

# servers # instances # servers # instances 

EU/AF 172 518 79 109 

AM 54 176 68 75 

AP 43 111 103 105 

Total 269 805 250 289 

Table 8.2: Number of servers and instances supported in May-2004 

The exact number of supported Oracle application databases and SQL Server databases is not 
available. The majority of the instances contains one database, but there are also some 
instances that contain multiple databases. On average, about two databases are expected to be 
installed per instance. This means that the following number of databases should be migrated to 
the CDHE: 

 Oracle SQL Server 

EU/AF 1036 218 

AM 302 150 

AP 222 210 

Total 1610 578 

Table 8.3: Estimated number of databases in May-2004 

These numbers of Oracle application databases and SQL Server databases were inserted into 
the simulation spreadsheet. The number of customers and the number of databases per 
customer was chosen as realistic as possible.  

The number of servers required will decrease drastically. In this particular situation, 43 servers 
are needed for Oracle application databases and 24 servers for SQL Server databases. 
Comparing this to the 519 servers that are supported at the end of 2004, this means that only 
13% of the number of servers is needed to consolidate all databases supported by the Global 
DBA Team. Because it may not be possible to consolidate all databases (step-out situations), it 
is realistic to say that at most 100 servers are needed. The payments for each server are at 
least € 30,000 per year (see attachment 2). This means that at least € 12.57 million 
(419*30.000) can be saved every year when all databases supported by the Global DBA Team 
are consolidated. 
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In total, 44.5 thousand hours of DBA work are required according to the simulation spreadsheet. 
This amount is calculated using the number of instances that have to be created and the 
number of hours that have to be spent on different sizes of instances and separate schemas. 
One FTE is 1508 hours and thus 29.5 (445000/1508) FTEs are required. The payments for DBA 
work will after consolidation be € 2.45 million. This means that personnel payments decrease 
with more than € 1.76 million (4.21-2.45) which is more than 40%! The main reason for this 
decrease is that jobs will be moved to the region AP. 

8.3 Implementation of the CDHE 
At the end of 2004, the CDHE only consists of Compaq/HP DL760 servers that were already 
used for the SQL Server databases. Their configurations satisfy the requirements described in 
chapter 4.  

It was not possible to consolidate Oracle application databases to the CDHE in the period from 
1-Apr-2004 until 31-Dec-2004. No databases were migrated to the consolidated environment, 
because there was no hardware available. There was no reusable hardware and new hardware 
was not bought. There was no permission to buy one or more IBM X455 servers to start the 
CDHE on. It took some months to find an alternative solution. The first Oracle databases will 
now most probably be migrated to some servers that are already used by EP in Rijswijk.  

The first customer - who has two old NT servers with three Oracle instances installed on it - will 
be migrated to the Oracle-part of the CDHE soon. The inventory phase took more time than 
expected. Customers in many cases don’t know exactly what they have and what they need. 
They do not know the exact contents of the Global SD/SLA [KORSWAGEN1, 2004] because 
this document contains too many pages for east access and understanding.  

8.4 Conclusion 
Although it was not possible to implement the Oracle part of the CDHE, there are enough 
reasons to say that consolidation using the mechanisms and tools described in this report is a 
good way to decrease IT costs: 

A server consolidation project for the STEP Laboratory (SIEP-RTS) in Rijswijk during the period 
March-2001 until April-2003 decreased the TCO with 50%, while the investments were earned 
back during the implementation period. € 450,000 per year is saved. [BRUIJN & KORSWAGEN, 
2003] 

Other projects (described in paragraph 2.2) also prove that database consolidation is an 
excellent way to decrease IT costs. 

Hardware payments decrease with more than € 12.57 million when all databases supported by 
the Global DBA Team are consolidated. In addition, personnel payments will at least decrease 
€1.76 million. 
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Attachment 1: Project plan 
A project plan was made at the beginning of the consolidation project. This plan and the 
changes made to it are described in this document. 
 
Project Plan 
 
April 2004 

• Read documents 
• Make planning for the next 8 months. (deadline 07-May-2004) 

 
May 2004 

• Make an inventory of all Database Servers currently available in DBInfo. (deadline 24-
May-2004) 

o Which Operating System is on each Database Server? (Complete this 
information) 

o Which RDBMS is on each Database Server? (Complete this information) 
o Who are the Database Server owners? Which Database Servers are owned 

by SITI and which ones are not? (Complete this information) 
o How many Database Servers are in DBInfo of type: 

• GI-H + Oracle 
• GI-H + SQL 
• GI-Inside + Oracle 
• GI-Inside + SQL 
• UNIX + Oracle 
• Windows-NT 

o How many Application Database Instances are on these Database Servers? 
o How many Application Databases are on the Database Instances? 
o What are the RDBMS versions of each Database Instance? 
o In which region are the Database Servers owned by SITI? 

• Write template that must be filled in for each Database Server / Database Instance / 
Application Database during the inventory containing all information that is needed for 
the implementation of the new Consolidated Database Hosting Environment (CDHE). 
(deadline 24-May-2004) 

 
Rest of May & June 2004  
Reorganise existing (Shared) Database Hosting Services 
Phase 1: Oracle + Unix + region EU/AF 

• Make an inventory of all the Application Databases currently already Hosted by SITI. 
This overview will include the Shared Hosting environments. (deadline 14-June-2004) 

o For all Database Servers owned by SITI, find out which Database Instances 
are on it and which Application Databases are on these Database Instances. 
Fill in the templates that are created to make sure all needed information is 
available. 

o Find out which Application Databases and Database Instances are Obsolete 
or will be Obsolete in the near future and thus can be removed. 

o Find out the Application Characteristics of each Application Database. 
o Find out which Service Level is used now and which new Service Level 

(Machine + Nothing, Machine + Rota, Machine + Standby + Rota) is required 
for each Application Database after consolidation. (the Application 
Characteristics are needed here). 

o Find out on which Operating System each Application Database must be 
placed in the future. Choices must be made on criteria such as lowest TCO, 
standards used within Shell. 
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o Calculate the new Monthly Application Costs using the global Service 
Description / Service Level Agreement. 

o Make a plan for each Application Database describing the way to add it to the 
new Consolidated Database Hosting Environment (CDHE). 

o Calculate the migration costs for each Application Database. 
• Find out whether or not new concepts for structuring the OS and RDBMS software 

can and should be used when setting up the CDHE. (deadline end of June 2004) 
• Where possible - making use of existing/available hardware - a new Consolidated 

Database Hosting Environment (CDHE) is created that will support all Service Levels 
described in the Global Service Description / Service Level Agreement (SD/SLA) and 
is flexible with respect to changes and possible future growth. Main drivers for this 
CDHE will be simplicity and optimal value for money. (deadline end of June 2004) 

o Find out which hardware is currently available.  
o Find out the age of the Database Servers 
o Find out the capacity of the Database Servers 
o Find out which versions of RDBMS may be installed on the Database 

Servers. 
o Find out which Database Servers can be used to set up the new 

Consolidated Database Hosting Environment (CDHE). 
o Find out which hardware is needed to be able to set up the new Consolidated 

Database Hosting Environment (CDHE).  
o Find out the way this hardware must be used (for example a Fallback - 

structure). 
o If necessary, buy new hardware. This hardware will be owned by GITI. 

 
July 2004 

• Write a Migration Plan for UNIX + Oracle. (deadline 15-July-2004) 
• Start migrating all Application Databases into the new CDHE. In principle the owners 

of the Applications need only be involved as far as testing after a first test-migration is 
concerned and later to accept the migrated Database Application. All changes will be 
performed adhering to the standard procedures SITI has in place for that purpose. 
Because this will take a lot of time, start with the next phase while migrating all 
Application Databases into the new CDHE. (July & time needed to complete this) 

 
August 2004 
Phase 2: Oracle + GI-H + region EU/AF 

• Make an inventory of all the Application Databases currently already Hosted by SITI. 
This inventory will include the Shared Hosting environments. (deadline 16-Aug-2004) 

o For all Database Servers owned by SITI, find out which Database Instances 
are on it and which Applications Databases are on these Database Instances. 
Fill in the templates that are created to make sure all needed information is 
available. 

o Find out which Applications Databases and Database Instances are Obsolete 
or will be Obsolete in the near future and thus can be removed. 

o Find out the Application Characteristics of each Application Database. 
o Find out which Service Level is used now and which new Service Level 

(Machine + Nothing, Machine + Rota, Machine + Fallback + Rota, Machine + 
Standby + Rota) is required for each Application Database after 
consolidation. (the Application Characteristics are needed here). 

o Find out on which Operating System each Application Database must be 
placed in the future. Choices must be made on criteria such as lowest TCO, 
standards used within Shell. 

o Calculate the new Monthly Application Costs using the global Service 
Description / Service Level Agreement. 

o Make a plan for each Application Database describing the way to add it to the 
new Consolidated Database Hosting Environment (CDHE). 

o Calculate the migration costs for each Application Database. 
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• Where possible - making use of existing/available hardware – Application Databases 
are added to the already created Consolidated Database Hosting Environment 
(CDHE) (deadline 23-Aug-2004)  

o Find out which hardware will become available in this phase of the migration 
to the CDHE.  

o Find out the age of the Database Servers. 
o Find out the capacity of the Database Servers. 
o Find out which versions of the RDBMS may be installed on the Database 

Servers. 
o Find out which Database Servers can be used to set up the new 

Consolidated Database Hosting Environment (CDHE) with respect to GI-H 
Hosting. This will only be done if there are Oracle Application Databases that 
can only be hosted on the GI-H platform. 

o If it is possible to add Applications to the already created Consolidated 
Database Hosting Environment (UNIX), they are added there.  

o If it is not possible to add an Application to the already created Consolidated 
Database Hosting Environment because it must use Windows, a the similar 
GI-H part of the CDHE will be used. Because this combination is only tactical, 
Applications Databases will be added to the already existing UNIX-part of the 
CDHE where that is possible. 

o If necessary, buy new hardware. This hardware will be owned by SITI.  
• Write a Migration Plan for GI-H + Oracle (deadline end of August 2004) 
• Start migrating all Application Databases into the new (GI-H) or existing CDHE 

(UNIX). In principle the owners of the Application Databases need only be involved as 
far as testing after a first test-migration is concerned and later to accept the migrated 
Database Application. All changes will be performed adhering to the standard 
procedures SITI has in place for that purpose. Because this will take a lot of time, 
start with the next phase while migrating all Application Databases into the possibly 
extended CDHE. (end of August 2004 & time needed to complete this) 

 
September 2004 
Phase 3: SQL Server + GI-H  + region EU/AF 

• Make an inventory of all the Application Databases currently already Hosted by SITI. 
This inventory will include the Shared Hosting environments. (deadline 20-
September-2004) 

o For all Database Servers owned by SITI, find out which Database Instances 
are on it and which Application Databases are on these Database Instances. 
Fill in the templates that are created to make sure all needed information is 
available. 

o Find out which Application Databases and Database Instances are Obsolete 
or will be Obsolete in the near future and thus can be removed. 

o Find out the Application Characteristics of each Application Database. 
o Find out which Service Level is used now and which new Service Level 

(Machine + Nothing, Machine + Rota, Machine + Fallback + Rota, Machine + 
Standby + Rota) is required for each Application Database after 
consolidation. (the Application Characteristics are needed here). 

o Calculate the new Monthly Application Costs using the global Service 
Description / Service Level Agreement. 

o Make a plan for each Application Database describing the way to add it to the 
new Consolidated Database Hosting Environment (CDHE) 

o Calculate the migration costs for each Application Database. 
• Where possible - making use of existing/available hardware - a new part (for SQL 

Server on GI-H) of the Consolidated Database Hosting Environment (CDHE) is 
created that will support all Service Levels described in the Global Service 
Description / Service Level Agreement (SD/SLA) and is flexible with respect to 
changes and possible future growth. Main drivers for this CDHE will be simplicity and 
optimal value for money. (deadline end of September 2004) 
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o Find out which hardware is currently available.  
o Find out the age of the Database Servers. 
o Find out the capacity of the Database Servers. 
o Find out which versions of RDBMS may be installed on the Database 

Servers. 
o Find out which Database Servers can be used to set up the new part of the 

Consolidated Database Hosting Environment (CDHE). 
o Find out which hardware is needed to be able to set up the new part of the 

Consolidated Database Hosting Environment (CDHE).  
o Find out the way this hardware must be used (for example a Fallback - 

structure). 
o If necessary, buy new hardware. This hardware will be owned by GITI. 

• Write a Migration Plan for GI-H + SQL Server. (deadline end of September 2004) 
 
October 2004 

• Start migrating all Application Databases into the extended CDHE. In principle the 
owners of the Application Databases need only be involved as far as testing after a 
first test-migration is concerned and later to accept the migrated Database 
Application. All changes will be performed adhering to the standard procedures SITI 
has in place for that purpose. Because this will take a lot of time, start with the next 
phase while migrating all Application Databases into the extended CDHE. (October 
2004 & time needed to complete this) 

 
October, November & December 2004 
Because of the distance between the Netherlands and the regions AM and AP, it is very 
difficult to say how much time it will take to complete the previous three steps for the regions 
AM and AP. It will be more difficult to find out all information about all Database Servers, 
Database Instances and Application Databases than in Europe. And of course, this also 
depends on the reaction time of the people that will be contacted.  
 
As far it is possible in the time left, I will do the best I can to complete as much as possible of 
the following phases: 
Phase 4: Oracle + Unix + region AM 
As phase 1 for the region EU/AF, but now for the region AM. 
Phase 5: Oracle + GI-H  + region AM 
As phase 2 for the region EU/AF, but now for the region AM. 
Phase 6: SQL Server + GI-H + region AM 
As phase 3 for the region EU/AF, but now for the region AM. 
Phase 7: Oracle + Unix + region AP 
As phase 1 for the region EU/AF, but now for the region AP. 
Phase 8: Oracle + GI-H  + region AP 
As phase 2 for the region EU/AF, but now for the region AP. 
Phase 9: SQL Server + GI-H + region AP 
As phase 3 for the region EU/AF, but now for the region AP. 
 
Also during October, November & December 2004 

• Prepare presentation 
• Write documentation for final report 
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Changes on project plan 
 
During the Database Landscape Inventory, not all details asked  for and are described in the 
project plan, have been found out. 

• The Database Landscape Inventory has not only been made of the database servers 
available in DBInfo, which is used in EU/AF. An overview of the database servers 
supported by the centrally managed DBA teams in AM and AP was also made.  

• The server owners of the servers are not relevant during the inventory phase, 
because all servers have to be migrated to the CDHE anyway instead of only the 
SITI-owned servers.  

• It is impossible to find out how many Oracle application databases and/or SQL Server 
databases are installed in one instance. This information is not available. DBAs 
support servers and instances, but do in many cases not know what is installed on 
these servers and instances exactly. Finding out all details would simply have taken 
too much time and would have delayed the project too much.  

 
The templates that must be filled in to complete all details required for the CDHE, will not be 
used. After completing the list of information items that should be stored, it was concluded 
that a database should be used to store the information in. Many details would have been 
copied from one template to another for every server, instance and Oracle application 
database or SQL Server database when the templates would have been used. That is why a 
simple data model was designed. This data model will be implemented in IRIS [IRIS, 2004] in 
the near future. Until then, temporary user interfaces created in MS Access will be used. 
These user interfaces have been created during the consolidation project. The design of 
these user interfaces has delayed the project three weeks. 
 
The existing database hosting services are not reorganized as described in the project plan. 
The Project Work Order received at the beginning of the project contained a description of the 
steps that had to be taken. First, Oracle databases on UNIX in EU/AF should be migrated, 
then Oracle databases on GI-H in EU/AF, after that the SQL Server databases on GI-H in 
EU/AF and then the same migration steps should be taken for the regions AM and AP. 
 
The migration plans for all RDBMS and platform combinations are not made during the 
phases described in the PWO. 

• The migration plan for all RDBMS and platform combinations is made first to find out 
which combination must be migrated first because they have a higher priority than 
other combinations.  

• Besides, some other servers are added to the consolidation project. The databases 
currently supported by the DBA team in London must be moved to the DBA team in 
Leidschendam before the end of 2004, and some very old servers must be replaced 
soon. 

 
No existing servers that can be used to set up the CDHE are available. That is why new 
hardware must be bought to set up the service. This has delayed the consolidation project 
with some months. Buying new servers is not allowed when cheaper solutions can be found. 
One solution was buying some new servers from another project in Shell, where too many 
servers were bought. These servers would be bought for the consolidation service if it was 
possible to fill these servers completely. At the moment this was shown, the servers were not 
available anymore. 
 
One customer agreed on buying a server that could be used for the consolidation service. 
Because it would take too long to migrate all his instances to the new server, he decided to 
make this server a dedicated one instead of a shared server. So there was still no hardware 
available for the CDHE.  
 
Many servers had to be compared to conclude which solution would be the best one. This 
took some time because not all details were available. An Infrastructure Project Leader was 
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assigned to buy the servers. The servers were not bought, but instead an agreement was 
reached on sharing some servers with a department - somewhere else in Shell - that already 
bought some servers was signed. After that, it had to be decided how to pay this other 
department. A part of the charges obtained by the Global DBA Team had to be sent to this 
department. The servers were already used for other purposes. This lead to many 
restrictions. No instances were migrated at the end of November 2004. 
 
Migrations are done per Portfolio. That is why the detailed inventories are done per Portfolio 
too at the moment the migration activities can be started. Details change too fast to do these 
inventories at an earlier stage. 
 
No mechanism or method for backups is described, because a separate backup and restore 
project called BARON (Backup and Restore Remediation Programme – One SLA) was 
launched in August 2004. Extra details have been added to the Global SD/SLA 
[KORSWAGEN1, 2004] about this subject and reports are produced in IRIS [IRIS, 2004]. 
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Attachment 2: Yearly Server Payments 
In this attachment, a calculation is given of the yearly server payments in the region EU/AF. 
Of course, the exact amount depends on a number of choices that need to be made and on a 
couple of choices made by other departments of Shell.  
Some parameters must be filled in to find the exact amount per server. The fees for shared GI 
Hosting services can be found on the GI Hosting website [ITForShell3, 2004]. 
 
Before an overview of the payments is given, the choices that have to be made are listed: 

o Is the server bought, or is it leased? 
o What is the depreciation period? 
o What is the value conversion from $ to €? 
o How much Database Space is standard? 
o What is the interest on loans for investments (for the depreciation period chosen)? 

 
The yearly payments consist of the following details: 
Server hardware payment:  
- In case of a lease construction: (monthly server hardware fee in € depending on the server 
type) * 12 months  + (monthly SAN connector price in €) * 12 months 
- In case the server is bought:  
((server price in €) / (number of depreciation years) )* (interest for depreciation years) 
Standard Installation & Licensing: 
((standard installation and licensing fee in €) / (number of depreciation years)) * (interest for 
depreciation years) 
 
Data storage: Disk space: 
- In case of a lease construction: (units disk space used – per units of 36Gb) * (monthly price 
of 36 Gb disk space in €) * 12 months 
- In case the server is bought: if extra disk space must be bought: price depending on the 
server type * 12 months, otherwise: € 0 
Base hosting service payment or Hardware Maintenance and System Management Fee: 
- In case of a lease construction: (monthly base hosting service payment depending on server 
type in €) * 12 months 
- In case the server is bought: (monthly Hardware Maintenance payment + monthly System 
Management Fee in €) * 12 months 
 
In November 2004, the parameters are defined as follows: 

o Depreciation period: 4 years 
o € 1 = $ 1.25 
o Standard disk space amount: 36 Gb 
o Factor for depreciation period of 4 years: 1.14 

In August 2004, the prices are: 
o Initial Hardware Payment IBM X455: $ 50,237 
o Standard Installation & Licensing: $ 6,260 
o Monthly Server Hardware Payment: € 111 for a DL380, € 373 for a DL580 and € 758 

for a DL760. 
o Monthly Base Hosting Service Payment for leased servers: € 1,490 
o Monthly Base Hosting Service Payment for IBM p650 and x455: € 2,800 
o Monthly SAN Connector: € 42 
o Monthly SAN-RAID 1 with Standard Backup Policy per 36 Gb: € 145 
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The yearly payment for the standard servers used in November 2004: 
DL760 8 CPU 4 GB RAM $ Once € / Month Amount € / Year 
Standard Installation & Licensing 6,260  1 1,427 
Server Hardware  758 1 9,096 
Data storage: SAN Connector  42 1 504 
Data storage: Disk Space  145 2 3,480 
Base Hosting Service Payment  1,490 1 17,880 
TOTAL    32,387 
     
TPM-C    115,026 
Yearly payment per kTPM-C    281.63 (*) 

Table A2.1: Yearly payment for Compaq/HP DL760 
 
IBM X455 4 CPU 8 Gb RAM 72 Gb Disk Space $ Once € / Month Amount € / Year 
IServer Hardware Payment 50,237  1 11,454 
Standard Installation & Licensing 6,260  1 1,427 
Hardware Maintenance  600 1 7,200 
System Management fee  2,200 1 26,400 
TOTAL    46,481 
     
TPM-C    162,341 
Yearly payment per kTPM-C    286.32 (*) 

Table A2.2: Yearly payment for IBM X455 
 
Below, the yearly payment for an IBM F80 is given. Both the BELUGA.KSLA.SHELL.NL and 
the ORCA.KSLA.SHELL.NL are IBM F80s. These are the two servers that have been used 
for the CDAS in Amsterdam since 2001.  

IBM F80 € / Year 
Initial Hardware Payment (depreciated in 4 years) 25,566 
Hardware Support Server Computer (€325/month - 15%) 3,315 
Telephone modem connection (NLG 73/month + 15.76%) 459 
LAN Network ($ 250/year) 200 
WAN Network ($ 1000/year) 800 
UNIX support by SITI ($1490/month) 14,304 
TOTAL 44,644 
  
TPM-C 26,310 
Yearly payment per kTPM-C 1,696.85 (*) 

Table A2.3: Yearly payment for IBM F80 
 
When comparing the yearly payment per kTPM-C for these servers with the payment per 
KTPM-C for the standard servers described in the Global SD/SLA, we see that  the 
performance of hardware has improved very much. The fact that less Oracle application 
databases can be installed on one IBM F80 (than on a standard server) makes it more 
expensive because more servers have to be bought to be able to install the same amount of 
Oracle application databases. 

(*) More information about TPM-Cs and kTPM-Cs can be found in paragraph 4.4. 
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Attachment 3: Database Landscape 
Inventory 
In this attachment, more details can be found about the database landscape inventory 
described in paragraph 3.2.  
 
Europe/Africa (EU/AF) 
For the database inventory of the region EU/AF, the information in the DBInfo database 
(administration tool for regional DBA Team) was used. This database contains all servers and 
instances are or have been supported by the DBA team in Leidschendam in the Netherlands. 
An overview of the servers, sorted by operating system and RDBMS is given below. This is 
the information as available on 17-May-2004.  
 

Operating 
System RDBMS Number of 

servers 
Number of 
instances 

Unix Oracle 57 217 
Win2K Oracle 69 196 
Win2K SQL Server 57 87 
WinNT Oracle 45 96 
WinNT SQL Server 22 22 
Linux Oracle 1 9 
VMS Oracle 5 5 
MNFR DB2 1 7 
Totals  257 639 

Table A3.1: Number of servers and instances for EU/AF per OS and RDBMS combination 
(per 17-May-2004) 
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Unix Oracle 109 13 12 69  7 7 
Win2K Oracle 63 10 11 57  17 38 
Win2K SQL Server 64  1 6 11  5 
WinNT Oracle 43 4 5 42  2  
WinNT SQL Server 13   7   2 
Linux Oracle 7   2    
VMS Oracle 1 2 2     
MNFR DB2 6   1    
Totals  306 29 31 184 11 26 52 

Table A3.2: Number of instance types for EU/AF per OS and RDBMS combination (per 17-
May-2004) 

 
For about 2/3 of the instances, the exact database size is available in DBInfo. For this reason, 
only the lower bounds for database space can be given. See the table below for this 
information. 
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Operating 
System 

RDBMS Lower bound 
database space (Gb) 

Unix Oracle 1,844.19
Win2K Oracle 1,127.51
Win2K SQL Server 53.68
WinNT Oracle 342.94
WinNT SQL Server 30.68
Linux Oracle 30.10
VMS Oracle 0.80
MNFR DB2 0.00
Totals  3,429.90

Table A3.3: Database Space EU/AF per OS and RDBMS combination (per 17-May-2004) 
 
If the databases for which the sizes are not in DBInfo have about the same average sizes as 
the databases for which the sizes are available in DBInfo, the total database size would be 
about 5,080 Gb (3,429.90 / 0.67). 
 
The environments in which the instances are operating, are found using the Oracle 
application database or SQL Server database information in DBInfo. Because this information 
is not always available, there are a lot of instances for which the indication is ‘Unknown’. 
 
The following indications are used while creating the table below: 

• Single – Single: A Single Instance Server. This instance is a Single Oracle application 
database or SQL Server database Instance. 

• Multiple – Single: A Multiple Instance Server. All instances are Single Oracle 
application database or SQL Server database Instances. 

• Single – Multiple: A Single Instance Server. This instance is a Multiple Oracle 
application database or SQL Server database Instance. 

• Multiple – Multiple: A Multiple Instance Server. At least one instance is a Multiple 
Oracle application database or SQL Server database Instance. 

• Unknown: not known 
 
Operating 
System 

RDBMS Single – 
Single 

Multiple  
- Single 

Single - 
Multiple 

Multiple - 
Multiple 

Unknown 

Unix Oracle 9 90 1 20 97 
Win2K Oracle 19 75  61 41 
Win2K SQL Server 46 12 1 26 2 
WinNT Oracle 18 23  47 8 
WinNT SQL Server 20  2   
LINUX Oracle     9 
VMS Oracle 5     
MNFR DB2  7    
Totals  117 207 4 154 157 
Table A3.4: Server and Instance Sharing in EU/AF per OS and RDBMS combination (per 17-

May-2004) 
 
Americas (AM) 
The database inventory for the region AM is made using an Excel spreadsheet [IEPEREN1, 
2004] produced by the Global Service Manager Database Hosting & DBA Services, who 
obtained this information from the DBA team working in that region. An overview of the 
servers, sorted by operating system and RDBMS is given below. This is the information as 
available on 28-May-2004.  
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Operating 
System 

RDBMS Number of 
servers 

Number of 
instances 

RMAN 
instances

T&M 
instances 

Unix Oracle 19 67  67 
Win2K Oracle 11 27 2 25 
Win2K SQL Server 16 18  18 
WinNT Oracle 24 82 2 80 
WinNT SQL Server 52 57 1 56 
Totals  122 251 5 246 

Table A3.5: Number of servers, instances and instance types for AM per OS and RDBMS 
combination (per 28-May-2004) 

 
The database sizes are also given in the received spreadsheet. The following codes are 
used: 

• Small (S) if the size is smaller than 100 Mb 
• Medium (M) if the size is between 100 Mb and 10 Gb 
• Large (L) if the size is between 10 Gb and 500 Gb 
• Very Large (VL) is the size is larger than 500 Gb 

 
Some remarks have to be made here: 

• There are 2 Very Large UNIX + Oracle and 4 Very Large WINNT + Oracle 
databases 

• Because there is no upper bound for Very Large databases, 500 Gb is used for 
both the lower and the upper bound in the overview below. The upper bound for 
database space may be higher than the amounts in the table. 

• There are 24 databases for which the size is not filled in. This is only 3.55% of all 
databases. 

 
With this information, an upper and lower bound for database space can be given for the 
operating system – RDBMS combinations as presented above. 
 

Operating 
System 

RDBMS Lower bound 
database 
space (Gb) 

Upper bound 
database 
space (Gb) 

Unix Oracle 1,100 5,000 
Win2K Oracle 12 700 
Win2K SQL Server 155 8,000 
WinNT Oracle 2,200 11,000 
WinNT SQL Server 100 6,400 
Totals  3,567 31,100 

Table A3.6: Database space AM per OS and RDBMS combination (per 28-May-2004) 
 
When the 24 databases for which the database space size is unknown have the same 
average sizes as the other databases, the database space lower bound and upper bound for 
all databases in the Americas would be:  

• Lower bound database space: 3,700 Gb 
• Upper bound database space: 32,250 Gb 

 
In the spreadsheet received also an indication is given of the environment in which the 
instance is located. The results can be found in the table below. The words dedicated, server, 
instance and shared are used to describe the environment. The terms dedicated, server, 
shared and instance are used here with other meanings than described in paragraph 1.8.  

• Dedicated: A Single or Multiple Instance Server. All instances are Single Oracle 
application database or SQL Server database Instances. There is only one 
Oracle application database or SQL Server database installed on this server. 
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• Server: A Multiple Instance Server. All instances are Single Oracle application 
database or SQL Server database Instances. More than one Oracle application 
database or SQL Server database is installed on this server. 

• Instance: A Multiple Oracle application database or SQL Server database 
Instance. In all cases this instance is installed on a Single Instance Server. 

• Shared: A Multiple Oracle application database or SQL Server database 
Instance. There may be more than one instance installed on one server.  

• Unknown: none of the previous words is filled in 
 

Operating 
System 

RDBMS Dedicated Server Instance Shared Unknown 

Unix Oracle 17 33  12 5 
Win2K Oracle 6 8  9 4 
Win2K SQL Server 9 6 3   
WinNT Oracle 18 47  12 5 
WinNT SQL Server 31 18  6 2 
Totals  81 122 3 39 16 

Table A3.7: Server and Instance Sharing in AM per OS and RDBMS combination (per 28-
May-2004) 

 
Asia and Pacific Rim (AP) 
The database inventory for the region AP is made using an Excel spreadsheet [IEPEREN1, 
2004] produced by the Global Service Manager Database Hosting & DBA Support Services, 
who obtained this information from the DBA team working in that region. An overview of the 
servers, sorted by operating system and RDBMS is given in the table below. This is the 
information as available on 28-May-2004. 
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Unix Oracle 14 53 8  6 3 36 
Win2K Oracle 19 43 20 1 1 2 19 
Win2K SQL Server 90 92 90  2   
WinNT Oracle 10 15 2    13 
WinNT SQL Server 13 13     13 
Totals  146 216 120 1 9 5 81 

Table A3.8: Number of servers, instances and their types for AP per OS and RDBMS 
combination (per 28-May-2004) 

 
The database sizes are also given in the received spreadsheet. The following codes are 
used: 

• Small (S) if the size is smaller than 100 Mb 
• Medium (M) if the size is between 100 Mb and 10 Gb 
• Large (L) if the size is between 10 Gb and 500 Gb 
• Very Large (VL) if the size is larger than 500 Gb 

 
Two remarks have to be made here: 

• There are no databases marked with Very Large. 
• There are 3 databases for which the size is not filled in. This is only 1.22% of all 

databases.  
 
With this information an upper and lower bound for database space can be given for the 
operating system – RDBMS combinations as above. 
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Operating 
System 

RDBMS Lower bound 
database 
space (Gb) 

Upper bound 
database 
space (Gb) 

Unix Oracle 100 5,500 
Win2K Oracle 83 4,350 
Win2K SQL Server 250 12,850 
WinNT Oracle 51 2,600 
WinNT SQL Server 1 130 
Totals  485 2,430 

Table A3.9: Database space AP per OS and RDBMS combination (per 28-May-2004) 
 

When the 3 databases for which the database space size is unknown have the same average 
sizes as the other databases, the database space lower bound and upper bound for all 
databases in Asia and Pacific Rim would be: 

• Lower bound database space: 491 Gb 
• Upper bound database space: 25,745 Gb. 

 
In the overview provided by the Global Service Manager Database Hosting & DBA Services 
also an indication is given of the environment in which the instances are located. The results 
can be found in the table below. The words dedicated and shared are used to describe the 
environment. These terms are used with other meanings than described in paragraph 1.8.  

• Dedicated: A Single or Multiple Instance Server. Only one Oracle application 
database or SQL Server database is installed on this server. 

• Shared: A Multiple Oracle application database or SQL Server database Instance. 
There may be more than one instance installed on one server. 

• Unknown: none of the previous words is filled in. 
 

Operating 
System 

RDBMS Dedicated Shared Unknown 

Unix Oracle 24 29  
Win2K Oracle 32 11  
Win2K SQL Server 89 3  
WinNT Oracle 10 2 3 
WinNT SQL Server 13   
Totals  168 45 3 

Table A3.10: Sharing in AP per OS and RDBMS combination (per 28-May-2004) 
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Attachment 4: Consolidation of servers and 
instances 
In this attachment, more information is given about the consolidation of servers, sorted by 
operating system. 
 
Consolidation of Windows NT servers 
There are still many Windows NT servers within Shell. All these servers should be 
consolidated in 2004 and 2005.  
A summary of the information about Windows NT servers that can also be found in paragraph 
3.2 is presented in the table below: 
 

Region Oracle SQL Server 
 Number of 

servers 
Number of 
instances 

Number of 
servers 

Number of 
instances 

EU/AF 45 96 22 22 
AM 24 82 52 57 
AP 10 15 13 13 
Totals 79 193 87 92 

Table A4.1: Inventory Windows NT servers Worldwide 
 
Windows NT + SQL Server 
The SQL Server instances installed on Windows NT servers will be migrated to GI-H. Most of 
the work will be done in the Americas because the largest part of the servers and instances 
are located there. 
 
Windows NT + Oracle 
The Oracle instances installed on Windows NT servers will be migrated to Linux. Most of the 
work will be done in Europe because the largest part of the servers and instances are located 
there.  
 
Additional Information 
The information about NT servers is far from complete. The NT4 manager from WDC 
Operations says – at the beginning of June 2004 – that there are between 4,000 and 5,000 
NT servers on the Shell network (counted via automatic detection). Only a part of these 
servers are database servers. It is not known how many servers are running Windows NT. 
 
The expected amounts of NT servers over time are: 
 

Year Global # NT servers at year end Average # of Managed NT servers 
2003 4,200 1,100 
2004 2,600 625 
2005 0 100 

Table A4.2: Expected Number of Windows NT servers Worldwide 
 
It is nearly impossible to find information about all these servers, simply because there is no 
documention. Servers are disappearing every day, because they are converted to Windows 
2000 servers.  
 
Consolidation from Windows NT servers to other platforms should be finished before the end 
of 2005. This is nearly impossible and that is why consolidation also may take place in 2006. 
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Consolidation of SQL 6 and 7 databases 
When consolidating all Windows NT servers, all SQL Server 6 and SQL Server 7 databases 
are consolidated too. They will be migrated to use SQL Server 2000. In EU/AF, there are no 
SQL Server 6 databases anymore. There are 96 SQL Server 7 databases on 18 Windows NT 
servers. In AP, all 13 SQL Server 6 and SQL Server 7 instances are installed on 13 Windows 
NT servers. There is no SQL Server version information available for the Windows NT 
Servers in the region AM. 
 
Consolidation of Windows 2000 (non GI-H build) servers 
It is very difficult to obtain information on how many Windows 2000 non GI-H build servers 
exist [ITForShell4, 2004]. The information used for the inventory does not contain such 
details. 
 
A summary of the information about Windows 2000 servers (non GI-H build and GI-H build) 
that can also be found in paragraph 3.2 is presented in the table below: 
 

Region Oracle SQL Server 
 Number of 

servers 
Number of 
instances 

Number of 
servers 

Number of 
instances 

EU/AF 69 196 57 87 
AM 11 27 16 18 
AP 19 43 90 92 
Totals 99 266 163 197 

Table A4.3: Inventory of Windows 2000 servers Worldwide 
 
EU/AF 
The largest part of the Windows 2000 servers providing hosting services in EU/AF is found in 
the GI-H server List. This is a server list containing both GI-D Inside and GI-H servers. One 
server has become Obsolete in the time between the inventory and the beginning of June 
2004. Two other servers are Legacy. 
 

 Oracle instances SQL Server instances 
GI-H 166 80 
GI-D Inside 25 6 
Legacy 1 1 
Obsolete 4  
Totals 196 87 
Table A4.4: Instances hosted on GI-H and non GI-H in EU/AF 

 
Thirty-three (25+1+6+1) Windows 2000 instances must be migrated to GI-H in the region 
EU/AF.  
 
AM 
Because no information is given in the Excel-spreadsheet [IEPEREN1, 2004] used for the 
inventory, the platforms of the Windows 2000 servers supported in the Americas must be 
found in a different way. The GI-H servers are found on the GI-H server list website (which 
contains both GI-D Inside and GI-H servers).  
 

 Oracle instances SQL Server instances 
GI-H 27 9 
Legacy  9 
Totals 27 18 

Table A4.5: Instances hosted on GI-H and non GI-H in AM 
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These servers all have names according to the following format ‘HOUIC-S-xxx‘.  The string 
‘xxx’ represents  a number. The newest server in the list has number 479. There are 6 servers 
with Oracle instances and 3 servers with SQL Server instances in the inventory list with a 
higher number. These servers are new servers that are not yet added to the GI-H server list. 
They can only be GI-H servers, because no other servers are bought at this moment. Seven 
other servers with SQL Server databases are not found in the GI-H server list and have 
names that indicate that they are very old. That is why these servers cannot be GI-H servers 
and must be Legacy. 
 
AP 
For the region Asia and Pacific Rim, the Excel-spreadsheet [IEPEREN1, 2004] contains 
information from which can be concluded how many GI-H servers and other types of servers 
are supported. The descriptions found in this column are: GI-H, GI-D Inside, NT4 and Legacy. 
The amounts can be found in the table below. 
 

 Oracle instances SQL Server instances 
GI-H 30 20 
GI-D Inside  67 
NT4  3 
Legacy 13 2 
Totals 43 92 

Table A4.6: Instances hosted on GI-H and non GI-H in AP 
 
Thirteen Oracle instances must be migrated to GI-H and 72 (67+3+2) SQL Server instances. 
 
Conclusions 
The number of instances that must be migrated to GI-H are specified in the table below: 
 

 Oracle SQL Server # instances 
EU/AF 26 7 33 
AM  9 9 
AP 13 72 85 
Total 39 88 127 

Table A4.7: Number of Windows 2000 instances that must be migrated to GI-H 
 
From this information can be concluded that the largest part of the work must be done in Asia 
and Pacific Rim. 
 
Consolidation of Unix servers 
Unix is supported until the end of 2006. The Unix servers only contain Oracle instances. 
Oracle 8.1.7 is supported until the end of 2004. Oracle 9.2 is supported until the end of 2005. 
Oracle versions older than 8.1.7 and version 9.0.1 are not supported anymore. Oracle 10g is 
supported as from the end of 2005.  
 
All Oracle instances with version earlier than 8.1.7 and with version 9.0.1 have to be 
consolidated to version 9.2 first. After that all instances with Oracle version 8.1.7 have to be 
consolidated. If possible, they will all be consolidated to Linux servers, which are supported 
from the beginning of 2005. The migration of the Oracle 9.2 instances to version 10g must be 
done in 2006.  
 
In the next table, an overview of the Oracle instances worldwide is given. The information 
about the Oracle versions is not available for the instances in the region AM. 
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Region Operating 

System 
Number 
of 
servers 

Number 
of 
instances 

< 8.1.7 8.1.7 9.0.1 9.2.0 10.1 Unknown

EU/AF Unix 57 217 44 144  29   
EU/AF Win2K 69 196 2 120 10 63  1 
EU/AF WinNT 45 94 39 50 2 1 1 1 
EU/AF Linux 1 9  3 1 5   
EU/AF VAX/VMS 5 5 5      
AM Unix 19 67 - - - - - - 
AM Win2K 11 27 - - - - - - 
AM WinNT 24 82 - - - - - - 
AP Unix 14 53 30 15  8   
AP Win2K 19 43 1 26  16   
AP WinNT 10 15 12 3     
Totals  274 808 133 361 13 122 1 2 

Table A4.8: Oracle servers, instances and Oracle versions in use by Shell Worldwide 
 
The Oracle databases on Windows NT servers will be consolidated first. Their new Oracle 
version will be 9.2.0. 
 
Migration plan per region per instance type according to support prognosis 
In this paragraph, an overview is given of the numbers of instances that must be migrated in 
the following years. The information was calculated using the results of the inventory 
described in paragraph 3.2.  
 
Some remarks have to be made here: 

• The SQL Server instances installed on Windows NT and Windows 2000 (non-GI-H 
build) servers are migrated twice. First in 2005 to GI-H + SQL Server 2000 and in 
2006 to GI-H + SQL Server Yukon. 

• All instances migrated to Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 will be migrated for a second time in 
2006 to Linux + Oracle 10g. 

• For the regions EU/AF and AP, the RDBMS versions are known for the instances. 
The versions are not known for the instances in the region AM. That is why the 
instances are distributed over the RDBMS versions in the same way as they are 
distributed over the RDBMS versions in the other regions. 

• In Europe, there are 2 Oracle instances for which the versions are not known. These 
two instances were not included in the table below. 

• Between doing the inventory and writing the migration plan, one server with four 
instances has become obsolete in the region EU/AF. This server is not included  in 
the table below. 

• It is expected that a part of the instances will become obsolete at the moment of the 
migration, so it is expected that less work will be done than described below.  

• It might be possible that some instances cannot be migrated to the target platform 
because the Oracle application databases or SQL Server databases using these 
instances are only certified for a certain RDBMS and/or OS version. Dedicated 
solutions are used in these cases. 
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Year Current platform Target Platform EU/ 

AF 
AM AP Total 

2004 
2005 

Windows NT + SQL 
Server 

GI-H + SQL Server 
2000 

22 57 13 92 

 Windows 2000 + SQL 
Server 

GI-H + SQL Server 
2000 

7 9 72 88 

 Windows NT + Oracle Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 94 82 15 191 
 Windows 2000 + Oracle Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 26 0 13 39 
 GI-H + Oracle < 8.1.7 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 1 0 0 1 
 Unix + Oracle < 8.1.7 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 44 26 30 100 
 GI-H + Oracle 9.0.1 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 10 1 0 11 
 Unix + Oracle 9.0.1 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 0 0 0 0 
 Linux + Oracle 9.0.1 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 1 0 0 1 
 GI-H + Oracle 8.1.7 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 99 19 24 142 
 Unix + Oracle 8.1.7 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 144 31 15 190 
 Linux + Oracle 8.1.7 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 3 0 0 3 
2006 Unix + Oracle 9.2.0 Linux + Oracle 10g 29 10 8 47 
 GI-H + Oracle 9.2.0 Linux + Oracle 10g 55 7 6 68 
 GI-H + SQL Server 2000 GI-H + SQL Server 

Yukon 
109 75 105 289 

 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 Linux + Oracle 10g 427 159 97 683 
2008 Linux + Oracle 10g Linux + Oracle New 511 176 111 798 
Totals   1582 652 509 2743 

Table A4.9: Migration plan 
 
From experiences in the past it is known that the migration of one instance takes about 5 man 
days, which is 40 hours. One FTE represents 1508 working hours. This results in the 
following FTEs needed for migrations per RDBMS per year per region: 
 

 Oracle SQL Server 
Year EU/AF AM AP EU/AF AM AP 
2004+5 11.19 4.22 2.57 0.77 1.75 2.25 
2006 13.55 4.67 2.94 2.89 1.99 2.79 
2007 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2008 13.55 4.67 2.94 0 0 0 
Table A4.10:Migration costs in FTEs per RDBMS per year per region 
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The migration plan when Oracle version 8.1.7 is used one year longer: 

Year Current platform Target Platform EU/ 
AF 

AM AP Total 

2004  
2005 

Windows NT + SQL 
Server 

GI-H + SQL Server 2000 22 57 13 92 

 Windows 2000 + SQL 
Server 

GI-H + SQL Server 2000 7 9 72 88 

 Windows NT + Oracle Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 94 82 15 191 
 Windows 2000 + Oracle Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 26 0 13 39 
 GI-H + Oracle < 8.1.7 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 1 0 0 1 
 Unix + Oracle < 8.1.7 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 44 26 30 100 
 GI-H + Oracle 9.0.1 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 10 1 0 11 
 Unix + Oracle 9.0.1 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 0 0 0 0 
 Linux + Oracle 9.0.1 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 1 0 0 1 
2006 GI-H + SQL Server 2000 GI-H + SQL Server Yukon 109 75 105 289 
 GI-H + Oracle 8.1.7 Linux + Oracle 10g 99 19 24 142 
 Unix + Oracle 8.1.7 Linux + Oracle 10g 144 31 15 190 
 Linux + Oracle 8.1.7 Linux + Oracle 10g 3 0 0 3 
 Unix + Oracle 9.2.0 Linux + Oracle 10g 29 10 8 47 
 GI-H + Oracle 9.2.0 Linux + Oracle 10g 55 7 6 68 
 Linux + Oracle 9.2.0 Linux + Oracle 10g 181 109 58 348 
2008 Linux + Oracle 10g Linux + Oracle New 511 176 111 798 
Totals   1336 602 470 2408 

Table A4.11: Migration plan when Oracle version 8.1.7 is used one year longer 
 
This results in the following FTEs needed for migrations per RDBMS per year per region: 
 

 Oracle SQL Server 
Year EU/AF AM AP EU/AF AM AP 
2004+5 4.67 2.89 1.54 0.77 1.75 2.25 
2006 13.55 4.67 2.94 2.89 1.99 2.79 
2007 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2008 13.55 4.67 2.94 0 0 0 

Table A4.12: Migration costs in FTEs per RDBMS per year per region 

The difference in migration costs compared to the migration plan in table A4.9 is described 
below. Migration takes about 5 mandays and one manday is 8 hours. The hourly tariffs can be 
found in attachment 6. The migrations will be done by a Consultant/DBA. 

EU/AF: (1582-1336)*5*8*109 = € 1.072.560 
AM: (652-602)*5*8*127 = € 254.000 
AP: (509-470)*5*8*53 = € 82.680 
Total: € 1.409.240 
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The migration plan when Oracle version 10g is available from the end of 2004: 
Year Current platform Target Platform EU/ 

AF 
AM AP Total 

2004 
2005 

Windows NT + SQL Server GI-H + SQL Server 2000 22 57 13 92 

 Windows 2000 + SQL Server GI-H + SQL Server 2000 7 9 72 88 
 Windows NT + Oracle LINUX + Oracle 10g 94 82 15 191 
 Windows 2000 + Oracle LINUX + Oracle 10g 26 0 13 39 
 GI-H + Oracle < 8.1.7 LINUX + Oracle 10g 1 0 0 1 
 UNIX + Oracle < 8.1.7 LINUX + Oracle 10g 44 26 30 100 
2006 GI-H + Oracle 9.0.1 LINUX + Oracle 10g 10 1 0 11 
 UNIX + Oracle 9.0.1 LINUX + Oracle 10g 0 0 0 0 
 LINUX + Oracle 9.0.1 LINUX + Oracle 10g 1 0 0 1 
 GI-H + SQL Server 2000 GI-H + SQL Server Yukon 109 75 105 289 
2007 GI-H + Oracle 8.1.7 LINUX + Oracle 10g 99 19 24 142 
 UNIX + Oracle 8.1.7 LINUX + Oracle 10g 144 31 15 190 
 LINUX + Oracle 8.1.7 LINUX + Oracle 10g 3 0 0 3 
2008 GI-H + Oracle 9.2.0 LINUX + Oracle New 55 7 6 68 
 UNIX + Oracle 9.2.0 LINUX + Oracle New 29 10 8 47 
 LINUX + Oracle 9.2.0 LINUX + Oracle New 5 0 0 5 
  Totals 649 301 317 1,267 

Table A4.12: Migration plan when Oracle 10g is supported from the end of 2004 
 

This results in the following FTEs needed for migrations per RDBMS per year per region: 
 

 Oracle SQL Server 
Year EU/AF AM AP EU/AF AM AP 
2004+5 4.38 2.86 1.54 0.77 1.75 2.25 
2006 0.29 0.03 0 2.89 1.99 2.79 
2007 6.53 1.33 1.03 0 0 0 
2008 2.36 0.45 0.37 0 0 0 

Table A4.13: Migration costs in FTEs per RDBMS per year per region 
 

Difference in migration costs compared to the migration plan in table A4.9: 

EU/AF: (1582-649)*5*8*109 = € 4.067.880 
AM: (652-301)*5*8*127 = € 1.783.080 
AP: (509-317)*5*8*53 = € 407.040 
Total: € 6.258.000 
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Attachment 5: Migrate databases to newer 
RDBMS Version 
This attachment contains a description of the ways to migrate to a newer RDBMS version for 
both Oracle and SQL Server. 
 
Migrating Oracle instances to version 10g 
The way data must be migrated depends on several factors. One of these factors is whether 
or not the data will be placed on a different or the same make&type of server. Other factors 
are the operating system, the operating system version and the current Oracle version used. 
The server make&type is important because not all operating system versions and Oracle 
versions can be installed on every make&type server. In this attachment, a migration plan for 
Oracle instances to Oracle version 10g is given [ORACLE2, 2004] [ORACLE3, 2004] 
[ORACLE4, 2003] [ORACLE5, 2003]. 
 
Migrating to a different server with another operating system 
Normally Export/Import is used to migrate data between databases on different make&type 
servers and operating systems. As can be found in the Oracle Database Upgrade Guide 10g 
Release 1, using the Database Upgrade Assistant or performing a manual upgrade is not 
possible. The Export/Import method must be used to migrate the existing Oracle instances 
from the Unix and Windows 2000 servers to the Linux servers with Oracle 10g instances 
installed on them. 
 
The current database’s Export utility copies the database into an export dump file. Then, the 
new Oracle Database 10g instance is created. The Import utility of the new Oracle Database 
10g release loads the exported data into a new database. When importing data from an 
earlier release, the Oracle Database 10g Import utility makes appropriate changes to data 
definitions as it reads earlier releases’ export dump files. 
 
The Export/Import upgrade method does not change the current instance, which enables the 
instance to remain available throughout the upgrade process. During the upgrade, to maintain 
complete database consistency, changes to the data in the database cannot be permitted 
without implementing the same changes to the data in the new Oracle Database 10g 
instance. 
 
Upgrading an entire instance by using Export/Import can take a long time, especially 
compared to using the Database Upgrade Assistant or performing a manual upgrade. 
Therefore, the upgrade to version 10g must be scheduled during non-peak hours or 
provisions for propagating to the new instance of any changes that are made to the current 
database during the upgrade must be made. 
 
The Export/Import method has successfully been used often during the rationalisation project 
for the Central Database Service of the SIEP-RTS / STEP Laboratory in Rijswijk. 
 
Migrating to a different server with the same operating system 
Migration from one server to another with the same operating system is usually done by 
copying data from the current server to the server with Oracle 10g already installed on it. This 
type of migration will not be used (very often) for the consolidation project, because the target 
server will in most cases have the new (for Shell) operating system Linux installed on it. 
 
Database links can be used to copy data from one Oracle Instance to another. For example, 
data can be copied from one database table to another with the SQL*Plus COPY command, 
or new tables can be created and then be filled with data by using the INSERT INTO 
statement and the CREATE TABLE ... AS statement. 
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Copying data and Export/Import offer the same advantages for upgrading. Using either 
method, one can defragment data files and restructure the database by creating new 
tablespaces or modifying existing tables or tablespaces. In addition, only specified database 
objects or users can be copied. Copying data - unlike Export/Import - enables the selection of 
specific rows of tables to be placed into the new database. Copying data is thus a good 
method for copying only part of a database table. In contrast - using Export/Import - one can 
copy only entire tables. 
 
Migration on the current server 
The way to upgrade the current Oracle version on a server depends on the operating system 
version and the current Oracle version. Although this type of upgrading will only be done on 
Linux servers (and Windows servers in 2004), the way to upgrade to Oracle 10g will also be 
given for Windows, AIX, Solaris and HP-UX servers. 
 
Linux 
One of the following operating system versions is required for Oracle 10g: 

• Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS/ES 2.1 or 3 (x86) 
• UnitedLinux 1.0, service pack 3 or higher (x86) 

Check whether or not the required operating system version can be installed on the server. If 
this is not possible, a different server must be used to migrate to and migration must be 
performed as described above. 
Upgrade the operating system before continuing with the database upgrade. If a different 
Oracle version is needed for this, a different server must be used to migrate to and migration 
must be performed as described above. 
Upgrade the database to Oracle 10g using the following table. 
 

<= 
7.3.3 

 
7.3.4 

 
8.0.3 

 
8.0.4 

 
8.0.5 

 
8.0.6 

 
8.1.5 

 
8.1.6 

 
8.1.7 

 
9.0.1 

 
9.2 

 
10g 

Table A5.1: Upgrading to Oracle 10g [ORACLE4, 2003] 
 
Windows 
A 32-bit System Architecture is required to upgrade to Oracle 10g. 
Oracle Database for Windows is supported on the following operating systems: 

• Windows NT Server 4.0, Windows NT Server Enterprise Edition 4.0, and 
Terminal Server Edition with service pack 6a or higher. (Windows NT Workstation 
is no longer supported) 

• Windows 2000 with service pack 1 or higher. (All editions, including Terminal 
Services and Windows 2000 MultiLanguage Edition (MLE) are supported) 

• Windows Server 2003 (Windows Multilingual User Interface Pack is supported) 
• Windows XP Professional (Windows Multilingual User Interface Pack is 

supported) 
Check whether or not the required operating system version can be installed on the server. If 
this is not possible, a different Server must be used to migrate to and migration must be 
performed as described above. 
Upgrade the operating system before continuing with the database upgrade. If a different 
Oracle version is needed for this, a different server must be used to migrate to and migration 
must be performed as described above. 
Upgrade the database to Oracle 10g using the following table. 
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<= 
7.3.3 

 
7.3.4 

 
8.0.3 

 
8.0.4 

 
8.0.5 

 
8.0.6 

 
8.1.5 

 
8.1.6 

 
8.1.7 

 
9.0.1 

 
9.2 

 
10g 

Table A5.2: Upgrading to Oracle 10g [ORACLE4, 2003] 
 

AIX 
The required operating system version for Oracle 10g is AIX 5L version 5.2 with Maintenance 
Level 1 or higher. The way to migrate to Oracle 10g can be found in the table below. Check 
whether or not the required operating system version can be installed on the server type. If 
this is not possible, a different server must be used to migrate to and migration must be 
performed as described on the first page of this attachment depending on the operating 
system. 
 

Oracle 
version 

OS version 

<= 8.0.6 8.1.7 
32 bit 

8.1.7 
64 bit 

9.0.1 9.2 10g 

4.3.3       

5.1       

5.2       

Table A5.3: Upgrading to Oracle 10g [ORACLE4, 2003] [ORACLE5, 2003] 
 
Solaris 
One of the following operating system versions is required for Oracle 10g: 

• Solaris 8 64-bit 
• Solaris 9 64-bit 

 
Check whether or not the required operating system version can be installed on the server. If 
this is not possible, a different server must be used to migrate to and migration must be 
performed as described on the first page of this attachment.  
If the current operating system version is lower than Solaris 8, upgrade the operating system 
to this level before continuing with the database upgrade. If a different Oracle version is 
needed for this, a different server must be used to migrate to and migration must be 
performed as described above. 
Upgrade the database to Oracle 10g using the following table. 
 

<= 
7.3.3 

 
7.3.4 

 
8.0.3 

 
8.0.4 

 
8.0.5 

 
8.0.6 

 
8.1.5 

 
8.1.6 

 
8.1.7 

 
9.0.1 

 
9.2 

 
10g 

Table A5.4: Upgrading to Oracle 10g [ORACLE4, 2003] 
 
HP-UX 
The required operating system version for Oracle 10g is HP-UX 11i (11.11) PA-RISC. 
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Check whether or not the required operating system version can be installed on the server. If 
this is not possible, a different server must be used to migrate to and migration must be 
performed as described on the first page of this paragraph. 
Upgrade the operating system to the required version first before continuing with the 
database upgrade. If a different Oracle version is needed for this, a different server must be 
used to migrate to and migration must be performed as described above. 
Upgrade the database to Oracle 10g using the following table. 
 

<= 
7.3.3 

 
7.3.4 

 
8.0.3 

 
8.0.4 

 
8.0.5 

 
8.0.6 

 
8.1.5 

 
8.1.6 

 
8.1.7 

 
9.0.1 

 
9.2 

 
10g 

Table A5.5: Upgrading to Oracle 10g [ORACLE4, 2003] 
 
Migrating SQL Server instances to version 2000 
 
This attachment contains detailed information about migrating SQL Server instances to SQL 
Server version 2000 [MICROSOFT1, 2004] [MICROSOFT3, 2004]. All SQL Server instances 
are currently installed on Windows NT and Windows 2000 servers.  
 
Upgrading from SQL Server 6.5 to SQL Server 2000 
In this paragraph, the hardware and software requirements to upgrade from SQL Server 6.5 
to SQL Server 2000 can be found together with a description of the method to upgrade. 
 
Hardware and Software requirements 
Operating System: Windows 2000 (GI-H build) 
Service Packs: 

• When upgrading SQL Server 6.5 to an instance of SQL Server 2000 on the same 
server, SQL Server 6.5 Service Pack 5 (SP5) or later must be applied.  

• When upgrading SQL Server 6.5 to an instance of SQL Server 2000 on a 
different server, SQL Server 6.5 Service Pack 3 (SP3) or later must be applied. 

Hard Disk Space: When upgrading from SQL Server 6.5 to SQL Server 2000, approximately 
2.5 times the size of the SQL Server 6.5 databases is needed. 
 
Upgrading 
Data from SQL Server 6.5 can be converted to the formats for SQL Server 2000 using the 
SQL Server Upgrade Wizard. The wizard upgrades any or all of the existing databases, 
transferring all catalog data, objects, and user data. To run the SQL Server Upgrade Wizard, 
a default instance of Microsoft SQL Server 2000 must be installed on the computer. If SQL 
Server 6.5 databases must be upgraded from multiple servers, consolidate all of the SQL 
Server 6.5 databases onto one server, and then run the wizard to upgrade the consolidated 
server. 
 
When the upgrade process is complete, two separate installations of  SQL Server exist, 
including two separate sets of the same data. The SQL Server 6.5 and the SQL Server 2000 
installations become independent of each other. 
If the upgrade is performed on a single computer, additional disk space is required. It is also 
possible to upgrade from one computer to another. 
 
Upgrading from SQL Server 7.0 to SQL Server 2000 
In this paragraph, the hardware and software requirements to upgrade from SQL Server 7.0 
to SQL Server 2000 can be found together with a description of the way to upgrade. 
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Hardware and software requirements 
Operating System: Windows 2000 (according to SQL Server website and the standard server 
for SQL Server instances within Shell) 
Service Packs: SQL Server 7.0 (at any Service Pack level) 
Hard Disk Space: No additional hard-disk space is required when upgrading from SQL Server 
7.0 to SQL Server 2000. 
 
Upgrading 
There are two specific ways to upgrade from SQL Server 7.0 to SQL Server 2000: 
1. A complete installation upgrade from SQL Server 7.0 to SQL Server 2000 (installing SQL 
Server 2000 over SQL Server 7.0)  
The installation of SQL Server 7.0 can be overwritten with a version upgrade to SQL Server 
2000. If SQL Server 7.0 is detected as an existing installation when Setup is run, the option to 
upgrade can be chosen. In this process, all the SQL Server 7.0 program files are upgraded, 
and all data stored in SQL Server 7.0 databases is preserved. It is also possible to upgrade 
from one edition of SQL Server to another edition during the version upgrade to SQL Server 
2000. 
2. From an online database SQL Server 7.0 upgrade to a database of version SQL Server 
2000 using the Copy Database Wizard. 
Using the Copy Database Wizard, a database copy and associated meta data can be moved 
from SQL Server 7.0 to an instance of SQL Server 2000, without having to shut down any 
servers in the process.  

The Database Copy Wizard is based on detach and attach functionality that allows user 
databases to be moved or copied from a source to a destination server. A Data Transformation 
Services (DTS) package performs the actual move or copy operation. 
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Attachment 6: Tariff Structure 
The tariff structure and the tariffs described in this attachment can also be found on the 
Application Hosting website [ITForShell2, 2004]. These tariffs were published on the website 
in July 2004. Both the tariff structure and the tariffs are not yet accepted by the Hosting 
Service Forum in November 2004 and might change before they are accepted. 
 
The tariff structure is based on the Service Levels described in the Global DBA Team 
[KORSWAGEN1, 2004]. These are not yet the levels Gold, Silver and Bronze but Basic 
Support, Basic Support + On-Call pager rota and Basic Support + On-Call pager rota + 
Standby. 
 
Shared Instance (includes infrastructure costs and DB Hosting, excludes DBA Support) 
Purpose: to provide hosting and support for a single very small database. 
 

Size Max. Size 
(Gb) 

EU (€) US ($) AP ($) 

VS 1 260 330 230 
Table A6.1: Tariffs for shared instances 

 
These amounts will be lowered. The new amounts will become: € 93 for EU/AF, $ 125 for AM 
and $ 47 for AP. 
 
Dedicated Instance / Shared Server (shared infrastructure costs only, excludes DB 
Hosting and DBA Support) 
Purpose: provide hosting for multiple very small to medium size databases. 
 

 EU (€) EU ($) US ($) AP ($) 
Shared hosting instance –  10 Gb 
included for all database files (=30 
Gb disk space) 

500 600 615 533 

Additional Disk Space 149 179 179 179 
Table A6.2: Tariffs for infrastructure of dedicated instance 

 
Dedicated Server (ref. GI-H and other platform pricelist, DB Hosting and DBA Support 
as per below) 
Purpose: provide hosting for one or several databases. 
Refer to GI-H and other platform pricelists, compute server rate. 
 

High Availability H/W 100% infrastructure 
fee 

Table A6.3: Tariffs for dedicated server 
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DB Hosting rates 
Purpose: provide standard database support for one or several databases hosted on a 
dedicated instance or server. 
 
Size Max. Size 

(Gb) 
EU (€) (*) US ($) (*) AP ($) (*) FTE eq. (**) 

VS – M 10 278 366 146 2.75 hpm 
L – VL 100 417 548 219 4 hpm 
G 100+ 556 731 293 5.5 hpm 
 >3 schemas, 

each 
50 66 26 0.5 hpm 

(*)  As long as the maximum size is not exceeded 
(**) Number of hours per month associated with support 

Table A6.4: DB Hosting Rates for dedicated instances 
 
This part of the tariff structure will be changed. A base fee per dedicated instance will be paid 
and on top of that extra fees for schemas larger than 10Gb and schemas larger than 100Gb 
and an extra fee when more than three schemas are installed in one instance 
 
Archive logging 20 % of base fee 
On Call 30 % of base fee 
Replication (materialised view)  
- one way 20 % of base fee 
- two way 50 % of base fee 
Stand By 50 % of base fee 
Recovery testing (per test 
estimated, based on uptake 
of 30 test/year) 

EU (€): 2,854 EU ($): 3,425 AM ($): 
3,438 

AP ($): 2,276 

Non-standard support Standard rates apply, but all support effort for non-standard 
software versions, hardware configurations, etc. over and 
above the norms for standard services will be treated as DBA 
Support. 

Table A6.5: Other Hosting Rates for dedicated instances 
 
DBA Support Rates 
Purpose: Provide non-standard database support and consultancy 
 

 EU (€) US ($) AP ($) 
T&M JG7 (junior consultant/DBA) Per hour 94 89 40 
T&M JG6 (support 
consultant/DBA) 

Per hour 102 105 46 

T&M JG5 (consultant/DBA) Per hour 109 127 53 
T&M JG4 (senior 
consultant/DBA) 

Per hour 124 149 59 

Location Support All travel & expenses relating to off-
site support will be charged. All of 
time on location, including travel 
time, over and above the DB Hosting 
norm will be charged as well. 

Non-contractual Support Non-contractual support has lowest 
priority. Each case is dealt with in 
isolation and no information is 
retained when the case is closed. 
Billing effort I charged on top of 
support effort.  

Beyond normal working hours rules for over-time may apply 
Table A6.6: DBA Support Rates 
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Attachment 7: Simulation spreadsheet 
This attachment contains detailed information about the spreadsheet that has been 
developed to decide what has to be done when a new Oracle application database or SQL 
Server database is added to the CDHE. The assumptions made are described first. After that, 
screen dumps are given and the parameters that must be filled in are described. The purpose 
of each sheet is described. 
 
Assumptions 

• There is no price available yet for DB Hosting and Basic DBA Support Services for 
instances with Service Level Bronze. The hardware income for instances with Service 
Level Bronze needs to be the same as for instances with Service Level Silver. The 
support income of instances with Service Level Bronze is expressed as a percentage 
of the support income of instances with Service Level Silver. 

• The exact number of Oracle application databases and SQL Server databases is 
filled in, but not the exact database sizes. The categories VS, S-M, L, VL and G and 
their average database sizes are used instead. 

• The average Oracle application database or SQL Server database size is used to: 
o calculate the amount of instances needed for a customer 
o calculate the hours of work spent by DBAs 
o calculate the amount of disk space needed 

• The payments for the support contracts for servers containing Silver and Bronze 
instances are assumed to be same. The support contracts for servers containing 
Bronze instances should be cheaper than the ones for servers containing Silver 
instances. 

• The support fee used for Unix/Linux support is the same for all regions and all 
servers, because fees per region and server type (Gold, Silver, Bronze) are not 
available. 

• The prices for support contracts for servers containing only Silver instances or only 
Bronze instances are the same, because fees per region and server type (Gold, 
Silver, Bronze) are not available. 

• The payments per hour per DBA used in the spreadsheet are equal to the tariffs the 
customers pay for DBA support. These amounts are used because exact costs for 
DBA support are not available. 

 
Sheets 
The sheets used in the Excel spreadsheet consists of five groups: parameter sheets, 
configuration sheets, payment sheets, income sheets and conclusion sheet. 
 
Parameters 
Three types of parameters have to be filled in: tariffs, amounts of Oracle application 
databases and SQL Server databases and application, instance and server details. 
 
The tariff tab contains the tariffs for the three regions as specified in attachment 7. 
Furthermore, the currency factor, the monthly tariff that must be paid for Unix/Linux support 
and the percentage used to calculate the price for support on instances with Service Level 
Bronze are given. 
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A7.1: Tariffs 

 
The parameter tab contains the following details: 

• The average Oracle application and SQL Server database sizes 
• The hours spent per month per instance and schema 
• Server details like number of TPM-Cs, number of instances per server, server prices 

and charges, percentages of servers in particular regions and the support 
percentages that must be paid on top of the hardware price 

• Other requirements specified in the Global SD/SLA 
 

A7.2: Parameters 
 
For every region, the number of Oracle application databases and SQL Server instances 
must be filled in per Service Level and Oracle application database or SQL Server database 
size. One line is used per customer/portfolio. The number of dedicated instances needed per 
customer is calculated using the average database sizes specified. Also the number of very 
small Oracle application databases and SQL Server databases that must be placed in shared 
instances is calculated.  
 
Shared instances with Service Level Gold do not exist. That is why very small Oracle 
application databases and SQL Server databases are always placed in a dedicated instance 
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when Service Level Gold is needed. The cheapest solution is advised. So if it is cheaper to 
use a dedicated instance for the very small Oracle application databases and SQL Server 
databases, this is advised. If it is cheaper to place some Oracle application databases or SQL 
Server databases in a shared instance this is advised. 
 

A7.3:Input of numbers of Oracle application databases and SQL Server databases 
 
Configurations 
The number of servers needed for the CDHE and the amount of money that must be paid for 
these servers is calculated for the three server configurations described in paragraph 6.4.  
 
The number of Oracle application databases and SQL Server databases filled in are used to 
calculate the number of instances needed. The number of instances per server specified at 
the parameter-sheet is used to calculate the number of servers needed.  
The hardware prices and the percentages expressing which part of the hardware is located in 
a particular region are used to calculate the payments for the hardware. 
 
Figure 9.4 shows the results for the first server configuration. The green cells contain the 
number of servers needed and the payments for the hardware that must be done. 
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A7.4: Server Configurations 
 
Payments 
The hours of work spent by the DBAs on both Oracle and SQL Server instances are 
calculated in the sheet shown in figure A7.5. The amount of hours needed per instance type 
is given in the tariff list which can be found in attachment 6. The average database sizes of 
the Oracle application databases and SQL Server databases are used to calculate the size of 
the instance, which is needed to find how many hours have to be spent by DBAs every 
month. The average number of Oracle application databases or SQL Server databases per 
instance is used to add the extra time to spend on the schemas that are not included in the 
charges. 
 
DBA work for shared instances 
 
IF (average database size per instance < 10)  

THEN 12 * (number of shared instances) * (hours of work per month per S-M instance) 
 ELSE 12 * (number of shared instances) * (hours of work per month per L instance)  
+  
IF (average number of databases per shared instance > 3) 

THEN 12 * (number of shared instances) * ((average number of databases per instance) 
– 3) * (hours of work per month per additional database) 
ELSE 0 
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DBA work for dedicated instances 
 
12 * (number of VL instances) * (hours of work per month per VL instance) 
+ 
IF (average database size per instance < 10) 
 THEN 12 * (number of VS instances) * (hours of work per month per VS instance) 
 ELSE 12 * (number of S-M instances) * (hours of work per month per S-M instance) 
+ 
IF (average number of databases per instance > 3) 

THEN 12 * (number of VS, S-M and L instances) * ((average number of databases per 
instance) – 3) * (hours of work per month per additional database) 

 ELSE 0 
 
DBA work for dedicated servers 
12 * (number of G instances) * (hours of work per month per G instance) 
 
The total amount of hours spent on DBA work is multiplied by the hourly fee for a Support 
consultant/DBA.  
 
The Global Service Manager Database Hosting & DBA Services calculated that 70% of the 
time of DBAs is spent on DB Hosting activities and 30% of it is spent on DBA Services. Now 
the number of hours spent on DBA Services is calculated, the hours spent on DB Hosting can 
be calculated. Support consultants/DBAs work on DB Hosting and consultants/DBAs work on 
DBA Services.  
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A7.5: Work to be done by DBA Team 

 
Disk space payments are calculated in the sheet shown in figure A9.6. The number of 
instances and their average sizes are used to calculate the needed database size. A growth 
percentage of 15% is added to ensure enough database size is available when the Oracle 
application database or SQL Server database grows. The required disk space size is three 
times the amount of database size to be able to store backups and archive files. Disk space is 
bought in pieces of 36 Gb. 
 
Database space for shared instances 
(number of databases) * (average database size per  VS database) * 1,15 
 
Database space for dedicated instances 
( ((number of VS databases) * (average database size per VS database)) +  
  ((number of S-M databases) * (average database size per S-M database)) + 
  ((number of L databases) * (average database size per L database)) + 
  ((number of VL databases) * (average database size per VL database)) ) * 1,15 
 
Database space for dedicated servers 
(number of instances) * (average database size per G instance) * 1,15 
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A7.6: Disk Space Payments 

 
An overview of the total amounts paid per RDBMS per server configuration is given in the 
sheet shown in figure A7.7. It contains the hardware payments calculated on the configuration 
sheets including the support fee that must be paid, the total payments for DBA personnel 
(Figure A7.5), disk space (Figure A7.6) and Unix/Linux support. The Unix/Linux support fee is 
paid per server per month for all Unix and Linux servers. 
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A7.7: Payment overview 

 
Income 
For both Oracle and SQL Server, the income is calculated using the tariffs and tariff structure 
described in attachment 7. Because Oracle application databases and SQL Server databases 
in shared instances, dedicated instances and dedicated servers are charged in different ways, 
the income for these groups are calculated separately. The additional income for consultancy 
work is calculated in the sheet shown in figure A7.5 and is copied to the income sheets. 
 
Income generated via shared instances 
12 * (number of databases in shared instances) * (fixed fee per database depending on 
region) 
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Income generated via dedicated instances 
12 * (number of dedicated instances) * (fixed infrastructure fee per instance depending on 
region) 
+ 
12 * (number of dedicated instances) * (fixed fee for DB Hosting per dedicated instance 
depending on region) 
+ 
IF (((average database size of dedicated instances containing VS, S-M and L databases) * 
1,15) > 10) 

THEN CEILING((3 * ((average database size per dedicated instance containing VS, S-M 
and L databases)-(database size included per dedicated instance)) ; 36) /  36 ) * (fixed fee 
per 36 Gb disk space depending on region) * 12 * (number of dedicated instances 
containing VS, S-M and L databases) 

 ELSE 0 
+ 
IF (((average database size per VL database) * 1,15) > 10) 

THEN CEILING((3 * ((average database size per VL database)-(database size included 
per dedicated instance)) ; 36) /  36 ) * (fixed fee per 36 Gb disk space depending on 
region) * 12 * (number of VL instances) 

 ELSE 0 
+ 
IF (average number of databases per instance > 3) 

THEN 12 * (number of VS, S-M and L instances) * ((average number of databases per 
instance) – 3) * (fixed fee for additional databases depending on region) 

 ELSE 0 
+ 
IF (average database size per L database > 10) 

THEN 12 * (number of L databases) * (fixed fee for databases larger than 10 Gb 
depending on region) 

 ELSE 0 
 
Income generated via dedicated servers 
12 * (number of G instances) * (fixed fee per dedicated server depending on region) 
+  
12 * (number of G instances) * (((average database size per G database) * 3 * 1,15) / 36) * 
(fixed fee per 36 Gb disk space depending on region) 
+ 
12 * (number of G instances) * (fixed fee for DB Hosting per dedicated instance depending on 
region) 
+ 
12 * (number of G databases) * (fixed fee for databases larger than 10 Gb depending on 
region) 
+ 
12 * (number of G databases) * (fixed fee for databases larger than 100 Gb depending on 
region) 
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A7.8: Income generated via the Oracle instances 
 
Conclusions 
For every region, the payments per server configuration per RDBMS are put together. The 
cheapest solution thus can be selected. 
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Sensitivity of simulation spreadsheet 

Many parameters may change any time. That is why the sensitivity of these parameters must be 
checked. The parameters will be changed and the new payments will be compared to the 
payments found as described in paragraph 8.2 (which are shown in table A7.10).  

  Oracle SQL Server

 EU/AF Configuration 1 € 779,086 € 511,919 

 Configuration 2 € 772,464 € 547,025 

 Configuration 3 € 772,464 € 547,025 

 AM Configuration 1 € 1,465,205 € 845,491 

 Configuration 2 € 1,458,583 € 840,940 

 Configuration 3 € 1,527,282 € 840,940 

 AP Configuration 1 € 5.400.639 € 1,835,092

 Configuration 2 € 5.357.596 € 1,819,164

 Configuration 3 € 5.357.596 € 1,856,545

Table A7.1: Payments after Global Database Consolidation 

The income must also be compared. That is why the income in the same situation is given in 
table A7.2. 

 Oracle SQL Server 

 EU/AF € 762,436 € 487,017 

 AM € 1,298,521 € 932,980 

 AP € 5,227,549 € 2,009,106 

Table A7.2: Income after Global Database Consolidation 
 

Parameters that can not be influenced: 

• $  €: The factor used to calculate the payments and income in € changes 
continuously. The factor used in this document is 1.25 (1 euro costs $1.25). If the value 
of this factor increases with ten percent, the payments decrease with 5.5% and the 
income with 7.5%. Payments increase with 6.7% and the income with 9.2% if the value 
decreases with 10%. 
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• Monthly Linux/Unix fee: The monthly Linux/Unix fee changes when the currency 
factor is changed. The fee will also change after consolidation. It will most probably be 
lowered because the costs will decrease for this department after consolidation. Oracle 
payments decrease when the fee is lowered. Decreasing the fee with 10% results in 
0.5% lower payments. Payments increase with 0.5% when the fee is increased with 
10%. The income remains the same. 

• Server price: The hardware price of Oracle servers will most probably decrease a lot 
soon. The new price will be comparable to the prices of servers containing SQL Server 
instances. The payments will decrease 7% if the lower prices are filled in, which are 
more than 32% lower than the current prices. 

• Disk space: Payments and income change evenly when the standard disk space size 
is increased with at most 20%. Payments increase much more than the income when 
the standard disk space size is increased more than 20%. 

Parameters than can be influenced: 

• Bronze price (% Silver price): The payments do not change when the percentage is 
changed. Per increase/decrease of the percentage with 5%, the yearly income will 
increase/decrease with almost €20,000.  

• Fee DBA: If DBA fees are increased with 10%, the payments increase with 2.3% and 
the income with 0.7%. Both the total payments and the total income decrease when the 
DBA fees are decreased with 10%. The payments with 2.2% and the income with 0.8% 

• Average application sizes: Both payments and income change when the average 
Oracle application database and SQL Server database sizes are changed. Depending 
on the new values, both the payments and income increase or decrease with a 
comparable amount of money. 

• Hours per month per instance: Payments increase 2% and the income increases less 
than one percent if the hours per month per instance are increased with 10%. Payments 
decrease with 2% and the income increases with 1% if the hours per month per 
instance are decreased with 10%. 

• Support contract %: If support contracts become 10% cheaper or more expensive, the 
payments change with less than one percent. 

• TPM-Cs per instance: When the number of TPM-Cs per instance is lowered, more 
instances can be installed on a server and less servers for Oracle are needed for the 
CDHE. The maximum number of instances per server for SQL Server databases 
remains 12 because of technical reasons. If the value is decreased with 10%, payments 
decrease with 4%. Payments increase with 1% if the value is increased with 10%. 

• Max appl per instance: It is technically possible to install more than 15 Oracle 
application databases or SQL Server databases in one instance. The payments and 
income change with the same percentage if the maximum number of Oracle application 
databases or SQL Server databases becomes higher. 
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• Max appl per shared instance: It is technically possible to install more than 15 Oracle 
application databases or SQL Server databases in one instance. The payments and 
income change with the same percentage if the maximum number of Oracle application 
databases or SQL Server databases becomes higher. 

• Max disk space per instance: The maximum amount of disk space cannot be 
changed in the simulation spreadsheet, because the ‘application sizes’ also have to 
change then. The value will never decrease. Payments will decrease when the 
maximum amount of disk space per instance is increased, because less instances and 
thus servers are needed. The customer needs less instances too, and thus will pay 
less. 

• Schemas included: Changing the number of schemas included does not affect the 
payments and the income much. 

• Database growth: Payments and income change with the same percentage when the 
database growth percentage is changed. 

• Tariffs: As described in attachment 6, the tariffs for hosting a small Oracle application 
database or SQL Server database in a shared instance will change in the near future. 
The new values given in attachment 6 are filled in in the simulation spreadsheet to see 
what happens. The payments decrease with € 144,769 and the income with € 177,803, 
so it does not have much impact. 

If the disk space price is increased with 10%, the payments will increase with 4% and 
the income with 3.6%. Decreasing the disk space price with 10% results in 4% lower 
payments and a 3.6% lower income. 

Conclusion: Both payments and income do not change more than linear if the value of one of 
the parameters is changed. That is why the simulation spreadsheet is stable. 
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Attachment 8: Consolidation Procedures 
The procedure that must be followed when adding an Oracle application database or SQL 
Server database to the CDHE is different for existing Oracle application databases or SQL 
Server databases and new Oracle application databases or SQL Server databases. Yet 
another procedure must be followed when an Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database supported in the CDHE must be removed from the service. The three procedures 
belonging to these three activities are described in this attachment. 
 
Add new Oracle application database or SQL Server database to the CDHE 
The steps described below have to be taken when a new Oracle application database or SQL 
Server database is added to the CDHE.  
 
Step Description 

Customer reads Global SD/SLA 1 
To be sure the customer is familiar with the Service Levels, terms and conditions 
described in the Global SD/SLA [KORSWAGEN1, 2004], he/she has to read this 
document before further steps can be taken. 
Customer fills in Business Application Profile Questionnaire 2 
If the Business Application Profile Questionnaire has not been filled in for the 
customers’ Business Unit yet, this must be done before further steps are taken. If the 
questionnaire has been filled in before, the Business Profile number assigned must be 
looked up, because it is needed for step 3. The Business Application Profile 
Questionnaire can be found in attachment 10. 
Customer fills in Technical Application Profile Questionnaire 3 
As much details as possible must be provided in the Technical Application Profile 
Questionnaire that must be filled in by the customer. The Business Profile number 
assigned to the Business Unit in step 2 is required for this step. If not all information is 
filled in, the customer will be contacted to obtain the missing details. Further steps can 
be taken when the information is complete. The Technical Application Profile 
Questionnaire can be found in attachment 10. 
CDHE representative documents the Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database in standard documentation tool 

4 

A CDHE representative documents the details provided in the two questionnaires in 
the worldwide accepted documentation tool.  
CDHE representative decides whether or not the Oracle application database or SQL 
Server database is a step-out 

5 

Using the details provided in the Technical Application Profile Questionnaire, a CDHE 
representative decides whether or not the Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database needs a step-out situation. If it is a step-out, continue with step 6b, else go 
to step 6a. 
CDHE representative calculates monthly Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database costs 

6a 

Using the details provided in the Technical Application Profile Questionnaire, a CDHE 
representative calculates the monthly Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database charges using the Excel-spreadsheet containing the tariffs for the supported 
Service Levels per region. (Go to step 7) 
CDHE representative calculates monthly Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database costs for step-out 

6b 

Step-outs are more expensive than support for standard Oracle application databases 
or SQL Server databases. The monthly costs are not calculated using the Excel-
spreadsheet containing the tariffs for the supported Service Levels per region. The 
CDHE representative calculates a fixed price per month for the step-out based partly 
on the standard tariffs and partly on Time and Material work. 
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CDHE representative makes an installation plan 7 
The CDHE representative must find out how the new Oracle application database or 
SQL Server database must be added to the service. An installation plan must be 
written. This plan must be used when the Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database is installed. Migration paths for both Oracle and SQL Server are described in 
attachment 5. 
CDHE representative calculates Oracle application database or SQL Server database 
installation costs 

8 

Using the details provided in the Technical Application Profile Questionnaire, a CDHE 
representative calculates the Oracle application database or SQL Server database 
installation costs, which depend on the region in which the DBA that will work on the 
installation works, the job group of the DBA and the number hours needed to create 
the required environments. 
CDHE representative contacts Oracle application database or SQL Server database 
owner about charges 

9 

A CDHE representative contacts the Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database owner about the monthly Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database charges and the installation charges. They negotiate an agreement on the 
Service Levels and charges. They also need to agree on the timing for installation and 
making the Oracle application database or SQL Server database operational. 
Customer and CDHE representative sign agreements 10 
Both the Oracle application database or SQL Server database owner and the CDHE 
representative sign a Project Work Order (PWO) and a Service Work Order (SWO). 
The PWO contains the charges for activities that have to be done once. These are the 
installation charges, charges for the restore test and the charges for writing the 
procedure(s) in case the Oracle application database or SQL Server database is a 
step-out. The SWO contains a description of the chosen Service Level and monthly 
Oracle application database or SQL Server database charges based on the tariffs that 
can be found on the DB Services website [ITForShell2, 2004]. Without the signatures 
of these two persons, no further steps are taken. The templates for the SWO and 
PWO can be found in attachment 10. 
CDHE representative documents the changes in the standard documentation tool 11 
The CDHE representatives documents the details agreed in the agreement in the 
worldwide accepted documentation tool. 
CDHE representative finds the location(s) for Oracle application database or SQL 
Server database 

12 

The CDHE representative finds the location(s) for the new Oracle application database 
or SQL Server database using the simulation spreadsheet described in chapter 6. In 
some cases, new disk space must be bought or even a new server.  
CDHE representative documents the installation details in the standard documentation 
tool 

13 

The CDHE representatives documents the installation plan in the worldwide accepted 
documentation tool. 
CDHE representative writes new procedure(s) in case the Oracle application database 
or SQL Server database is supported according to a step-out 

14 

In case the Oracle application database or SQL Server database needs to be 
supported a step-out, a CDHE representative writes the new procedure(s) for the 
support of the Oracle application database or SQL Server database. 
CDHE representative creates environments for Oracle application database or SQL 
Server database 

15 

The required environments are created for the Oracle application database or SQL 
Server database. If possible, the Oracle application database or SQL Server database 
is added to an already existing shared instance. In other cases, a dedicated instance 
may need to be created. The Oracle application database or SQL Server database 
data is imported in the new environments. The environments are made ready for use. 
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CDHE representative documents the Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database in standard documentation tool 

16 

The CDHE representative who has created the environments for the new Oracle 
application database or SQL Server database must complete the documentation for 
the Oracle application database or SQL Server database in the worldwide accepted 
documentation tool. 
Customer tests created environments 17 
The customer tests the newly created environments. If necessary, changes are made 
by a CDHE representative (in step 18) and the Oracle application database or SQL 
Server database environments are tested again after that. When the Oracle 
application database or SQL Server database works properly the action described in 
step 19 has to be performed. 
CDHE representative changes created environments 18 
If the Oracle application database or SQL Server database doesn’t function properly, a 
CDHE representative has to make changes to the created environments. After 
performing the changes, step 17 has to be performed again because the customer 
must test the Oracle application database or SQL Server database until he/she is 
satisfied. When the Oracle application database or SQL Server database works 
properly and no further changes are required, one can go to step 19. 
CDHE representative makes new environments operational 19 
If the customer has accepted the new Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database environments, a CDHE representative makes the new environments 
operational. The documentation should be updated if needed. 
CDHE representative performs one restore test 20 
If the customer has agreed on performing one restore test, a CDHE representative 
does this restore test. This step is skipped when the customer doesn’t want such a test 
being performed. 
CDHE representative sends bill to customer 21 
A CDHE representative sends a bill to the Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database owner for the installation of the Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database and for creating the new environments. The Oracle application database or 
SQL Server database owner and a CDHE representative agreed on the amount before 
the installation process started; the customer is charged after installation has finished. 
CDHE representative adds the Oracle application database or SQL Server database 
to the charging mechanism 

22 

A CDHE representative adds the Oracle application database or SQL Server database 
to the charging mechanism to ensure the monthly Oracle application database or SQL 
Server database charges will be paid. 
Oracle application database or SQL Server database custodian adds users to new 
environments 

23 

The Oracle application database or SQL Server database custodian gives the users 
access to the new environments, who then can use the Oracle application database or 
SQL Server database.  

Table A8.1: Add a new Oracle application database or SQL Server database to the CDHE 
 
Add existing Oracle application databases or SQL Server databases to the CDHE 
When a database environment that is not yet centrally hosted in GITI has to be transferred to 
the CDHE, per Oracle application database or SQL Server database a number of steps have 
to be taken. These steps are described in this part of this attachment. 
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Step Description 

Customer checks Oracle application database or SQL Server database usage 1 
The customer has to check whether or not an Oracle application database or SQL 
Server database is used and still needs to be supported. If the support has to be 
continued, go to step 2. If the support has to stop, continue with the steps described 
later in this paragraph. 
Customer reads Global SD/SLA 2 
To be sure the customer is familiar with the Service Levels, terms and conditions 
described in the Global SD/SLA [KORSWAGEN1, 2004], he/she has to read this 
document before further steps can be taken. 
Customer fills in Business Application Profile Questionnaire 3 
If the Business Application Profile Questionnaire has not been filled in for the 
customers’ Business Unit yet, this must be done before further steps are taken. If the 
questionnaire has been filled in before, the Business Profile number assigned must 
be looked up, because it is needed for step 4. The Business Application Profile 
Questionnaire can be found in attachment 10. 
Customer fills in Technical Application Profile Questionnaire 4 
As much details as possible must be provided in the Technical Application Profile 
Questionnaire that must be filled in by the customer. The Business Profile number 
assigned to the Business Unit in step 3 is required for this step. If not all information 
is filled in, the customer will be contacted to obtain the missing details. Further steps 
can be taken when the information is complete. The Technical Application Profile 
Questionnaire can be found in attachment 10. 
CDHE representative measures Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database resource usage 

5 

A CDHE representative measures the resource usage of the Oracle application 
database or SQL Server database. This representative must install a part of the 
CDAS software on the instance the Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database is located in to be able to perform the measurements. This software 
calculates the session time, logical i/o’s (generic indication for CPU usage) and disk 
space used by the Oracle application database or SQL Server database. The results 
are used to ensure enough capacity is available for the Oracle application database 
or SQL Server database. 
CDHE representative documents the Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database in standard documentation tool 

6 

A CDHE representative documents details provided in the two questionnaires in the 
worldwide accepted documentation tool.  
CDHE representative decides whether or not the Oracle application database or 
SQL Server database is a step-out 

7 

Using the details provided in the Technical Application Profile Questionnaire, a 
CDHE representative decides whether or not the Oracle application database or 
SQL Server database needs support according a step-out situation. If a step-out has 
to be defined, continue with step 8b, else go to step 8a. 
CDHE representative calculates monthly Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database charges 

8a 

Using the details provided in the Technical Application Profile Questionnaire, a 
CDHE representative calculates the monthly Oracle application database or SQL 
Server database charges using the Excel-spreadsheet containing the tariffs for the 
supported Service Levels per region. (go to step 9) 
CDHE representative calculates monthly Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database charges for step-out 

8b 

Support via step-out situation is more expensive than for standard Oracle application 
databases or SQL Server databases. The monthly charges are not calculated using 
the Excel-spreadsheet containing the tariffs for the supported Service Levels per 
region. The CDHE representative calculated a fixed price per month for the support 
in the step-out situation. 
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CDHE representative checks whether or not existing hardware can be reused 9 
Using the details provided in the Technical Application Profile Questionnaire, a 
CDHE representative decides whether or not the current hardware can be reused in 
the CDHE. The criteria described in paragraph 4.4 are used to make this decision. 
CDHE representative makes a migration plan 10 
A CDHE representative determines the migration path from the existing 
environments to the new environments. Migration paths for both Oracle and SQL 
Server are respectively described in attachment 5. 
CDHE representative calculates Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database installation charges 

11 

Using the details provided in the Technical Application Profile Questionnaire, a 
CDHE representative calculates the Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database installation charges, which depend on the region in which the DBA that will 
work on the installation works, the job group of the DBA and the number of hours 
needed to create the environments. 
CDHE representative contacts Oracle application database or SQL Server database 
owner about charges 

12 

A CDHE representative contacts the Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database owner about the monthly Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database charges, the decision whether or not to reuse the existing hardware and 
the installation costs. They negotiate an agreement on the Service Levels and 
charges. They also need to agree on the timing for installation and making the 
Oracle application database or SQL Server database operational. 
Customer and CDHE representative sign agreements 13 
Both the Oracle application database or SQL Server database owner and the CDHE 
representative sign a Project Work Order (PWO) and a Service Work Order (SWO). 
The PWO contains the charges for activities that have to be done once. These are 
the migration charges, charges for the restore test and the charges for writing the 
support procedure(s) in case the Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database is a step-out. The SWO contains a description of the chosen Service Level 
and monthly Oracle application database or SQL Server database charges based on 
the tariffs that can be found on the DB Services website [ITForShell2, 2004]. Without 
the signatures of these two persons, no further action is taken. The templates for the  
SWO and PWO can be found in attachment 10. 
CDHE representative documents the changes in the standard documentation tool 14 
The CDHE representatives documents the details agreed upon in the agreement in 
the worldwide accepted documentation tool. 
CDHE representative finds the location(s) for Oracle application database or SQL 
Server database 

15 

The CDHE representative finds the location(s) for the new Oracle application 
database or SQL Server database using the simulation spreadsheet described in 
chapter 6. In some cases, new disk space must be bought or even a whole new 
server.  
CDHE representative documents the details of the migration in the standard 
documentation tool 

16 

The CDHE representatives documents the migration plan in the worldwide accepted 
documentation tool. 
CDHE representative writes procedure(s) in case the Oracle application database or 
SQL Server database is a step-out 

17 

In case the Oracle application database or SQL Server database represents a step-
out situation, a CDHE representative writes procedure(s) for proper support. 
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CDHE representative creates environments for Oracle application database or SQL 
Server database 

18 

The required environments are created for the Oracle application database or SQL 
Server database. If possible, the Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database is added to an already existing instance. In other cases, a dedicated 
instance may need to be created. The Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database data is imported into the new environments. The environments are made 
ready for use. 
CDHE representative documents the Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database in standard documentation tool 

19 

The CDHE representative who has created the environments for the new Oracle 
application database or SQL Server database must complete the documentation for 
the Oracle application database or SQL Server database in the worldwide accepted 
documentation tool. 
Customer tests created environments 20 
The customer tests the newly created environments. If necessary, changes are 
made by a CDHE representative (in step 21) and the Oracle application database or 
SQL Server database environments are tested again after that. When the Oracle 
application database or SQL Server database works properly the action described in 
step 22 has to be performed. 
CDHE representative changes created environments 21 
If the Oracle application database or SQL Server database doesn’t function properly, 
a CDHE representative has to make changes to the created environments. After 
performing the changes, step 20 has to be performed again because the customer 
must test the Oracle application database or SQL Server database until he/she is 
satisfied. When the Oracle application database or SQL Server database works 
properly and no further changes are required, one can go to step 22. 
CDHE representative makes new environments operational 22 
If the customer has accepted the new Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database environments, a CDHE representative makes the new environments 
operational. The documentation has to be updated if needed. 
CDHE representative moves the Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database users from the old to the new environments 

23 

The Oracle application database or SQL Server database users are moved from the 
old to the new environments. 
CDHE representative performs a restore test 24 
If the customer has agreed on performing a restore test, a CDHE representative 
does this restore test. This step is skipped when the customer doesn’t want such a 
test to be performed. 
CDHE representative sends bill to customer 25 
A CDHE representative sends a bill to the Oracle application database or SQL 
Server database owner for the installation of the Oracle application database or SQL 
Server database and creation of the new environments. The Oracle application 
database or SQL Server database and a CDHE representative agreed on the 
amount before the installation process started; the customer is charged after 
installation has finished. 
CDHE representative adds the Oracle application database or SQL Server database 
to the charging mechanism 

26 

A CDHE representative adds the Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database to the charging mechanism to ensure the monthly Oracle application 
database or SQL Server database charges will be paid. 
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DBA removes old environments 27 
As soon as the new environments function properly, the old environments must be 
deleted. This DBA may be somebody working for the CDHE or somebody from the 
DBA team that previously supported the Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database. A backup of the old environment is stored on one or more CD-ROMs / 
DVD-ROMs if that has been agreed with the owner. 

Table A8.2: Add an existing Oracle application database or SQL Server database to the 
CDHE 

 
Delete Oracle application database or SQL Server database from the CDHE 
A number of steps have to be taken when the support of an Oracle application database or 
SQL Server database on the CDHE has to be stopped.  
 
Step Description 

Customer fills in ‘End Application Support Questionnaire’ 1 
If an Oracle application database or SQL Server database must be deleted from the 
CDHE, the owner of the Oracle application database or SQL Server database has to 
fill in the ‘End Application Support Questionnaire’ which can be found in attachment 
10. The Oracle application database or SQL Server database owner must provide 
information about the environments of the Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database and has to indicate an end date, which must be at least one month ahead in 
time. It is possible to delete a part of the Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database environments, for instance only the training environment. 
CDHE representative sends response 2 
A CDHE representative contacts the owner after checking the information in the ‘End 
Application Support Questionnaire’. The DBA and the Oracle application database or 
SQL Server database owner agree on the exact service end date and the exact 
environments of the Oracle application database or SQL Server database that must 
be deleted. 
CDHE representative and customer sign contract 3 
Both the Oracle application database or SQL Server database owner and a CDHE 
representative sign the ‘End Application Support Questionnaire’ containing the details 
as agreed upon. 
CDHE representative keeps track of Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database usage 

4 

A CDHE representative has to keep track of the Oracle application database or SQL 
Server database usage in the month before the support end date. 
CDHE representative warns Oracle application database or SQL Server database 
owner 

5 

If the Oracle application database or SQL Server database is still used one week 
before the service end date, the Oracle application database or SQL Server database 
owner must be warned. He or she may have to contact the users of – the 
environments of – the Oracle application database or SQL Server database that is 
going to be deleted from the CDHE. 
CDHE representative makes backup 6 
If agreed in the ‘End Application Support Questionnaire’, a backup is made on the 
agreed service end date and this backup is stored on one or more CD-ROMs / DVD-
ROMs during the period agreed upon in the questionnaire. The CD-ROMs / DVD-
ROMs are stored in an off-site location if that is available. 
CDHE representative removes database 7 
The – environments of the – Oracle application database or SQL Server database are 
removed from the instances on which they are installed. If a production environment is 
deleted and a standby environment is available, also this copy of the database will be 
removed. 
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CDHE representative documents changes 8 
A CDHE representative document the changes in the documentation tool used to 
store server, instance and Oracle application database or SQL Server database 
information. 
CDHE representative removes procedure(s) in case the Oracle application database 
or SQL Server database was supported as a step-out 

9 

If the Oracle application database or SQL Server database was supported as a step-
out, the extra support procedure(s) must be removed to ensure it/they is/are not used 
anymore. 
CDHE representative removes Oracle application database or SQL Server database 
from charging mechanism 

10 

A CDHE representative removes the Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database from the charging mechanism to ensure the Oracle application database or 
SQL Server database owner doesn’t receive bills anymore for that Oracle application 
database or SQL Server database. 
CDHE representative sends bill to customer 11 
A CDHE representative sends a bill to the Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database owner for removing the Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database. If required, this bill also contains the charges for the backup made and its 
safe storage during the agreed period of time. 
CDHE representative informs Oracle application database or SQL Server database 
owner 

12 

A CDHE representative informs the Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database owner that the agreed removal of the agreed environments of the Oracle 
application database or SQL Server database has been completed. 

Table A8.3: Delete Oracle application database or SQL Server database from the CDHE 
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Attachment 9: Required information and 
data model 
When an existing server - with one or more instances installed on it – must be added to the 
CDHE, there is a list of information items that must be stored concerning this server. In this 
attachment, the items that must be stored are given for a server and for an instance. Also, the 
details needed to allow for proper installation on the CDHE of new and existing Oracle 
application databases or SQL Server databases are listed. 
 
The best way to store this information is in a database, because there are a lot of 
relationships between the servers, instances, Oracle application databases or SQL Server 
databases, people and their functions. When using templates or a spreadsheet, consistency 
cannot be guaranteed and many information items have to be copied a number of times, 
which results in more work and is more error prone. A datamodel is given for the database 
that must be used to store the information items needed for proper operation the CDHE. 
 
Information that has to be stored for a server 
As described in paragraph 4.4, not all servers are reused for the CDHE. For every existing 
server that could be added to the CDHE, the following information is needed before it can be 
added: 

• Full server name: The unique full server name. Examples are  
AMSDC1-S-842.EUROPE.SHELL.COM 
RIJPATS0168.EUROPE.SHELL.COM 
RIJPATS7101.EUROPE.SHELL.COM 

• IP Address: the IP address of the server consisting of 9 digits, for example 
145.26.90.64. 

• Hardware Manufacturer: The manufacturer of the hardware needs to be known, 
because of the defined strategic platforms consisting of IBM and COMPAQ servers. 
Other possible manufacturers are SUN and HP. 

• Manufacturing date: The manufacturing date is important for the decision whether or 
not to reuse a server. 

• Performance: The performance of the server, expressed in TPM-C’s. 
• Operating System: The name of the operating system installed on the server. 
• Operating System version: The operating system version. 
• Location: The location of the server. For the Netherlands this is either AMSDC1 or 

AMSDC2 for most of the servers. 
• Department owner: The name of the department of the owner of the server belongs 

to. This is the department that pays for the server and decides about changes. 
• Currency for costs: The currency used for the costs that must be paid for the server. 
• Number of CPUs: The number of CPU’s the server contains. 
• Type CPUs: The types of the CPU’s the server contains. 
• Internal Memory: The amount of internal memory. 
• Current TCO: The current Total Cost of Ownership. 
• Maximum load measured: The maximum load measured expressed in either CPU% 

or in GLIOS per month. 
• Region of the supporting DBA team: The region of the DBA team supporting the 

server. The three regions are EU/AF, AM and AP. 
• Instances: An overview of the instances installed on the server. (with their sizes and 

RDBMS software used) 
• Contacts with their functions: All contacts (full name, company, reference indicator, 

telephone number, location and e-mail address) with their functions (e.g. Owner, 
Custodian, Focal Point, Portfolio Manager or DBA) with respect to the server. 

• Sharing: Whether or not a server is shared. A server is shared when more than one 
customer has instances or databases on the server. 
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• Backups: Backup information and backup schedules. 
• Remarks: Other information that is important. 

 
Information that has to be stored for an instance 
The following information about the instances installed on the existing servers that are added 
to the CDHE must be stored:  

• Instance name: The name of the instance (SID). 
• Server name: The full server name on which the instance is installed. 
• Department owner: The name of the department the owner of the instance. This is the 

department that pays for the instance and decides about changing the instance. 
• Currency for costs: The currency used for the payments for the instance. 
• RDBMS: The name of the RDBMS software installed. This is either Oracle or SQL 

Server. 
• RDBMS Version: The RDBMS software version including the installed patch 

number(s). 
• Location p-file: For Oracle instances, the location containing (a copy of) the p-file that 

contains important parameters.  
• Location ini-file: For Oracle instances, the location containing (a copy of) the ini-file 

that contains important parameters. 
• Region of the supporting DBA team: The region of the DBA team supporting the 

instance. The three regions are EU/AF, AM and AP. 
• Archive Logging: Whether or not archive logging is used (If yes, the maximum hours 

of data loss, whether or not the instance is replicated, and recovery test requirements 
and frequency) 

• Backups: A description of the backup schedule. 
• Exports: Whether or not exports are made. (If yes, when?) 
• Standby: Whether or not the instance has a standby instance. (If, yes what is its 

location) 
• On-call pager rota: Whether or not the instance is supported by the on-call pager rota. 
• Contacts and their functions: All contacts (full name, company, reference indicator, 

telephone number, location and e-mail address) with their functions (e.g. Owner, 
Custodian, Focal Point, Portfolio Manager or DBA) with respect to the instance. 

• Tablespaces and Oracle application databases or SQL Server databases: An 
overview of the tablespaces (and the Oracle application databases or SQL Server 
databases they are part of). 

• Sharing: Whether or not the instance is shared between customers. An instance is 
shared when more than one department has one or more Oracle application 
databases or SQL Server databases installed in the instance. 

• Current TCO: The current Total Cost of Ownership of the instance 
• Remarks: Other important information. 

 
Information that has to be stored for an Oracle application database or SQL Server 
database 
Depending on whether an Oracle application database or SQL Server database is new or 
already exists in an environment within Shell that is not yet part of the CDHE, a list of 
information items has to be stored. The information items are sorted in several groups to 
distinguish between existing and new Oracle application databases or SQL Server databases. 
 
Information items needed for both new and existing Oracle application databases or SQL 
Server databases that are added to the CDHE. These items won’t change for existing Oracle 
application databases or SQL Server databases when they are migrated to the CDHE. 
 

• Oracle application database or SQL Server database name: The full name of the 
Oracle application database or SQL Server database. 

• Type: The type of the instance. The types that can be chosen are: Production, 
Standby, Evaluation, Development, Training and Administration. 
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• Business Line: The name of the business line that uses the Oracle application 
database or SQL Server database. Examples are EP, OP, CT, GF and TR. 

• Currency for costs: The currency used for the payments for the Oracle application 
database or SQL Server database. 

• WBSE code: The WBSE code that is used to charge costs for work done on Time and 
Material basis. 

• Sold-to-code: The code used by suppliers to receive money for delivered services. 
• Portfolio: The name of the Oracle application database or SQL Server database 

portfolio. Examples are subsurface, surface, business and IT. 
• Oracle application database or SQL Server database Type: The type of the Oracle 

application database or SQL Server database. Examples are: OnLine Transaction 
Processing (OLTP), Data Capture, Data WareHouse, Batch System, Mixed 
Environment and Text Management. 

• Contacts and their functions: All contacts (full name, company, reference indicator, 
telephone number, location and e-mail address) with their functions (e.g. Owner, 
Custodian, Focal Point, Portfolio Manager or DBA) with respect to the Oracle 
application database or SQL Server database. 

• Minimum RDBMS version: The minimum RDBMS version required for the Oracle 
application database or SQL Server database. 

• Migration to latest RDBMS version: For Oracle application databases whether or not 
they can be used on Oracle 10g and for SQL Server databases whether or not they 
can be used on SQL Server Yukon. 

• Batch Jobs: An overview of the batch jobs for the Oracle application database or SQL 
Server database. 

• Extra Rights: Any extra rights that may be required for proper operation of the Oracle 
application database or SQL Server database. 

• Special Options: Other special options needed for the Oracle application database or 
SQL Server database. Examples are: Intermedia, Java, Spatial, DataMining, Parallel 
Server, Advanced Security and OLAP. 

• Oracle application database or SQL Server database Links: Links with other Oracle 
application databases or SQL Server databases for data sharing purposes.  

• Special Userids: An overview of the Special Userids belonging to the Oracle 
application database or SQL Server database. 

• Tablespaces: The tablespaces containing the data of the Oracle application database 
or SQL Server database. 

• Character Set: The required character set. 
• Average load: The load expressed in TPM-Cs or MLIOS. 
• Number of Users: The total number of users. 
• Expected growth users: The expected growth of the number of users. 
• Number of concurrent users: The number of concurrent users. 
• Expected growth concurrent users: The expected growth of the number of concurrent 

users. 
• Expected growth data: The expected growth of the amount of data in the database. 
• Handover status: The handover status of the Oracle application database or SQL 

Server database: blank, before 1st handover, before 2nd handover, after 2nd handover 
• Recovery testing history: If recovery testing is done, the history with dates and result 

information. 
• Data risk: the importance of the data indicated as low, medium or high risk. 
• Remarks: Other important information. 
• TCO: The total Cost of Ownership of the Oracle application database or SQL Server 

database 
 

Information items concerning existing Oracle application database or SQL Server database 
that are migrated from any existing environment within Shell to the CDHE. 

• Instance names: An overview of the instance(s) on which the Oracle application 
database or SQL Server database is installed including the size(s). 
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• Service Start Date: The start date of the service that is currently delivered. 
• Service End Date: The end date of the service that is currently delivered. 
• Backup responsibility: The name of the department that is responsible for making the 

backups. 
• Backup tool: The name of the tool used to make backups. 
• Backup frequency: How often backups are made. 
• Export: Whether or not exports are made and when this is done. 
• Prime Time Availability: The agreed availability in Prime Time. 
• Non-Prime Time Availability: The agreed availability in Non-Prime Time. 
• Archive Logging: Whether or not archive logging is used. 
• Oracle application database or SQL Server database Replication: Whether or not the 

Oracle application database or SQL Server database is replicated. (If yes, to which 
destination?) 

• Maximum hours data loss: The maximum number of hours of data loss that is 
acceptable. 

• Recovery testing frequency: The frequency of recovery testing. 
• Recovery testing requirements: The details concerning recovery testing. 
• Onsite DBA: Whether or not onsite DBA support is available. 
• Support Hours: The support hours: 5*8, 7*24 or other 
• Required RDBMS: If a typical RDBMS and/or version is required for the Oracle 

application database or SQL Server database, this must be specified. 
• Current monthly bill: The current monthly bill paid for the services delivered on the 

Oracle application database or SQL Server database. 
• Consolidated environment: Whether or not the Oracle application database or SQL 

Server database is hosted in a consolidated environment like the CDAS in 
Amsterdam. 

• Changing Parameters: Parameters that can be found in the ini-file and p-file that have 
to be changed when migrating to the CDHE. 

 
Information items concerning the migration of existing Oracle application databases or SQL 
Server databases to the CDHE. 

• Migration Path: A description of the migration path from the current situation to the 
CDHE. 

• Migration Date: The start date for the migration. 
• Migration Costs: The costs that have to be paid to migrate from the old environment 

to the CDHE. These will be specified in the migration PWO. 
 
Information items concerning new Oracle application databases or SQL Server databases 
that are added to the CDHE. 

• Installation Date: The start date for the installation. 
• Installation Costs: The installation costs that have to be paid. These will be specified 

in the migration PWO. 
 

Information items concerning the new agreed service levels as described in the Global 
SD/SLA and other information items that are stored about existing as well as new Oracle 
application databases or SQL Server databases on the CDHE. 

• Instance name(s): (An overview of) the instance(s) on which the Oracle application 
database or SQL Server database is installed including the size(s) of the(se) 
instance(s), the operating system and RDBMS and their versions. 

• Agreed Service Start Date: The agreed start date for the services that will be 
delivered. 

• Agreed Service End Date: The agreed end date for the services that will be delivered. 
• Service Level: The agreed new service level as described in the Global SD/SLA.  
• Backup responsibility: The name of the department that is responsible for making the 

backups. 
• Backup tool: The name of the tool used to make backups. 
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• Backup frequency: How often backups are made. 
• Export: Whether or not exports have to be made. 
• Prime Time Availability: The agreed availability in Prime Time. 
• Non-Prime Time Availability: The agreed availability in Non-Prime Time. 
• Archive Logging: Whether or not archive logging is used. 
• Maximum number of hours of data loss: The maximum number of hours of data loss 

that is acceptable. 
• Recovery testing frequency: The frequency of recovery testing. 
• Recovery testing requirements: The details concerning recovery testing. 
• Oracle application database or SQL Server database Replication: Whether or not the 

Oracle application database or SQL Server database must be replicated. (If yes, to 
which destination?) 

• Onsite DBA: Whether or not onsite DBA support is needed. 
• Support Hours: The support hours: 5*8, 7*24 or other 
• Monthly Oracle application database or SQL Server database Costs: The new 

monthly Oracle application database or SQL Server database costs according to the 
tariffs specified in the Global SD/SLA. 

• Extra Remarks: Other important information. 
 

CURRENCY
CUR_ID

HARDWARE
HW_ID

SERVER
SER_ID

FUNCTION
FUN_ID

RDBMS
RDB_ID

LOCATION
LOC_ID

DEPARTMENT
DEP_ID

SER_CONTACT
SCO_MAC_ID
SCO_PER_ID
SCO_FUN_ID

INS_CONTACT
ICO_INS_ID
ICO_PER_ID
ICO_FUN_ID

APPL_DB_LINKS
SHA_SUPPLIER_ID
SHA_RECEIVER_ID

SERVICE LEVEL
SLA_ID

PERSON
PER_ID

APPLICATION_DATABASE
DAP_ID

APPL_DB_CONTACT
ACO_DAP_ID
ACO_PER_ID
ACO_FUN_ID

INSTANCE
INS_ID

SPECIAL_USERID
SPE_ID

CURRENT_INS_APPL_DB
NOW_SPE_ID
NOW_DAP_ID

FUTURE_INS_APPL_DB
FUT_SPE_ID
FUT_DAP_ID

AGREEMENT
AGR_ID

RECOVERY_TEST
RET_ID

TABLESPACE
TSP_ID

TABLESPACE_USERID
TSU_TSP_ID
TSU_SPE_ID

AGREEMENT_SERVER
SGR_ID

AGREEMENT_INSTANCE
IGR_ID

SCHEDULE_TYPE
STY_ID

BACKUP_SCHEDULE_SERVER
BSS_ID

SERVER_BACKUPS
SBC_ID

INSTANCE_BACKUPS
IBC_ID

DATAFILE_BACKUPS
DBC_ID

BACKUP_SCHEDULE_INSTANCE
BSI_ID

BACKUP_SCHEDULE_DATAFILE
BSD_ID

 
Figure A9.1: Data model 
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The attributes of these tables are described below : 
 
Server: Contains details about servers. 
SER_ID (Primary Key) 
SER_LOC_ID (Foreign Key refers LOC_ID in Location) 
SER_HW_ID (Foreign Key refers HW_ID in Hardware) 
SER_CUR_ID (Foreign Key refers CUR_ID in Currency) 
SER_DEP_ID (Foreign Key refers DEP_ID in Department) 
SER_FULL_NAME 
SER_IPADDRESS 
SER_MANUFACTURING_DATE 
SER_PERFORMANCE 
SER_REGION_SUPPORT_DBA 
SER_NUMBER_CPUS 
SER_CPU_TYPE 
SER_INTERNAL_MEMORY 
SER_OS_VERSION 
SER_MAX_LOAD_MEASURED 
SER_SHARING 
SER_REMARKS 
 
Location: Contains names of server locations. 
LOC_ID (Primary Key) 
LOC_NAME 
 
Hardware: Contains names of server make&types. 
HW_ID (Primary Key) 
HW_NAME 
 
Department: Contains department names. 
DEP_ID (Primary Key) 
DEP_COMPANY 
DEP_REFIND 
 
Instance: Contains instance details. 
INS_ID (Primary Key) 
INS_SER_ID (Foreign Key refers SER_ID in Server) 
INS_RDB_ID (Foreign Key refers RDB_ID in RDBMS) 
INS_CUR_ID (Foreign Key refers CUR_ID in Currency) 
INS_DEP_ID (Foreign Key refers DEP_ID in Department) 
INS_STBY/FBCK_SER_ID (Foreign Key refers SER_ID in Server) 
INS_STBY/FBCK_INS_ID (Foreign Key refers INS_ID in Instance) 
INS_NAME 
INS_LOC_PFILE 
INS_LOC_INIFILE 
INS_REGION_DBA 
INS_ARCHIVING 
INS_ROTA 
INS_REMARKS 
 
RDBMS: Contains the names and versions of RDBMS Software. 
RDB_ID (Primary Key) 
RDB_NAME 
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Application_Database: Contains Oracle application database and SQL Server database 
information. 
DAP_ID (Primary Key) 
DAP_CUR_ID (Foreign Key refers CUR_ID in Currency) 
DAP_NAME 
DAP_BUSINESS_LINE 
DAP_WBSE 
DAP_SOLD_TO_CODE 
DAP_PORTFOLIO 
DAP_HANDOVER_STATUS 
DAP_TYPE 
DAP_CHARACTER_SET 
DAP_AVERAGE_LOAD 
DAP_NR_USERS 
DAP_NR_CONCURRENT_USERS 
DAP_EXP_GROWTH_USERS 
DAP_EXP_GROWTH_CONC_USERS 
DAP_EXP_GROWTH_DATABASE 
DAP_BATCH_JOBS 
DAP_EXTRA_RIGHTS 
DAP_SPECIAL_OPTIONS 
DAP_MINIMUM_RDBMS_VERSION 
DAP_DATA_RISK 
DAP_REMARKS 
 
Tablespace: Contains the names and sizes of Oracle tablespaces and SQL Server datafiles. 
TSP_ID (Primary Key) 
TSP_INS_ID (Foreign Key refers INS_ID in Instance) 
TSP_NAME 
TSP_SIZE 
 
Special Userid: Contains the names of special userids and their schemanames. 
SPE_ID (Primary Key) 
SPE_USERID 
SPE_SCHEMANAME 
 
Tablespace_Userid: Contains the numbers (primary keys) assigned to tablespaces and 
special userids that belong together. 
TSU_TSP_ID (Primary & Foreign Key refers TSP_ID in Tablespace) 
TSU_SPE_ID (Primary & Foreign Key refers SPE_ID in Special Userid) 
 
Current Ins-Appl_db: Contains the numbers (primary keys) assigned to instances and Oracle 
application databases or SQL Server databases that belong together. 
NOW_SPE_ID (Primary & Foreign Key refers SPE_ID in Special Userid) 
NOW_DAP_ID (Primary & Foreign Key refers DAP_ID in Application_Database) 
 
Future Ins-Appl_db: Contains the numbers (primary keys) assigned to instances and Oracle 
application databases or SQL Server databases that will belong together in the future. 
FUT_SPE_ID (Primary & Foreign Key refers SPE_ID in Special Userid) 
FUT_DAP_ID (Primary & Foreign Key refers DAP_ID in Application_Database) 
 
Appl_Db_Links: Contains linked Oracle application databases and SQL Server databases. 
SHA_SUPPLIER_ID (Primary &Foreign Key refers DAP_ID in Application_Database) 
SHA_RECEIVER_ID (Primary &Foreign Key refers DAP_ID in Application_Database) 
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Recovery Test: Contains recovery test details. 
RET_ID (Primary Key) 
RET_DAP_ID (Foreign Key refers DAP_ID in Application_Database) 
RET_DATE 
RET_INFO 
 
Service Level: Contains the Service Levels described in the Global SD/SLA [KORSWAGEN1, 
2004] 
SLA_ID (Primary Key) 
SLA_NAME 
SLA_STANDBY 
SLA_ROTA 
 
Agreement_Database_Application: Contains the information concerning the agreement about 
delivered services for Oracle application databases and SQL Server databases. 
AGD_ID (Primary Key) 
AGD_DAP_ID (Foreign Key refers DAP_ID in Application_Database) 
AGD_CUR_ID (Foreign Key refers CUR_ID in Currency) 
AGD_SLA_ID (Foreign Key refers SLA_ID in Service Level) 
AGD _MIGRATION/INSTALLATION_DATE 
AGD _MIGRATION/INSTALLATION_COSTS 
AGD _MIGRATION_PATH 
AGD _SERVICE_START_DATE 
AGD _SERVICE_END_DATE 
AGD _MONTHLY_COSTS 
AGD _EXPORT 
AGD _ARCHIVING 
AGD _DATABASE_REPLICATION 
AGD _ONSITE_DBA 
AGD _MIGRATION_RDBMS_VERSION 
AGD _CONSOLIDATED_ENVIRONMENT 
AGD_CHANGING_PARAMETERS 
AGD_RDBMS_REQUIRED 
AGD_REMARKS 
AGD_PRIME_AVAILABILITY 
AGD_NONPRIME_AVAILABILITY 
AGD_SUPPORT_HOURS 
AGD_MAX_HOURS_DATA_LOSS 
AGD_BACKUP_RESPONSIBILITY 
AGD_BACKUP_TOOL 
AGD_BACKUP_FREQUENCY 
AGD_RECOVERY_TEST_FREQUENCY 
AGD_RECOVERY_TEST_REQUIREMENTS 
AGD_TCO 
 
Agreement_Server: Contains the information concerning the agreement about delivered 
services for servers. 
AGS_ID (Primary Key) 
AGS_SER_ID (Foreign Key refers SER_ID in Server) 
AGS_CUR_ID (Foreign Key refers CUR_ID in Currency) 
AGS_SLA_ID (Foreign Key refers SLA_ID in Service Level) 
AGS _MIGRATION/INSTALLATION_DATE 
AGS _MIGRATION/INSTALLATION_COSTS 
AGS _MIGRATION_PATH 
AGS _SERVICE_START_DATE 
AGS _SERVICE_END_DATE 
AGS _MONTHLY_COSTS 
AGS _EXPORT 
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AGS _ARCHIVING 
AGS _DATABASE_REPLICATION 
AGS _ONSITE_DBA 
AGS _MIGRATION_RDBMS_VERSION 
AGS _CONSOLIDATED_ENVIRONMENT 
AGS_CHANGING_PARAMETERS 
AGS_RDBMS_REQUIRED 
AGS_REMARKS 
AGS_PRIME_AVAILABILITY 
AGS_NONPRIME_AVAILABILITY 
AGS_SUPPORT_HOURS 
AGS_MAX_HOURS_DATA_LOSS 
AGS_BACKUP_RESPONSIBILITY 
AGS_BACKUP_TOOL 
AGS_BACKUP_FREQUENCY 
AGS_RECOVERY_TEST_FREQUENCY 
AGS_RECOVERY_TEST_REQUIREMENTS 
AGS_TCO 
 
Agreement_Instance: Contains the information concerning the agreement about delivered 
services for instances. 
AGI_ID (Primary Key) 
AGI_INS_ID (Foreign Key refers INS_ID in Instance) 
AGI_CUR_ID (Foreign Key refers CUR_ID in Currency) 
AGI_SLA_ID (Foreign Key refers SLA_ID in Service Level) 
AGI _MIGRATION/INSTALLATION_DATE 
AGI _MIGRATION/INSTALLATION_COSTS 
AGI _MIGRATION_PATH 
AGI _SERVICE_START_DATE 
AGI _SERVICE_END_DATE 
AGI _MONTHLY_COSTS 
AGI _EXPORT 
AGI _ARCHIVING 
AGI _DATABASE_REPLICATION 
AGI _ONSITE_DBA 
AGI _MIGRATION_RDBMS_VERSION 
AGI _CONSOLIDATED_ENVIRONMENT 
AGI_CHANGING_PARAMETERS 
AGI_RDBMS_REQUIRED 
AGI_REMARKS 
AGI_PRIME_AVAILABILITY 
AGI_NONPRIME_AVAILABILITY 
AGI_SUPPORT_HOURS 
AGI_MAX_HOURS_DATA_LOSS 
AGI_BACKUP_RESPONSIBILITY 
AGI_BACKUP_TOOL 
AGI_BACKUP_FREQUENCY 
AGI_RECOVERY_TEST_FREQUENCY 
AGI_RECOVERY_TEST_REQUIREMENTS 
AGI_TCO 
 
Currency: Contains the currencies used for bills. 
CUR_ID (Primary Key) 
CUR_NAME 
 
Person: Contains information about people involved. 
PER_ID (Primary Key) 
PER_NAME 
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PER_COMPANY 
PER_REFIND 
PER_LOCATION 
PER_PHONE 
PER_EMAIL 
 
Function: Contains the names of the functions. 
FUN_ID (Primary Key) 
FUN_NAME 
 
Ser. Contact: Contains the contact names and functions for servers. 
SCO_SER_ID (Primary & Foreign Key refers SER_ID in Server) 
SCO_PER_ID (Primary & Foreign Key refers PER_ID in Person) 
SCO_FUN_ID (Primary & Foreign Key refers FUN_ID in Function) 
 
Ins. Contact : Contains the contact names and functions for instances. 
ICO_INS_ID (Primary & Foreign Key refers INS_ID in Instance) 
ICO_PER_ID (Primary & Foreign Key refers PER_ID in Person) 
ICO_FUN_ID (Primary & Foreign Key refers FUN_ID in Function) 
 
Appl_Db. Contact: Contains the contact names and functions for Oracle application 
databases and SQL Server databases. 
ACO_DAP_ID (Primary & Foreign Key refers DAP_ID in Application_Database) 
ACO_PER_ID (Primary & Foreign Key refers PER_ID in Person) 
ACO_FUN_ID (Primary & Foreign Key refers FUN_ID in Function) 
 
Server Backups: Contains details about server backups. 
SBC_ID (Primary Key) 
SBC_SER_ID (Foreign Key refers SER_ID in Server) 
SBC_START_TIME 
SBC_END_TIME 
SBC_TYPE 
SBC_STATUS 
 
Instance Backups: Contains details about instance backups 
IBC_ID (Primary Key) 
IBC_INS_ID (Foreign Key refers INS_ID in Instance) 
IBC_START_TIME 
IBC_END_TIME 
IBC_TYPE 
IBC_STATUS 
 
Datafile Backups: Contains details about datafile backups. 
DBC_ID (Primary Key) 
DBC_TSP_ID (Foreign Key refers SER_ID in Tablespace) 
DBC_START_TIME 
DBC_END_TIME 
DBC_TYPE 
DBC_STATUS 
 
Schedule Type: The names of database schedule types. 
STY_ID (Primary Key) 
STY_NAME 
 
Backup Schedule Server: The backup schedule for servers. 
BSS_ID (Primary Key) 
BSS_SER_ID (Foreign Key refers SER_ID in Server) 
BSS_STY_ID (Foreign Key refers STY_ID in Schedule Type) 
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BSS_SUN 
BSS_MON 
BSS_TUE 
BSS_WED 
BSS_THU 
BSS_FRI 
BSS_SAT 
 
Backup Schedule Instance: The backup schedule for instances. 
BSI_ID (Primary Key) 
BSI_INS_ID (Foreign Key refers INS_ID in Instance) 
BSI _STY_ID (Foreign Key refers STY_ID in Schedule Type) 
BSI _SUN 
BSI _MON 
BSI _TUE 
BSI _WED 
BSI _THU 
BSI _FRI 
BSI _SAT 
 
Backup Schedule Datafile: The backup schedule for datafiles. 
BSD_ID (Primary Key) 
BSD_TSP_ID (Foreign Key refers TSP_ID in Tablespace) 
BSD_STY_ID (Foreign Key refers STY_ID in Schedule Type) 
BSD_SUN 
BSD_MON 
BSD_TUE 
BSD_WED 
BSD_THU 
BSD_FRI 
BSD_SAT 
 
 
MS Access Graphical User Interface 
On the following pages, some screen dumps of the newly designed Graphical User Interface 
are given. This interface will be used until the information can be stored in IRIS and the 
Graphical User Interface of this tool has been extended to perform the functions now 
performed by the MS Access Graphical User Interface. 
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Figure A9.2: Server details 
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Fig A9.3: Instance information 
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Fig A9.4: Application information 
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Attachment 10: Questionnaires and 
Contracts 
This attachment contains six questionnaires and contracts that will be used to support the 
procedures described in attachment 8. The following is a list of the questionnaires and contracts 
in this attachment: 

• Business Application Profile Questionnaire: The questionnaire that must be filled in 
once per business by the customer to provide business details. 

• Technical Application Profile Questionnaire: The questionnaire that must be filled in 
once per application by the customer to provide technical application details. 

• Project Work Order: The contract containing a description of the services that are 
delivered to the customer only once, for example to migrate applications to the CDHE. 

• Service Work Order: The contract containing a description of the service delivered to 
the customer during a certain period (e.g. one year).  

• End Application Profile Questionnaire: The questionnaire that must be filled in by the 
customer when the support on an Oracle application database or SQL Server database 
must stop. 

These questionnaires and contracts support the details described in the Global SD/SLA 
[KORSWAGEN1, 2004], which does not yet contain the Service Levels described in this 
document. That is why some details may not look familiar for the reader of this report. The 
Service Levels in the SD/SLA are: 

• Basic Support 
• Basic Support + On-Call Pager Rota 
• Basic Support + On-Call Pager Rota + Standby 
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Business Application Profile Questionnaire 
 
Prerequisites 

This Business Application Profile Questionnaire is the first of the two questionnaires that must 
be filled in to add your application(s) to the service provided by the Global DBA Team as 
described in the Global Service Description / Service Level Agreement for the DBA Support and 
Database Hosting Services. Without the information in this questionnaire, the RDI Team cannot 
process your request. 

This Business Application Profile Questionnaire must be filled in before you complete the 
“Technical Application Profile Questionnaire” for one or more applications.  

(http://sww-itforshell.shell.com/giti-
ah/db_services/documents/20041005_Application_Profile_Questionnaire_Technical.doc) 

This document has to be filled in once per Portfolio. A number will be assigned to the completed 
form. This number must be provided in the “Technical Application Profile Questionnaire” that 
must be filled in for every application.  

The Global Service Description / Service Level Agreement can be found at: https://sww-
knowledge-tw2.shell.com/knowtw2/livelink.exe?func=ll&objId=2705469&objAction=Open 

Contact Information 

Fill in your name, company, reference indicator, telephone number and e-mail address. 

• Your Name:         

• Company and Reference Indicator:        

• Telephone number:         

• E-mail address:         
 
Business information 

Fill in the following details about your Business Unit 

• Select Business Unit:     - choose - 

 If you have chosen ‘Other’, specify:          

• Business Unit Sold-to-Code:          

• Project WBSE code for T&M work:         

• Select Region of Application Owner :  - choose - 

• Portfolio:            
 
Business Contacts 

Provide contact information about the Portfolio Manager. The Portfolio Manager functions as the 
owner of a group of applications. He/She replaces one or more application owners, who decide 
what will be done with the application and pay for keeping the application operational. 

Full Name:           
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Company and Reference Indicator:        

Telephone Number:          

E-mail address:           
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Technical Application Profile Questionnaire 
 
Prerequisites 

Make sure the “Business Application Profile Questionnaire” is filled in for your Portfolio Manager 
before you fill in this Technical Application Profile Questionnaire. The Portfolio Manager 
functions as the owner of a group of applications. He/She replaces one or more application 
owners, who decide what will be done with the application and pay for keeping the application 
operational. 

You need the number assigned to this completed “Business Application Profile Questionnaire” 
to be able to complete this “Technical Application Profile Questionnaire”. You can use this 
number for all your applications. Without the information in the “Business Application Profile 
Questionnaire”, the RDI team cannot process you request. 

The “Business Application Profile Questionnaire” can be found at:  

http://sww-itforshell.shell.com/giti-
ah/db_services/documents/20041005_Application_Profile_Questionnaire_Business.doc 

Please read the Global Service Description / Service Level Agreement for Global Database 
Hosting and DBA Support Services in which the Service Levels are described before you 
complete this application profile. This document can be found at: https://sww-knowledge-
tw2.shell.com/knowtw2/livelink.exe?func=ll&objId=2705469&objAction=Open 

You should provide as much information as possible to facilitate proper infrastructure design 
considerations. If you need help, please contact the RDI (Request management, Design and 
Implementation) department via: RMP-ITDSAppsHosting@Shell.com. 

 
General Application Information 

Please answer all questions in this section. If the information in this section is not complete, the 
RDI Team cannot process your request and a request manager will contact you for additional 
information. 

1. Contact Information 
• Your Name:          

• Company and Reference Indicator:         

• Phone:          

• E-mail address:          

• The number assigned to your “Business Application Profile Questionnaire” by the RDI 
Team:         

2. Application name            

3. Application Contacts 

Give the names, company, reference indicator, phone number and e-mail addresses of the 
contacts of the application. For some functions, this information is required. It is possible to add 
more contacts if they exist. A description of these functions can be found in the Global SD/SLA. 
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Function Full Contact Name Company 
and 
Reference 
Indicator 

Telephone 
number 

E-mail address 

Application 
Owner 

                        

Application  
Technical 
Custodian 

                        

Application 
Operational 
Custodian 

                        

                              
                              
                              
                              
 
4. Other details 

• Does the application deal with (sensitive) personal data?    Yes No   

 If Yes, ITIBHW5 needs to check if application is registered in the SADB database. 
Specify additional requirements related to security and access to (sensitive) data: 
      

• In the current set-up all Export & Import regulations are adhered to:  Yes No   
 
5. Application Data Risk Assessment: 

Data Owners are required to commission Risk Assessments for data under their control, in-line 
with the requirements for Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability as stated in the Shell Group 
Information Security Standard. The primary process for Data Owner risk assessments is 
specified in the IT for Shell Baseline Risk Assessment Framework (ITCI039). The description of 
this process can be found as a Powerpoint document stored in LiveLink. (Due to page 
development and movements in LiveLink, the best way to find this document is to do a LiveLink 
search for ITCI039) 

It is the Data Owner’s responsibility to ensure that all relevant business and regulatory 
requirements are provided during the risk assessment process. 

Implementing backup and restore capabilities is one of the risk mitigation strategies available to 
Data Owners, especially to meet Integrity and Availability goals. Conversely, there may be 
additional down-side risks to Confidentiality in some backup and restore environments. 

Stage 1 of the ITCI039 Risk Assessment process, undertaken by Information System Managers 
or Information Security Focal Point for the Data Owner, identifies initial exposure to risk - 
assessing the level of impact of risks, and the likelihood of occurrence. This stage must address 
data corruption, loss or unavailability risks. 
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Stage 2 provides a Technical Risk Assessment, and is undertaken by the Information Security 
Focal Point for the Data Owner and with specialist direction where necessary. It delivers the 
security requirements for the system, the type of threats and vulnerabilities the system will 
encounter, and the necessary controls to counter the identified threats. 

Involvement from the backup and restore service provider in identifying mitigating strategies for 
risk, must occur during Stage 2 for risks identified as Medium or High. Additionally it is 
recommended that a backup and restore expert be involved in the design of all controls which 
involve backup and restore services for High risks. 

• Specify the result of the Information Security IT for Shell Baseline Risk Assessment 
Framework.  - choose - 

Specific Application information 
 
The model server is a DL760 with 8Gb internal memory. The model instance is 1/12th of this 
model server. The advised parameters below are an indication of the load that can be carried. 
There are no hard and fast maxima as long as 1/12th of the DL760 capacity is not exceeded.  
 
The ADVISED parameter values are: 

• The maximum % CPU load of a server is 67% (= 100% used). 
• 0.5 Gb internal memory will be available for every instance installed on a server.  
• Per instance, always 10 Gb database space is available. If more database space is 

required, extra database space up to a maximum of 50 Gb can be bought for one 
instance.  

• The maximum number of instances that may be installed on a server depends on the 
speed in TPM-Cs. Every instance may on average use 9000 TPM-Cs.  

• 30 concurrent users are allowed per instance. 
• Per instance, 300 users may be registered. 
• 15 applications can be put in one instance. 

 
6. Application Description 

• What is the application type (its primary function)?   - choose - 

If you have chosen ‘Other’, specify:            

• Give a short application description:           
 
7. Application Users 

• Number of application users:             

• Number of concurrent users:  

• Expected growth of concurrent users:            

• Expected growth of application users:           

• Number of users in EU/AF:            

• Number of users in AM:            

• Number of users in AP:            
 
8. Application Load 

• Total database size in Gb:             

• Expected growth of database size:           
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9. Other Application Requirements 

The application requirements below are not necessarily covered under standard support. 

• Batch jobs:              

• Database links with other databases:           

• Character set:               

• Special Userids:              

• Schemas:               

• Special parameter settings:            

• Special options: 

 Intermedia 

 Java 

 Spatial 

 DataMining 

 Parallel Server 

 Advanced Security 

 OLAP 

• Do you need DBA access? (If yes, this application will be installed in a dedicated 
instance that will not contain any other applications) Yes No   

• All required rights:             

 

• Remarks:       
 
10. Application history: 

• Is this a new application?  Yes No  (if yes, continue with question 18) 

If no, where was it hosted before?       

 
Current Application Situation 

Please answer all questions in this section. The questions in this section are about the current 
location and specifications of the application. 

 
11. Support 

• Who hosts the application now?  

o Region:        

o Team:          
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• What are the monthly costs paid for this application? (include currency!) 

o Currency:        

o Monthly costs:        

 
12. Support Contacts 

Contacts which have not been specified answering question 3. These contacts are for example 
people who currently support the application and/or people who deliver support for a server or 
instance. 

Function Full Contact Name Company and 
Reference 
Indicator 

Telephone 
number 

E-mail address 

                              
                              
                              
                              
 
13. Current Service Level 

Choose ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ for the options below representing the current Service Level that is 
supported for the application. 

• Is a high availability structure used?   Yes  No 

If yes, choose which one:  - choose - 

If no, choose availability:  - choose - 

• On-call pager Rota?      Yes  No 

• Are exports made (for table restores)?  Yes  No 

• Prime Time availability:         

• Non Prime Time availability:         

• Support hours:      - choose - 

If other, specify:           

• Is an on-site DBA available?    Yes  No 

• Specify Backup tool:    - choose - 

If other, specify:          

• Backup frequency:          

• Is Archive Logging active?    Yes  No 

• Maximum hours of data loss:         
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• Is the database replicated?   Yes  No 

• Recovery test?      Yes  No  

If Yes, specify:  

Current requirements recovery test:        

Current frequency recovery test:        

• Data retention period:          

• Number of versions to be retained:        
 
14. Server information 

• On what make & type of server is the application installed?        

• What is the name of the operating system and its version? 

 AIX, version:        

 Solaris, version:       

 HP-UX, version:       

 Linux, version:       

 Windows NT, version and service pack:       

 Windows 2000, version and service pack:      , GI-H: , GI-Inside:  

• What RDBMS is installed? – Specify name and version! 

 Oracle, current version:       and patch:       

 SQL Server, current version:       and service pack:       

 Other, specify:      , version:       

• Are there any special parameter settings? 

 No 

 Yes, specify:       

 
15. Application Migration 

• Are there reasons not to migrate to Linux + Oracle 9.2 or GI-H + SQL Server 2000? 
(and to Linux + Oracle 10g instead of Linux + Oracle 9.2 from Q2 (expected) 2005) 

 No 

 Yes, specify:       

• Are there reasons to migrate to a dedicated server? 
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 No 

 Yes, specify:       

• When do you want to migrate?       

 

16. Where is the application located? 

Specify information about the servers and instances in which the application is located. 

 

Full Server Name Instance 
Name 

Environment 
Type 

RDBMS RDBMS 
Version 

Size 
(Gb) 

            - choose - - choose -             

            - choose - - choose -             

            - choose - - choose -             

            - choose - - choose -             

            - choose - - choose -             

            - choose - - choose -             

            - choose - - choose -             

            - choose - - choose -             

            - choose - - choose -             

            - choose - - choose -             

            - choose - - choose -             

Total:      

 

Specify additional information:  
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Server information 

If available, the following information should be filled in for the servers appearing in the answer 
of question 15. The information specified below will be used to decide whether or not the server 
can be reused for the new server structure of the service described in the Global SD / SLA. 
Review your service request forms you have filled in for relevant server details. (If you have 
more than two servers, please provide the same details below) 

 
 Server 1 Server 2 
Full Server Name             
IP Address             
Manufacturing date             
Hardware manufacturer             
Server Type             
Operating System             
OS Version             
Performance (TPM-C’s)             
Maximum load measured             
Location             
Number of CPUs             
CPU type             
Internal memory             
Disk space             
Other applications on this 
server 

            

TCO (+ currency)             
Server owner             
Remarks             
 
More servers:       
 
Service Level 

Information about the Service Levels can be found in the Global Service Description / Service 
Level Agreement. Please read this document thoroughly and study the tariffs carefully before 
you choose the new Service Level and other support options. The tariffs can be found at:  

http://sww-itforshell.shell.com/giti-ah/db_services/tariff.htm 

If your application is currently installed on a UNIX server, the costs for backup services will 
increase after migrating. The services described in the Global SD/SLA offer better backup 
services than currently provided on UNIX servers. 

 
17. Choose the new Service Level: 

It is only possible to choose the “Basic Support” if one or a couple small applications will be 
migrated. If multiple applications are migrated to a dedicated instance, choose a Service Level. 

• Will multiple applications be migrated?  Yes  No, then skip question 19 
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• If yes, choose Service Level for dedicated instance:  - choose - 
 
18. Choose other support options 

The following options can only be chosen if multiple applications are migrated. 

• Is an export required (for table restores)?   Yes  No 

• Maximum data loss (15 minutes - 24 hours):        

• Is an on-site DBA required?       Yes  No 

• Is database replication required?     Yes  No 

• Support hours:         - choose - 

If other, specify:            

• Recovery testing?       Yes  No  

If Yes, specify:  

• Requirements recovery test:         

• Frequency recovery test:        

• Data retention period (*):          

• Number of versions to be retained (*):        

(*) Standard service offering of Data retention period and Number of versions to be retained 
vary according to platform.  Please provide your requirements if your database is subject to 
business or regulatory requirements where the standard service is not sufficient. The GI Backup 
Schema as published in “Web, Database, Compute (WDC) Operations - Database Services - 
Version 0.9 - 21-Jul-2004” has been adopted as role model: 
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Schedule Pattern Weekly –  

Friday (Full) 

Weekly - 
Monday, 
Tuesday, 
Wednesday, 
Thursday 
(Incremental) 

Monthly -  

2nd Saturday, 3rd
Saturday, 

4th Saturday, 

Last Saturday 

Monthly - 

1st Saturday 

Backup method Default Set - Full 
Backup 

Default Set -  

Incremental 
Backup 

Short Term Set - 
Full Backup 
(Weekly Offsite)

Long Term Set - 
Full Backup 
(Monthly Offsite)

Time Window for 
DataBase Backup (two 
phase mech.) 

20:00 to 00:00 
hours. 

20:00 to 00:00 
hours. 

20:00 to 00:00 
hours. 

20:00 to 00:00 
hours. 

Time Window for OS 
File Backup 

00:01 to 20:00 
hours. 

00:01 to 20:00 
hours. 

02:00 hours to 
complete. 

02:00 hours to 
complete. 

Options FULL INCREMENTAL FULL FULL 

Retention Period. 14 days. 14 days. 35 days. 15 months. 

Approx. number of 
versions during 
retention period. 

2 versions 8 versions 5 versions 15 versions 

SLA for File Restore Within 3 working 
days. 

Within 3 working 
days. 

Within 5 working 
days. 

Within 5 working 
days. 

 
19.  Restore test 

• Do you want a restore test after installation?   Yes  No 
 
20. Remarks 

Other remarks  
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Project Work Order 
 

PROJECT WORK ORDER  
(SITI Contract Repository No.______________) 

  
This Work Order is a contract specifying the service delivery to Customer and is governed by 
the latest version of: 

a) the referenced  SLA (Service Level Agreement), if any, the Tariff List and the SITI 
Delivery Terms, all as published on the ITforShell website and 

b) if in place, the terms of the relevant Business Service Agreement between the 
Customer and a Business Service Company [Cost Contribution Agreement for 
Business Support (OP), E&P Service Agreement (EP), Charter Agreement 
(Chemicals)]. 

 
Project Name Migrate [Instance names or portfolio] to the 

Consolidated Database Hosting Environment (CDHE) 
SITI Legal Entity [Choose Legal Entity, remove other ones and green 

text 
Shell Information Technology International BV 
Shell Information Technology International Inc. 
Shell Information Technology International Sdn Bhd] 

Customer Legal Entity [Depends on customer] 
Sold To Code [Depends on customer] 
Customer Account Coding  [Depends on customer] 
Customer Cost Object/Centre  [Depends on customer] 
Start Date [Discuss with customer] 
End Date [Discuss with customer] 
Customer Contact: 
 Phone Number 

[Depends on customer] 

Business IT Endorser [Depends on customer] 
SITI Contact (s): 
 Phone Number 
  

Request management, Design and Implementation (RDI

E-mail: RMP-ITDSAppsHosting@Shell.com 

Website: http://sww-itforshell.shell.com/giti-ah/rdi/ 

[Name + Reference indicator TPL] 

Technical Project Leader 

Office Telephone: [Fill in] 

Office FAX: [Fill in] 

Mobile Telephone: [Fill in] 

E-mail: [Fill in]@Shell.com 
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Hans van Ieperen (SITI – ITIBHW5) 

Global Service Manager DBA services 

Office Telephone: +31 70 303 4283 

Office FAX: +31 70 303 4011 

Mobile Telephone: +31 6 46 1200 53 

E-mail: H.vanIeperen@shell.com 

Background 
Rationalisation and Consolidation, i.e. standardization of service levels and 
platforms, increasing the volume and improving the utilization of installed 
infrastructure, are the main levers to reduce database related operating system
costs. 

The definition of the target environment can be found in the Global Service 
Description / Service Level Agreement (SD/SLA) for the DBA and Database 
Hosting Services document C-04-0015 and the Service Brochure (https://sww
knowledge-
tw2.shell.com/knowtw2/livelink.exe?func=ll&objId=2705469&objAction=Open,
http://sww-itforshell.shell.com/giti-ah/db_services/sla_brochure.htm) 

This Project Work Order is used when existing Oracle application databases o
SQL Server databases are migrated to the Consolidated Database Hosting 
Environment or when new ones are added.  

Purpose  [Choose the right options and remove the green text.] 
The [ choose: installation (new) / migration (existing)] of [choose: a new 
(new) / an existing (existing)] [choose RDBMS: Oracle application / SQL 
Server database] [ optional: only in case of an existing Oracle application 
database or SQL Server database from its current environment] [choose: on 
(new) / to (existing)] the Consolidated Database Hosting Environment. 

Scope 
See ‘Outline Plan’ for the tasks that are performed. All other tasks are out of 
scope. 

Key 
Requirements 

1. Migration or installation will be done as described in the migration or 
installation plan, which is created to determine the effort needed. 

2. Customer is kept up-to-date during the migration or installation 
phase. 

3. Customer must be available for testing 
4. Oracle application database or SQL Server database must work as 

required. 
Deliverables 

One or more environments (production, standby, development, evaluation, 
training) in which the Oracle application database or SQL Server database of 
the customer runs as required. 
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Outline Plan 
Included in this project are all tasks described at ‘Estimated Effort’ in this 
document. These tasks must be performed to complete the installation or 
migration of an environment onto the Consolidated Database Hosting 
Environment. 

The following tasks are included: 

[Delete the steps that are not included in this specific project and remove the 
green text.] 

Write installation or migration plan 

[Optional (existing application or database): Measure resource usage] 

[Optional (step-out application or database): Write procedure for step-out] 

Create Oracle application database or SQL Server database in evaluation 
environment 

Perform changes on evaluation environment 

Customer should test and agree on correct operation 

Create operational environment 

[Optional (in case additional software is needed): Installation of additional 
software needed] 

[Optional (but recommended): Restore test] 

[Optional (existing application or database): Move users from existing to new 
environment] 

Complete documentation 

[Optional (existing application or database): Delete old environment] 

Constraints • In principle enough capacity is available, but fluctuations in demand 
may necessitate delivery of new disk space and/or new servers by 
the GI-H and UNIX/Linux service which could delay the project. 

• In principle production and standby instances will be installed in 
separate datacenters. Initially limited standby capability may be 
available.  

• For database services 7*24 support will be delivered. Initially this will 
be done through regional delivery groups on a 5*8 basis + on-call 
support; later through global 5*24 support + on-call support during 
the weekend. 

Risks Low risk:  
In case an existing environment is migrated, the old environment will be kept 
available until the Customer decides that the new environment works 
correctly. 
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Acceptance 
Criteria 

Both Project Leader and Customer must sign this PWO. 

When the PWO is accepted, the Project Leader creates the [Choose: Oracle 
application(s) / SQL Server database(s)] in an evaluation environment. 

As soon as the new environment works according to specifications, the Projec
Leader creates the [Choose: Oracle application(s) / SQL Server database(s)] 
in a production environment.  

Project 
Organisation 

The Global Service Manager Database Hosting & DBA Services, Hans van 
Ieperen (SITI – ITIBHW5) is responsible for this project.  
 
The DBA, [Fill in the name of the DBA and reference indicator that is 
assigned to this project], assigned to this project is the Project Leader and 
thus is responsible for completing the project. 
  
The Customer, [Fill in Customer name and reference indicator], is prepared 
to deliver all information needed during the project to make sure it can be 
completed successfully in time. 

Project Control All communication and reporting requirements will be the responsibility of the 
Project Leader. They will be agreed with Customer representative and 
detailed in the project scope. It is the Project Leader’s responsibility to: 
monitor & report on project status, identify and resolve issues, manage 
exception situations, control changes & variations. 

The project sponsor may escalate via the Business Interface (SIM – Service 
Integration Manager) to the Project Leaders line. Formal complaints should 
be directed to the Service Integration Manager. 

Variations will not be required unless impact on timescales and/or budget 
exceeds 10% of the original estimates and the additional effort is more than 
10 staff days. All other variations or changes to scope, milestones, 
timescales or budget must be authorised by Customer and will be recorded 
by the Project Leader. 

Quality Plan Resources assigned will be adequately trained to carry out the required 
tasks. 
 
Project deliverables will be subject to review by Customer, peers, Subject 
Matter Experts (SMEs), Service Delivery representatives and others as 
required or as deemed necessary.  
 
All projects will be delivered in accordance with IT for Shell Project 
Management Standards and Guidelines. 
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Estimated Effort 
(Staff-hours) 

The following resources will be employed on a hourly charging basis using 
the standard SITI tariffs specified in the Tariff List. 
[Fill in the details below, remove the optional fields that are not needed and 
remove the green text] 
 

Task to be performed Effort (hours) 
Write installation / migration plan 1 
[In case of an existing Oracle application 
database or SQL Server database: Measure 
resource usage ] 

[Fill in] 

[In case of a step-out: Write procedure ] [Fill in] 
Create Oracle application database or SQL 
Server database in evaluation environment, 
perform changes, create operational 
environment after testing, consisting of the 
following: 
[Provide a list of instances and the servers 
they are installed on]  

[Fill in: 20 hrs per 
standby ins, 40 hrs 
per other ins type.  x 
hrs per migration to 
an existing instance]  

[Optional: Installation of additional software 
needed] 

[Fill in] 

[Optional: Restore test] [Fill in] 
[In case of an existing Oracle application 
database or SQL Server database: Move 
users from existing to new environment] 

[Fill in] 

Complete documentation [Fill in] 
[Optional, in case of an existing Oracle 
application database or SQL Server 
database: Delete old environment] 

[Fill in] 

Total effort: [Sum]  
Tariff:  
(See Tariff List) 

To be billed at an hourly rate for the time worked on the project. These 
charges include the following overhead items: partial day events for learning, 
performance management and department administration. 
 
The above relates to cost of staff effort only.  Any related expenses (travel etc) will be 
at cost and will be billed accordingly. The tariffs can be updated to reflect changes to 
the Tariff List. 
 
The current hourly tariffs can be found at: 
http://sww-itforshell.shell.com/giti-ah/db_services/tariff.htm  5. DBA Support Rates 

Estimated Cost Please note that this is a preliminary estimate based on the information available to 
date and that it is not a fixed fee project.   Should the estimate be exceeded prior 
agreement will be sought from the Customer Project Sponsor to continue.  
 
Final cost: [Fill in: Total effort in hours * DBA JG tariff per hour] 

Value Creation 

Migration to the Consolidated Database Hosting Environment decreases the 
monthly DB Hosting and DBA Services costs for the Customer because the 
Customers Oracle application databases and/or SQL Server databases are 
installed on one or more shared database servers. The customer doesn’t 
have to pay for a new server and pays a lower monthly infrastructure fee 
instead. 
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Customer 
Satisfaction 
Measurement 

The team leader of the DBA assigned to this project is responsible for Customer 
Satisfaction Measurement. 

  
 
 
 
Accepted and Agreed: Accepted and Agreed: 

 
Shell Information Technology International BV [Fill in Customer Legal Entity Name] 

 

Authorized Signature: Authorized Signature: 
Printed Name: Hans van Ieperen  
(SITI-ITIBHW5) 

Printed Name: [Fill in Customer Name and 
Reference indicator] 

Date: 
Place: Leidschendam, the Netherlands 

Date: [Fill in Date] 
Place: [Fill in place and country] 
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Service Work Order 
 
 

SERVICE WORK ORDER 
(SITI Contract Repository No. ______) 

 
This Work Order is a contract specifying the service delivery to Customer and is governed by 
the latest version of: 

a) the referenced SLA (Service Level Agreement), if any, the Tariff List and the SITI 
Delivery Terms, all as published on the ITforShell website and 

b) if in place, the terms of the relevant Business Service Agreement between the 
Customer and a Business Service Company [Cost Contribution Agreement for 
Business Support (OP), E&P Service Agreement (EP), Charter Agreement 
(Chemicals)]. 

 

Service Name Global DB Hosting and DBA Support Services  
(SD/SLA number C-04-0015) 

SITI Legal Entity [Choose Legal Entity, remove other ones and green text 
Shell Information Technology International BV 
Shell Information Technology International Inc. 
Shell Information Technology International Sdn Bhd] 

Customer Legal Entity [Depends on customer] 

Sold To Code [Depends on customer] 

Customer Account Coding [Depends on customer] 
Customer Cost Object/Centre [Depends on customer] 

Start Date [Discuss with customer] 

Estimated Term or End Date  [Discuss with customer] 

Customer Contact: 
 Phone Number 

[Depends on customer] 

Business IT Endorser [Depends on customer] 

SITI Contact: 
 Phone Number 

Request management, Design and Implementation (RDI)

E-mail: RMP-ITDSAppsHosting@Shell.com 

Website: http://sww-itforshell.shell.com/giti-ah/rdi/ 

 

Hans van Ieperen (SITI – ITIBHW5) 

Global Service Manager DBA services 

Office Telephone: +31 70 303 4283 

Office FAX: +31 70 303 4011 

Mobile Telephone: +31 6 46 1200 53 

E-mail: H.vanIeperen@shell.com 
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Description of Services 
 
SITI will perform the following services: 
 
Fixed-Fee Services: the services described in the Global Service Description / Service Level 
Agreement (SD/SLA) for the DBA and Database Hosting Services document C-04-0015  
(https://sww-knowledge-
tw2.shell.com/knowtw2/livelink.exe?func=ll&objId=2705469&objAction=Open) and the Service 
Brochure (http://sww-itforshell.shell.com/giti-ah/db_services/sla_brochure.htm). 
 
The following databases are supported: 
 EU AM AP 
Basic Support […] […] […] 
Basic Support 
+ On-Call 
Pager Rota 

[…] […] […] 

Basic Support 
+ On-Call 
Pager Rota + 
Standby 

[…] […] […] 

 
Database Administration Support: This Service provides DBA Consultancy Services. This 
DBA SWO covers only regular and recurring support activities. The following activities will be 
provided on the basis of payment for Time and Material using the standard SITI tariffs 
specified in the Tariff List: 
 
Description of the tasks DBA Job 

Group 
Hours per 
month 

[Exports] [4/5/6/7] [Fill in] 
[…] [4/5/6/7] [Fill in] 
[…] [4/5/6/7] [Fill in] 
[…] [4/5/6/7] [Fill in] 
 
Other Services: Other services provided to the Customer. This DBA SWO covers only regular 
and returning additional services. The following services will be provided: 
 
Description of the services 
[Software Licenses] 
[On-site DBA support] 
[Disk Space for Exports] 
[…] 
 
Price 
Based on all assumptions and conditions as known at this time, SITI provides the estimates 
described below. The prices can be updated to reflect changes to the Tariff List, which can be 
found at http://sww-itforshell.shell.com/giti-ah/db_services/tariff.htm. Euro/USD conversion 
rate [1.20]. 
 
Fixed-Fee Services: 

Quantity Price per unit Total Description of services 
EU AM AP EU € AM $ AP $ EU € AM $ AP $ 

TOTAL 
$ 

Db in shared instance [#] [#] [#] 93 125 47 [€] [$] [$] [$] 
Instance Infrastructure [#] [#] [#] 500 615 533 [€] [$] [$] [$] 
Ins support (<=3dbs) [#] [#] [#] 278 366 140 [€] [$] [$] [$] 
Add dbs in instance [#] [#] [#] 50 66 25 [€] [$] [$] [$] 
Add fee per db >10Gb [#] [#] [#] 139 183 70 [€] [$] [$] [$] 
Add fee per [#] [#] [#] 139 183 70 [€] [$] [$] [$] 
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db>100Gb 
Disk Space per 36Gb [#] [#] [#] 149 179 179 [€] [$] [$] [$] 
Archive Logging [#] [#] [#] 56 73 28 [€] [$] [$] [$] 
On Call [#] [#] [#] 83 110 42 [€] [$] [$] [$] 
Replication, one way [#] [#] [#] 56 73 28 [€] [$] [$] [$] 
Replication, two way [#] [#] [#] 139 183 70 [€] [$] [$] [$] 
Standby for database [#] [#] [#] 139 183 70 [€] [$] [$] [$] 
Standby infrastructure [#] [#] [#] 500 615 533 [€] [$] [$] [$] 
Standby disk space [#] [#] [#] 149 179 179 [€] [$] [$] [$] 
Recovery Tests [#] [#] [#] 2734 3314 2200 [€] [$] [$] [$] 
Dedicated DL760 [#] [#] [#] 2967 3760 3180 [€] [$] [$] [$] 
Dedicated DL580 [#] [#] [#] 2355 3026 2446 [€] [$] [$] [$] 
Dedicated DL380 [#] [#] [#] 2072 2686 2106 [€] [$] [$] [$] 
[…] [#] [#] [#] […] […] […] [€] [$] [$] [$] 
Total fixed-fee services: €[+] $[+] $[+] $[+] 
 
Database Administration Support: 
 Quantity Price per unit Total 
 EU AM AP EU € AM $ AP $ EU € AM $ AP $ 

TOTAL 
$ 

JG4 T&M Work [#] [#] [#] 124 149 59 [€] [$] [$] [$] 
JG5 T&M Work [#] [#] [#] 109 127 53 [€] [$] [$] [$] 
JG T&M Work [#] [#] [#] 102 105 46 [€] [$] [$] [$] 
JG7 T&M Work [#] [#] [#] 94 89 40 [€] [$] [$] [$] 
Total Database Administration support: €[+] $[+] $[+] $[+] 
 
Other Services:  
Description Price 
[Software Licenses] [$] 
[On-site DBA support] [$] 
[Disk Space for Exports] [$] 
[…] [$] 
Total other services: $[+] 
 
Total monthly costs: $[Total Fixed-Fee Services + Total Database Administration Support + 
Total Other Services] 
 
Payment 

Each month billing information is generated per Instance. The bills for the same owner/business 
unit are merged into one larger bill. These charges are converted into a feeder file for the 
financial system of SITI called ISIS. This system will take care of actually charging the 
Customers as follows: 

− Monthly billing to sold-to provided by the Customer (both for internal and external billing). 
− Invoice line per Instance and per extra option obtained. 
− Material code used: To be specified later. 
− Customer Cost Object: To be specified later. 
 
Accepted and Agreed: Accepted and Agreed: 

 
Shell Information Technology 
International BV 

[Fill in Customer Legal Entity Name] 
 

Authorized Signature: Authorized Signature: 
Printed Name: Hans van Ieperen  Printed Name: [Fill in Customer Name and 
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(SITI-ITIBHW5) Reference indicator] 
Date: 
Place: Leidschendam, the Netherlands 

Date: [Fill in Date] 
Place: [Fill in place and country] 
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End Application Support Questionnaire 
 
Prerequisites 

This questionnaire must be filled in by the application owner or the portfolio manager. The 
Portfolio Manager functions as the owner of a group of applications. He/She replaces one or 
more application owners, who decide what will be done with the application and pay for keeping 
the application operational. 

He/She hereby declares that the support for the application specified below - or part of it - must 
be stopped. After sending this questionnaire, a DBA will contact you to agree on the exact 
details.  

Specific terms and conditions can be found in the Global Service Description / Service Level 
Agreement, which can be found at: https://sww-knowledge-
tw2.shell.com/knowtw2/livelink.exe?func=ll&objId=2705469&objAction=Open 

You should provide as much information as possible. If you need help, please contact the RDI 
(Request management, Design and Implementation) department via: RMP-
ITDSAppsHosting@Shell.com. 

 
Application Information 
Contact Information 

• Your Name:         

• Company and Reference Indicator:        

• Phone:         

• E-mail address:         

Application name           

Application description 
• Give an exact description of what needs being removed (include server name and 

instance names if possible):        
Archiving 

• Must the environment be archived? (You have to pay a monthly fee for this!) 

       No Yes, how long?        
Service end date 

• Specify the date on which the application must be deleted and archived (at least one 
month from now!):        
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Financial Information 
Service Name 

Consolidated Database Hosting Environment 

Sold To Code       
Customer Contact: 
Phone Number 

      

SITI Contact: 
 Phone Number 

Request management, Design and Implementation (RDI) 
E-mail: RMP-ITDSAppsHosting@Shell.com 
Website: http://sww-itforshell.shell.com/giti-ah/rdi/ 
 
Hans van Ieperen (SITI – ITIBHW5) 
Global Service Manager DBA services 
Office Telephone: +31 70 303 4283 
Office FAX: +31 70 303 4011 
Mobile Telephone: +31 6 46 1200 53 
E-mail: H.vanIeperen@shell.com 

 
Description of Services 

SITI will perform the following Services: The Application Environment described above, will be 
deleted on or soon after the End Date given above. If required, a backup of the application will 
be stored on an off-line medium on an off-site location for the Application archiving time given 
above. 

Price 

Based on all assumptions and conditions as known at this time, SITI provides the following 
estimates: [Costs for storing the deleted environment for the period agreed. Hours * Tariff of JG 
needed to complete deleting the application. This will be filled in by a CDHE representative.] 

These prices can be updated to reflect changes to the Tariff List. 

Accepted and Agreed: Accepted and Agreed: 

Shell Information Technology International BV       

Authorized Signature: Authorized Signature: 

Printed Name: Hans van Ieperen  

(SITI-ITIBHW5) 

Printed Name:       

Date:       

Place: Leidschendam, the Netherlands 

Date:       

Place:       
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Attachment 11: Standard Parameter 
Settings 
Standard parameter settings for both Oracle and SQL Server are listed in this attachment. 
 
Oracle [ORACLE10, 2004] [ORACLE11, 2004] [ORACLE1, 2004] 
In Oracle, Initialization Parameters are set per instance. Dedicated instances are used in case 
some parameters need special settings. All shared instances have standard parameter 
settings. The following is a list of the initialization parameters of Oracle 10g that differ from the 
default settings of Oracle. The other parameters can be used with their default settings. 
 
Parameter Setting for Shared instance 
audit_trail True 
background_dump_dest /local/bin/oracle/admin/<DATABASE_SID> 

/bdump 
compatible 8.1.7.0.0 
control_files (/local/dat01/oradata/<DATABASE_SID> 

/con1<DATABASE_SID>.ctl,                     
/local/dat03/oradata/<DATABASE_SID> 
/con2<DATABASE_SID>.ctl,                           
/local/dat04/oradata/<DATABASE_SID> 
/con3<DATABASE_SID>.ctl) 

core_dump_dest /local/bin/oracle/admin/<DATABASE_SID>/cdum
p 

db_block_buffers 10000 
db_file_multiblock_read_count 32 
db_files           255 
db_name <DATABASE_SID> 
dml_locks 500 
enqueue_resources 200 
ifile /local/bin/oracle/admin/<DATABASE_SID>/pfile/

config<DATABASE_SID>.ora 
log_archive_dest /local/dat09/orabck/<DATABASE_SID> 

/arch/archlog_ 
log_archive_format %t.%s 
log_archive_start   True 
log_buffer 163840 
log_checkpoint_interval 10000 
max_dump_file_size 10240 
max_enabled_roles   48 
open_cursors       255 
open_links         50 
processes 200 
resource_limit     True 
rollback_segments rbseg3,rbseg4,rbseg5,rbseg6 
row_locking        Default 
sessions 500 
_system_trig_enabled True 
shared_pool_size 400000000 
timed_statistics True 
user_dump_dest /local/bin/oracle/admin/<DATABASE_SID>/udum

p 
A13.1: Standard Parameter settings for the shared Oracle instance 
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Notes: 

• The compatible parameter may change if a different version of Oracle is used. 
•  
• /local/bin/oracle/admin is the default location for all of the udump, bdump, cdump, 

create and pfile directories. 
• open_cursors can be increased at no cost of extra memory until actually used, so the 

advise is to change this value to 500. 
• Instances should be created with WE8ISO8859P15. 

 
SQL Server [MICROSOFT2, 2004] 
SQL Server uses the sp_configure to store server configurations. Al servers with SQL Server 
installed on it, must have the following settings: 
 

Configuration Option Value 
Affinity mask 0 
Allow updates 0 
Awe enabled 0 
C2 audit mode 0 
Cost threshold for parallelism 5 
Cross DB Ownership Chaining 0 
Cursor threshold -1 
Default full-text language 1033 
Default language 0 
Fill factor 0 
Index create memory 0 
Lightweight pooling 0 
Locks 0 
Max degree of parallelism 0 
Max server memory 896 
Max text repl size 65536 
Max worker threads 255 
Media retention 0 
Min memory per query 1024 
Min server memory 0 
Using nested triggers 1 
Network packed size 4096 
Open objects 0 
Priority boost 0 
Query governor cost limit 0 
Query wait -1 
Recovery interval 0 
Remote access 1 
Remote login timeout 20 
Remote proc trans 0 
Remote query timeout 600 
Scan for startup procs 1 
Set working set size 0 
Show advanced options 1 
Two digit year cutoff 2049 
User connections 0 
User options 0 

Table A13.2: sp_configure settings for SQL Server 
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